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PREFACE

This is the 17th Leeds Annual Statistics Research (LASR) workshop which began 

over 20 years ago (the first being informal and hence without numbering). The most 

recent of these have been in the areas of shape and image analysis. These are both key 

research areas in Leeds; our work in shape analysis grew out of a long standing interest 

in directional data analysis and multivariate analysis, while the focus on image analysis 

grew from work in geostatistics and spatial statistics. Subsequently, work has developed 

through the interaction between the two fields.

Over the last two years, the overall theme of the workshops has been Shape Analysis; 

details can be found in 'Current Issues in Statistical Shape Analysis' (University of Leeds, 

1995) edited by Mardia and Gill, and 'Image Fusion and Shape Variability Techniques', 

(University of Leeds, 1996) edited by Mardia, Gill and Dryden. Other useful collected 

works are the two special volumes of 'Statistics and Images' (Carfax, Oxford, 1993, 1994) 

edited by Mardia and Kanji, and Mardia respectively. It was clear at these meetings 

that the approach to statistical modelling and estimation was frequently based on the 

Bayesian paradigm. In general, it has been recognised that knowledge-based algorithms 

using a Bayesian approach are more widely applicable and reliable than ad hoc algorithms. 

Advantages include the use of explicit and reliable stochastic models making it easier to 

understand the procedures and allowing confidence statements about conclusions. Hence 

the theme of this year's workshop is most timely. This year a special feature of the 

workshop is that there is a preliminary instructional session.

The papers appearing in the Proceedings cover a wide range of topics in image analysis, 

both theoretical and practical, and should provide a useful reference for all working in 

shape and image analysis. It is worth noting that a number of the papers appearing 

in this year's Proceedings are the result of international collaboration which began as a. 

direct consequence of last year's workshop.

We thank the authors, most of whom submitted their papers on time which greatly 

helps with the editorial process before handing over to the printers. The Proceedings are, 

as has become usual, available at the beginning of the workshop.

We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the Engineering and Physical Sci 

ences Research Council and the London Mathematical Society through the MATHFIT 

initiative which has covered the costs of registration and accommodation of UK research 

students. We also acknowledge the support of CoMIR and the University of Leeds.

Kanti Mardia 

Christine Gill 

Robert Aykroyd 

22nd May 1997
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PART I : PAPERS





SESSION I





OPENING ADDRESS

Geometries of Knowledge

Ulf Grenander 
Brown University

Knowledge appears in many forms and can be represented in a multitude of ways. I will try 
to convince you that many knowledge representations have properties that are characteristic of 
geometries and to do that let me start with a few simple examples.

Example 1. Ancient and medieval philosophers claimed that some fundamental modes of think 
ing could be expressed in syllogistic form: logical inference of one proposition, the conclusion, 
from two others, the premises, such that each premise has one term in common with the conclu 
sion and one term in common with the other premise. 
For example,

every animal is mortal (premise 1)
every man is an animal (premise 2)
therefore, every man is mortal (conclusion) 

or
all men are mortal (premise 1)
Socrates is a man (premise 2)
therefore, Socrates is mortal (conclusion)

The School Men regarded syllogisms as the foundation of reasoning and knowledge should 
be represented in such form. Much thought was given to the organization of such reasoning 
schemes, and older colleagues may remember the mnemonics that they had to learn by rote for 
enumeration the syllogisms. Indeed, we can organize by abstraction and write the first of the 
above syllogisms as

every X is Y
every Z is X 

therefore, every Z is Y since this scheme reduces to the first one by the substitution

X  > animal, Y  > mortal, Z  » man

Euler used diagrams of a form now well known to us to make the relations appear geometric, see 
Figure 1 a for the standard relations between sets.

The syllogism could then be illustrated by the cases in Figure Ib, all implying that either that 
X = Z or X C Z to use modern notations , see Figure Ic, so that every X is Z.

Returning to the first version, let us make "copies" of it in the following way. Say that we 
have introduced a finite set, an alphabet Al, of first terms that we allow in the first premise replac 
ing "animal", another alphabet Al for the second term in the first premise replacing "mortal",



and a third alphabet A3 for the first term in the second premise replacing ''man'' The product 
alphabet will be denoted by

A = AI x A.I x A3

Then consider a bijective transformation S : A <-> A leaving the sub-alphabets invariant so that 
5 = Si x 82 x 83 such that Sa maps Aa onto itself. We can, for example, choose Sa as the 
set of all permutations of Aa so that we get the symmetric groups over \Aa objects; a = 1,2,3.

In this way we can generate many examples of syllogisms by letting the transformations in 
5 act upon a typical syllogism with fixed terms a! = a° e AI, a2 = a§   A0 , a3 = a°   A3 , so 
that we get the derived syllogisms

a = (ai,a2 ,a3 ) = s(a°,al,a°)

as the result of a transformation (or deformation) s acting upon the typical object. We have gen 
eralized knowledge about syllogistic reasoning from the instance <z° = (a°, a°, a§) to a whole 
family of syllogisms. Since S is a group, with invertible transformations, this procedure has not 
really added any new knowledge, just compressed all into the concise form of the pair (a°, S).
Example 2. Now we shall turn to another case that appears to be, at least at first glance, com 
pletely different. In the plane consider a triangle with sides of length 3,4,5 enumerated counter- 
clock wise and placed as the bottom left one in Figure 2 and knowledge of Euclidean geometry 
tells us that the angle at (0,0) is 90 degrees.

But if we translate the 3,4,5-triangle to some other position in the plane the 90 degrees angle 
remains 90 degrees and the same is true if we rotate it. Here we have used a group S = SE(2) of 
transformations, the special Euclidean group, and applied it to a special instance of the triangle. 
In this way we get a whole family of triangles with the angle invariant and of the same area. 
We can also change the scale (uniformly) and still have the angles invariant but the area will 
change. Triangles are built from just three line segments combined contiguously, but we could 
form more complex geometric entities from points, lines and other primitives and subject them to 
the transformations, still with angles as invariants.With more drastic transformations like affine 
transformations of the plane onto itself we can no longer claim that angles remain invariant, and if 
we only assume the transformation to be diffeomorphic we can claim only that some topological 
characteristics are unchanged. Similarly to Example 1 we start from some typical instance and 
apply a group of transformation in order to generate large ensembles of related structure. Thus 
we produce variability but restricted by invariances - a theme that permeates the sciences, in 
particular physics.

Example 3. Consider some simple sentences in English of the form

'the little dog chases the cat' 
'a red bird eats the seed' 
'some nice man feeds the bird'

Since school we know how to parse such sentences, for example into the syntactic string: 

Determiner, Adjective, Noun, Verb, Determiner, Noun,



perhaps made more structured by specifying sub-classes of parts of speech. Let us introduce a 
vocabulary made up of word classes like

Determiner = {the, a, some,... } 

Adjective = {little, red, nice,... } 

Noun = {dog, bird, man,... } 

Verb = {chases, eats, feeds,... }

and one group Sa of permutations for each word class. Then, again, we can generate variable 
sentences by applying the groups to the word classes. Note that the underlying syntactic structure 
is an invariant.

Of course this gives us only a small fragment of the English language, so that as a grammar it 
is too weak to be of real interest. To get more powerful grammars, for example context free ones, 
more sophisticated constructions is needed, with rewriting rules as primitives to be combined 
into a tree graph, and that, and much more, is what has happened during the history of linguistics, 
especially during its Chomskyan phase. In spite of its simplemindedness the example suffices 
for clarifying a common theme that we are now going to study more carefully.

What is geometry? Felix Klein, the great German geometer, declared in his celebrated 
Erlangen Program that geometry is the study of invariants under groups of transformations. He 
concentrated on groups of linear transformations: translations, rotations, scaling, affine map 
pings, projective transformation, and so on. Each group is then examined for its invariants and 
the resulting mathematical structure is a geometry.

Example 2 is certainly recognized as geometry in the conventional meaning of the term, but 
it may seem strange to think of syllogisms and grammar as instances of geometry. However, it is 
no more strange than to view the kinematics of Newtonian mechanics as geometry in space-time 
R4 with respect to the Galilean group or that of special relativity as geometry with respect to the 
Lorentz group: in these cases as well as in the above examples we study variability restricted by 
invariances and group theory is the natural mathematical tool for analyzing such structures.

I have argued elsewhere, that pattern theory is intended to provide knowledge representations 
that take the opposition variability-invariance into account and can be regarded as geometry in 
the sense of Klein. This attitude helps us to see how knowledge representations from different 
fields can be constructed in a unified way, especially when we deal with highly complex sys 
tems. Before discussing how this can be done it is reasonable to ask why such representations 
are needed. Say that a biologist has accumulated evidence about some organism, for example in 
the format of micrographs. If the number of pictures is small they can be examined "manually" 
one by one and the raw data can then be reduced to quantitative measurements and summarized 
into meaningful statements. When the observational techniques become increasingly automated 
the researcher will be faced by mountains of data and it is reasonable to turn to computational, 
automated methods of analysis.
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But to be able to develop computer programs for such a task requires that we can formulate 
the task in exact terms: the computer is unforgiving when it comes to nebulous or ambiguous 
instructions. We are thus forced to formalize our understanding of the research object in well 
defined logical categories so that they can be correctly translated into computer code: we need 
indeed a formal representation of the knowledge.

To represent knowledge by doctrines, perhaps by mathematical models, has a long history 
going back to the dawn of scientific thinking. Sometimes this has resulted in highly concise the 
ories of great beauty; Newtonian mechanics is the example par preference. Others are differently 
expressed, not using mathematical terminology but nevertheless organizing a mass of informa 
tion into knowledge representations; the botanical taxonomy of Linnaus could serve as an exam 
ple. It is first when we are confronted by really complex systems, heterogeneous, highly variable, 
and with complicated interactions between its parts, that the need arises for formal structures that 
has led to the creation of pattern theory. Biology/medicine offers many examples of this. It is 
important to realize that "complex" means not just big but something more. A system with lots 
of components, such as an ideal, monatomic gas, is certainly complicated and its study has raised 
challenging mathematical questions. Nevertheless, the rules that are assumed to govern its be 
havior are straightforward and no pattern formalism is needed - it would help little if at all. In 
contrast, systems in biology/medicine often exhibit behavior characterized by a high degree of 
heterogeneity, complicated interactions and awesome variability. Then a formal representation 
helps to separate the essential from the incidental and can be viewed as a geometry of knowledge.

Example 4. The examples were chosen as simply as possible to introduce a view point, but now 
let us discuss a truly complex system: the anatomy of the human brain. Its awesome complexity 
and the abundance of anatomical knowledge that has been accumulated about it has resulted in an 
enormous literature; here we can only sketch one approach to anatomical image understanding 
that is based on pattern theoretic ideas. The pattern theoretic terminology and notation that we 
shall use can be found in Grenander(1993).

Let us think of an image / of the brain, where 'image' is a mathematical abstraction, an ideal 
image that will usually not be completely observable, We shall think of / as a function

I:X -> Y

where the background space X is a rectangular region X C R3 and the contrast space Y has 
elements (y\, 3/2,2/3,      ), some of whose components are real numbers, others take values in 
some finite vocabulary A/". The components yi, that take real values can denote for example tl- 
intensities or PET measurements acquired with perfect sensors. The dictionary A" will contain 
names of anatomical entities, for example

A/ = {white matter,grey matter, skull, hippocampus, CSF, first ventricle,...}

but also smaller components. The representation via / depends on what sensor(s) are used but 
is not affected by sensor noise.

Anatomical knowledge will be represented by configurations



where a, the connector graph, has sites 1,2,3,... some of which are connected by edges in the 
graph. The gt, the anatomical generators, are of the form

g = (V,n,/31 ,fa,...);VcX;n£ J\f;/33 CdV

V denotes the volume occupied by the anatomical component g, the ft's, the bonds of the gen 
erator, are surface patches on the boundary of V, n is the name of the component. We shall use 
the bond relation p = EQUAL so that regularity 7? of configurations is now defined. With the 
usual notation C(K) stands for the set of all regular configurations.

A generator g can sometimes but not always be defined by discontinuities in some intensity 
across the bounding surface dV. The latter happens for example at the hippocampus in relation 
to the amygdala or at the bottom border of the thalamus vs grey matter with similar intensities. 
This implies that traditional image processing tools like edge detectors and thresholding will 
not suffice for achieving image understanding - anatomical knowledge must be built into the 
algorithms.

For a given population of anatomies A we shall assume that a partition exists

A = (Ja Aa

such that for each value of the partition parameter a the images / 6 A01 are diffeomorphic to 
each other. It will then be natural to select one "typical" representative, a template, I^mp from 
each class A". Note that each Aa is a pattern in the strict sense of this term.

This assumption is trivially true if each A" consists of a single image, but we hope for more: 
that the sub-anatomies, the subsets of the partition are large and that the partition can be de 
fined via personal parameters such as age, gender, socio-economic status and observed parame 
ters such as symptoms and signs. If two sub-anatomies A" 1- and A"2 are not diffeomorphic any 
mapping between them must destroy the topology, by for example adding or deleting matter. In 
pattern theory such mappings are said to be heteromorphic; they will reappear in the represen 
tation of anatomical pathologies.

For a fixed A" a similarity group S will act diffeomorphically on X inducing mappings of 
generators and configurations. This implies that the regularity It is invariant with respect to the 
group S.

If H denotes the set of diffeomorphisms h : X <-> X it is clear that far from all maps belong 
ing to H will lead to images hl"emp that are anatomically realistic. To ensure that this will happen 
we introduce a prior probability measure P on H such that little probability mass is assigned to 
severe deformations h. Let us now discuss how this should be done.

Group cascades. In the early development of computational anatomy the similarity transforma 
tions and their probability measures were based on ideas from continuum mechanics, especially 
from elasticity theory. At the time this was a reasonable starting point which led to some im 

pressive results, but it is becoming clear that biologically and physically more meaningful rep 
resentations of anatomical variability are needed for a deeper understanding of computational 
anatomy.. To achieve this the similarity group will be organized as a cascade of Lie groups
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(Ski k = 0,1,2,...), each of which has an intuitive interpretation. Let us mention some possible 
candidates for these groups; a much more detailed discussion can be found in Matejic (1997).

50 could be a group of monotonic mappings of the intensity range of the sensor output.

51 could be a translation group describing the position of the patient's head with respect to 
the sensor.

52 could be an orthogonal group describing the orientation of the patient's head with respect 
to the sensor.

83 could be a scaling group describing the overall size of the brain anatomy of the patient. 

£4, S5 , Sg, • • • could be affine groups acting upon various components of the brain.

continuing down to biological units of small dimension that will be deformed by high dimen 
sional local groups..

Remark 1. The cascade should also include a flow diagram indicating the order in which the 
groups should be applied, possibly with replications, and the probability measures Pk assigned 
to each of the groups. An example of such a flow chart is shown in Figure 3 where the box with 
84, Ss,Ss, ST, Ss is replicated once. The P/, together with the flowchart determine P.

Remark 2. If Si is one of the groups acting on separate anatomical components it is clear that 
its action influences other components than gk , since these groups are (fairly) rigid. To limit that 
influence consider the displacement dk(x)

sk (x) = * 4- dk (x) 

and modify it by replacing dk (x) by

dk (x) => <t>k(x)dk (x)

where the influence function <j>k(x) should be close to one in the interior of gi, and small far away 
from gk-
Stochastic flows and propagation of the templates. As long as the deformations are small the 
mappings can be guaranteed to be diffeomorphic but it has been observed, see Miller-Christensen- 
Amit-Grenander (1994), that for large deformations this is not always the case. To handle this 
difficulty we shall replace the transformations in the Sk by stochastic flows.

Denote the Lie algebra of S/, by Sk with elements generically denoted by /&. Let Qk be a 
probability measure on the algebra. An element fk means a vectorfield which we first modify by 
an influence function, here called ^>t(z), to

/*(*) => W*(«)

and the resulting flow induces the diffeomorphic mappings that we shall use. Integrating the flow 
field over a time interval A^ we get the modified transformations
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For example, for the Lie algebra so(2) we haven a rotation vector element

with the vector field displayed in Figure 4a, with circular trajectories for s. For g = ellips and 
an influence function i[>(x) close to one inside the ellipse and to zero outside we get the modified 
field

Q Gr = v<(c)[z 2^- - *!  ]
shown in Figure 4b. The integrated field is going to (approximately ) rotate the ellipse with the 
effect of the rotation extending outside g but gradually weakening as we move away from the 
ellipse.

Remark 3. Note that we can also prevent the flow from crossing the boundary dX of the 
background space by making the influence function $(x) tend to zero rapidly as x   > dX.

We now handle the groups in the cascade in this way and apply one modified transformation 
after the other, propagating the template after each s  has been applied. By this we mean that 
the template Itemp(k) is replaced by the diffeomorphically mapped template Itemp(k + 1) = 
 s  ° Ittmp(k) at the transition k   » k + 1 in the flow chart for the cascade. This procedure is 
related to the "fluids algorithm" used in our earlier work.

Hippocampal variation. At present various applications of the ideas described above are under 
way, both for MR, PET in vivo for humans , and cryosectioned brain slices for the Macaque mon 
key. Using different combinations of the above ideas brain researchers are developing automatic 
or semi-automatic procedures for image analysis. To give some idea of what sort of results that 
are being obtained we shall discuss briefly an analysis of the hippocampus, a brain component 
that is believed to be involved in learning and recent memory, see Figure 6.

A population of adult patients, at present consisting of 15 diagnosed as schizophrenic and 
1 5 normal, were scanned with a high resolution MR sensor. Using a variation of the fluids algo 
rithm the hippocampus was determined for each MRI and its surface represented by a polygonal 
network as shown in Figure 5 (image courtesy S. Joshi). It is then possible to compute various 
differential geometric invariants such as curvature and geodetic length.

On the surface of a hippocampus surface we can then determine the vectorfield of deforma 
tions for each patient and do some traditional data analysis of the vector fields for patients in the 
two populations. Visual inspection of the hippocampi certainly show variation but it is difficult 
to see any clear cut structure. Instead expand the vector fields in a set of eigen-functions and 
write down the usual Bayesian test for discrimination. This results in almost perfect discrimi 
nation but some caution is needed when interpreting this: our empirical information is still too 
limited. Anyway, this preliminary study is certainly promising and data are becoming available 
in larger quantities.

Why is this important? Part of our motivation for developing this mathematical methodology 
is the challenge it presents - because it is there! But there is also the desire to contribute to the at-
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tempts of psychiatrists and neuro-scientists to develop diagnostic tools for detecting schizophre 
nia and other mental disorders, such as Alzheimer's, at an early stage.

They claim that for some of these disorders it is possible to slow down or prevent the disease 
from developing further if it is diagnosed at an early stage. But that means before the patient's 
symptoms in loss of memory and other cognitive functions have become apparent. With modem 
sensor technology it is possible to measure anatomical changes with some accuracy. Actually, it 
is also possible to observe functional change with fMRI and PET, but that is another story. The 
trouble is that the shape changes, say of the hippocampus, are so minute that visual inspection 
of its rendered surface is not always sensitive enough to spot them.

The hope is therefore that shape can be expressed and measured quantitatively so that objec 
tive tests can be found to help the diagnostician. In the beginning of this endeavor the mathe 
matical and computational difficulties seemed so overwhelming that we, the Brown and Wash 
ington University groups, began the study with considerable trepidation. As work progressed 
the computational challenge has become less of a problem - both because of the rapidly expand 
ing computer power and, more essential, because the algorithmic aspects are better understood, 
which has led to more efficient code.

Arguing that this, as well as other pattern theoretic knowledge representations, is essentially 
geometric in nature one should try to write down as precisely as possible the fundamental as 
sumptions describing these geometries. This is desirable not just for its own sake, but also in 
order to bring out hidden assumptions clearly so that they can be subjected to empirical verifica 
tion or falsification. For example, how should the many possible types of anatomical anomalies 
be represented mathematically in terms of heteromorphic deformations? Or, how can anatomi 
cal variation be related to function? What differential operators, not necessarily from continuum 
mechanics, represent the probability measures of variability?

These and many other questions are difficult but must be answered before the methods can 
be used in clinical practice, and I would like to invite the cooperation of researchers from several 
fields, here especially statistics, to help in this exciting endeavor.
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0

Figure la: Relations between X and Y

Figure Ib: First syllogism

Figure Ic: Conclusion of first syllogism
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rotation ^^f

scaling ^4

translation
diffeomorphism

Figure 2: Transformed triangle

S4, S5, S6, S7, S8

S9,...

Figure 3: Flowchart for group cascade
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Abstract

We propose a probability model for automatic landmark detection for object 
recognition. The probability model is composed of two components. The first 
component is a distribution on landmark positions based on feature functions in the 
scale space of the image and the second component is a configuration distribution 
based on shape. The underlying theme in the model is to attempt to mimic how an 
observer locates predefined landmarks in an image.

1 Introduction

There are various problems in object recognition where the object is specified by a set of 
landmarks (Mardia and Hainsworth, 1993). Following McCulloch et al. (1997), we model 
how an observer might locate given landmarks in an image containing a known object. 
The probability model has two components:-

(a) A feature function distribution in the scale space of the image containing an object.

(b) A configuration distribution of landmark positions based on the shape of the object.

The work differs from McCulloch et al. (1997) who used hierarchical models based on 
Markov fields. We now describe our models.

2 Scale Space Models and Feature Functions
Scale space is used to model the relative sizes of features in an image. Witkin (1983) 
introduced the concept of scale space for the continuous one dimensional case, and it
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extends easily to higher dimensions. The space is constructed through convolution of the 
image with a Gaussian density with zero mean and standard deviation a, where <7 defines 
the scale component of the space.

Let f(x, y) denote the image. The Gaussian image scale space is then given by

L(x,y;c) = f(x,y)*G(x,y;Q,c)

= (27r)-1 a- 1 fff(x-t,y- s)e-^^ +'' )dtds,

where G(-; p., a) is the probability density function of the bivariate normal distribution 
with mean vector fi and covariance matrix u2/. For observed images, the two integrals 
become a double sum, and care is to be taken at the boundary. One way of dealing with 
the boundary is to wrap the image on a torus. For different <r, we obtain L(x,y;cr), e.g., 
for <r = 0,1, ..., k, where a ~ 0 implies the original image f(x,y). We call a the scale.

Note that it is expected that different landmarks will appear at different scales. For 
the face example given below, the landmark for the middle of the face appears at higher 
scale than for various other landmarks (e.g. the tip of the nose and the corners of the 
mouth). Thus at higher scales, we are able to provide information which is hidden at zero 
scale (i.e. in the original image).

There are various feature functions which assign probabilities to possible landmarks 
using transformations on the image scale space (McCulloch et al., 1997). For example, if

then one of the important feature functions is the medial function defined by

which takes large values in regions of high curvature in intensity. The parameter K is 
taken as either positive or negative in order that the resulting quantity has the largest 
peak. Thus if (x±, jk), i = 1, ..., k are the landmarks with scales <7;, i = 1, ..., k and weights 
Ki, we have the feature function density

k 1 
Const. ]]_exp{--Ki^[Lttt> (xi ,yi ;^) + Ly,y,(xi ,yi ;^)}}, (1)

>=i

i.e. we are assuming the values of the differential smoothed image at the landmark sites 
are identically and independently distributed.

For boundaries, the feature function distribution can be based on

.

The corner at (x,y) is modelled by the probability density function 

Klji**- 21*1,1*, + i*£w )l'r , 7>0
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where 5 = ±1 to account for the expected orientation. Note that the points for each 
of medialness, boundary and corner may be different with different scale a. We could 
incorporate these probabilities into the feature function distribution but for this paper, 
we will concentrate only on medialness.

3 Shape Distribution

There have been significant developments in the field of shape analysis, starting from the 
pioneering papers of Kendall (1984) and Bookstein (1986). An updated account from a 
statistical point of view is given in Dryden & Mardia (1997). We now obtain a probability 
density function of a configuration.

Let us denote the set of landmarks (x;,j/;), i = l,...,fc and obtain the likelihood of 
the configuration. Define preshape z = Hz0/ \\ Hz° \\ (z : (k — 1) x 1) where H is the 
Helmert sub-matrix. For prespecified mean shape 7, [(k — 1) x 1], the tangent coordinates 
at 7 are given by

v = e-ig(I-^')z (2)

and 6 = arg(7*z). Let vec v be the 2k — 2 real matrix obtained by stacking the real 
and imaginary parts of v. Suppose 71, ...,7P are the p principal shape components (from 
training data) with corresponding eigenvalues Aj,..., AP . Then we can take the probability 
density function of vec v as

/(vec t;) = const. e'^vec VT*-(vec «> (3) 

where
s- = sj=1 A- l7j7; (4)

and S~ is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. Note that the density is singular and 
the normalizing constant is (n^_1 Aj)~1 (27r)"?'' 2 -

Let us assume for registration, location (x£,,t/£,), rotation (6) and scale (S) to be in 
dependently distributed of v as

(2) 9-

where 5 is the angle of (xi, jd) & (x 2 ,2/2) with the horizontal, i.e. 9 = arctan{(j/2 — J/i)/(x2 • 
and

(3) the centroid size S is
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Thus the log of the configuration density is (ignoring the normalising constant) 

-l(vec <;)TS-(vec v) - ̂ (XL - ̂  - ̂ (yL - ̂"

where S is given by (4).
The parameters 7, (7^, A.,-),;' = l,...,p,(iix ,fiy ),(cx ,(rt ),(ne,<re'), and (fi s ,o;) are ob 

tained from training data. Here, we have 10 faces (taken under controlled conditions) for 
10 landmarks. Thus the total likelihood is known.

4 The Model and Estimation

Using the distributions (1) and (5), we can now obtain the likelihood which might repre 
sent the probability that a human observer is able to identify landmarks in a given image. 
Therefore, —2 x log likelihood of our model (ignoring the normalising constant) is defined 
by

SJU/c^Kixi*. + £*,„,) + (vec «)TS-(vec v) + ^(x2 - Ml ) 2

This expression contains various hyperparameters. Note that we cannot simulate the 
image using (6) as only there is no contribution from grey levels away from landmarks.

Following McCulloch et al. (1997), we are modelling how an observer would locate 
a set of predefined landmarks in an image containing a known object. This approach is 
different to modelling the space of images given the landmark locations.

Given training data, we can estimate the hyperparameters

through sufficient statistics as in McCulloch et al. (1997).
Suppose n images are given. In practice, we scan through these images and assess key 

feature points at various a. These points may have a descriptive content, e.g. the eye 
corners. From training data, their empirical distribution can be obtained together with 
signs of K;. Also, some idea on the spread of the feature function density can be perceived. 
The configuration density depends only on (i;,yi),i = l,...,Jb. The training data can 
now be used to obtain the empirical distributions of size, orientation and location. For 
the shape distribution, we estimate 7 by the Procrustes mean and using the Procrustes 
tangent projection of Section 3, we obtain the eigenvectors and eigenvalues 7; and A,, t = 
1, ...,n. This procedure is illustrated in the next section and some additional details for 
the shape component are given in Appendix.
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5 Example

The training data are n = 10 sets of k = 9 landmarks located on the scale space images. 
We have chosen to drop landmark 10 as it seemed difficult to locate, see Figure 1. In 
Figure 2 we see a plot of the Procrustes registered landmarks. The Procrustes mean shape 
and the principal components are computed for the data. The hyperparameters in the 
configuration density are estimated by sample quantities from the training data.

Figure 1: Ideal landmark positions with different scales (see Table 1). Landmark (1) 
Centre of the left eye, (2) Centre of right eye, (3) Left corner of the mouth, (4) Right 
corner of the mouth, (5) Centre of nose, (6) Left corner of the nose, (7) Right corner of 
the nose, (8) Centre of the mouth, (9) Midpoint between nose and mouth, (10) Centre of 
the face.

We use p = 8 PCs in our model out of a total of 9, and the 8 PCs account for 98% 
of the shape variability. We test the procedure by attempting to automatically locate 
the landmarks in the first two images of the training data. We consider three starting 
positions for the algorithm A) the 'true' landmarks T, which were located by hand in the 
training data, B) a shift of T by (15,-15), C) a shift of T by (20,50).

We need to choose the hyperparameters K;<7; in equation (1). We chose K; = K = 1.5 
and set <7i as the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel at the scale at which the 
landmark is located. Note that

a; = 11.5, i= 1, 1
d = 8.5, i= 3,... ,7, 9
c^ = 13.5, i=8

The parameters which we wish to maximize over in the total density are the locations, 
size, rotation, and the standardized PC scores 0 = (XL, Jto,s,0,£i,... ,£r )T , which is a 
(p + 4)-vector, and fi,... ,£r are defined below at equation (A3).
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Figure 2: The training data of ten face configurations which have been full Procrustes 
rotated to the Procrustes mean shape.

Approximate maximization is carried out by an initial probabilistic search followed by 
a local maximization. We generate a candidate configuration from a truncated Gaussian 
distribution centred on the current estimate of the maximum of the total density, and 
the candidate is taken as the next estimate of the maximum if the total log-density is 
the largest seen so far. The candidates <j> were restricted to lie in the range 50 < XL < 
206,50 < yi < 206, s > 50,|&| < 4. The variance covariance matrix of the candidate 
Gaussian distribution (before truncation) at the ith iteration is taken as the diagonal 
matrix

,c2s , 2tf, 0.25, . . . , 0.25)

where a; = 1 — i/(I + 1) and i is the number of iterations mod(/), and we chose / as 100 
in our examples.

The algorithm initially generates candidates with a large amount of variability, so if 
the starting position is very poor frequent updates are made to improve the estimate of 
the maximum. The variability is linearly decreased with the number of iterations and so 
only small changes to the estimate tend to be made as one reaches / iterations. After / 
iterations the variability is increased to its initial value. We tend to see that as the cycles 
of / iterations are repeated, updates are made less frequently in the high variability phase 
and more often in the small variability phase. In our examples after about 50 cycles of 
/ = 100 iterations very few updates are made. The procedure is completed by applying a 
local maximization routine, and we used the S-Plus function nlminb.

The results for Image 1 are displayed in Figures 3-5. All the solutions seem reasonable,
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but note that they are different. All solutions give a higher total log-density than the 
hand-located points.

The results for Image 2 are displayed in Figures 6-8. Again all the solutions seem 
reasonable. All solutions give a higher total log-density than the hand-located points.

We also tried to maximize the total log-density using the simplex method with mixed 
results. In some examples the algorithm became trapped in a local maximum.

Figure 3: Image 1. K = 1.5. Start at A: T + (0,0). The starting landmarks are indicated 
by a. triangle. The 'true' hand located landmarks are indicated by dotted configuration 
(----) and the approximate maximum is marked by solid line configuration (——-).

6 Discussion

We have provided a method of automatic landmark detection which combines informa 
tion from scale space as well as shape space. However, the example illustrates that the 
method is somewhat sensitive to hyperparameters values and starting values. Further, 
note that the normalizing constants are not used (since for the scale space, these con 
stants are intractable at present) and the correlation structure in scale space has not 
been incorporated. It looks as though the facet approach of McCulloch & Johnson (1997) 
would be more promising since the hierarchical approach controls the direction in which 
the landmarks can move. Future work will include thorough testing of our procedure on 
a large image set to study the effect of factors like spectacles, to investigate the effect 
of increasing the number of landmarks and to produce a detailed study of estimation 
procedures for the hyperparameters.
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Figure 4: Image 1. n. = 1.5. Start at B: T + (15,-15). The starting landmarks are 
indicated by a triangle. The 'true' hand located landmarks are indicated by dotted con 
figuration (- - -) and the approximate maximum is marked by solid line configuration

Figure 5: Image 1. K = 1.5. Start at C: T + (20,50). The starting landmarks are indicated 
by a triangle. The 'true' hand located landmarks are indicated by dotted configuration 
(----) and the approximate maximum is marked by solid line configuration (———).
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Figure 6: linage 2. K = 1.5. Start at A: T + (0,0). The starting landmarks are indicated 
by a triangle. The 'true' hand located landmarks are indicated by dotted configuration 
(----) and the approximate maximum is marked by solid line configuration (—-—).

Figure 7: Image 2. K. = 1.5. Start at B: T + (15.-15). The starting landmarks are 
indicated by a triangle. The 'true' hand located landmarks are indicated by dotted con 
figuration (- -) and the approximate maximum is marked by solid line configuration
I ___ "i I ')•
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Figure 8: Image 2. K = 1.5. Start at C: T + (20,50). The starting landmarks are indicated 
by a triangle. The 'true' hand located landmarks are indicated by dotted configuration 
(----) and the approximate maximum is marked by solid line configuration (———).
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Appendix

We give here details of generating a random configuration from the shape space compo 
nent of the likelihood. We also give further details on how to use the training data for 
the shape space component of the likelihood.

Part 1 Random Configuration

To construct a random configuration, z of k landmarks.

(1) Suppose a shape mean, i((k — 1) x 1), is given in complex notation. In practice, 
k landmarks are scaled and Helmertized and the Procrustes sample mean 7 is obtained.

(2) Let a random variable v (complex) be defined in the tangent space to 7 by (2). 
We can take

vec (t>) ~ AT2k_2 (0, E), v"i = 0 rank (E) = 2fc - 4, (Al) 

where vec (v) = (Re(ui), lm(vi),,.., Re(^_!), Im(-Ujt_ 1 ))T
Thus v can be obtained by sampling for given parameters.

(3) Form coordinates of object contrasts (in complex notation): 

w = {(1 — v*v)*~f + v},w*w = 1.

(4) Construct centred and scaled landmarks and align with 7 in preshape space

u = HTw , u(k x 1) 

where H is the Helmert submatrix, k - 1 x k. Note that || HTw ||= 1 .

(5) Form the configuration

z = /3(HTw) + al , w € C*

where ft and a have some distribution, say, a is uniform or restricted to the image size 
whereas for ft = re'9 , we may assume that r and 0 are independent normal, i.e.

r ~ normal, 9 ~ normal. (A2) 

To sum up, in complex notation a random configuration is given by

z = /3(HTw] + al (A3)
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where
w = {(1 — v*v)2i + v} ,

v, a and /3 are independently distributed random variables with distribution given by (Al) 
and (A2). We can represent the random vector v with distribution as (2) as vec (v) =
£>=1 <MK, where

•iiij = o,i?j,= i i = j, c(ijYi = o, c(7j )'i = o,
with c(a) = Re(a) + i Im(a), and ifij are independent normal variables. 

Part 2 Parameters in the Distribution

We first describe how to estimate the parameters in a, ft and v given a random sam 
ple, Zi,i = l,...,n (zi complex).

(1) Form the preshape variables (i.e. scaled and centred) u< = ffz;/ || Hz, \\.

(2) Obtain the Procrustes mean 7 as the dominant eigenvector of Su^u* (which can only 
be determined up to a rotation).

Construct V; = e~'6'(I — 77*)u; , 0; = arg(7"u;) , f*Vi = 0.

(3) Obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors Aj and 7j, j = 1,2..., of vec (vj), i = 1, ...,ra, 
respectively. Assess the values of p by looking at \r

(4) Form * = ft{#T7/ II #T7 11} + <*!.
Get the empirical marginal distributions of /? and a, and in turn the distributions of r 
and 9. 

Let
vec (v) = S^A?73 (A4)

and then we can work on the histogram of ifiy where vec (vi) = S^j ^/7j f°r each j. Let 
z, = /?Zi + Id. Minimize

S(vec (*)

with respect to if>j, to obtain V"j = 7/ vec (zi)/\1 .
Usually the t/>j are independent normal otherwise it implies an outlier or dependencies 

among 73 . To sum up, using these above estimates as the true parameters, we can now 
generate a random z.
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Part 3 Centering Approach

One of the difficulties with the method in Part 1 is the loss of geometry, i.e. to look 
into the original landmark space, we need to work backwards through multiplication by 
HT . An alternative approach is to stay in 2^-dimensions as follows. Let z± be the complex 
vector of k landmarks for the tth observation, i = 1, ...,n. Centre and scale z; by

Wi = (zi - Zi)/ || Zi - Zi || .

Calculate now the Procrustes mean shape 7 as the dominant eigenvector of Ewtw' . Form 
the tangent coordinates

Ui = e~lS'(I -T</')wi ,

where 8^ = arg(7*«j;). Form the vector, V(ui) = Vi(2k x 1). The inference is now based 
on

Sv = -Sfa - v)(vi - v)T 
n

Let now 7; and \i be the zth eigenvector and the ith eigenvalue of S». Form the shape 
vector

y(v) = V(7) + £lMK, (A5)
3=1

where V(i] = (7ii,7i2,72i,722,-..,7M,7fc2)T and ^ ~ /JV(0,1). Now the configuration 
vector is given by

z = re^'y + al, (A6) 

where a,r and 9 have the same distribution as in Part 1.
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In a wide range of disciplines including robot vision, microscopy and material science, it is required 
to extract objects of interest such as industrial parts, cell structures and minerals from a noisy and 
blurred image. We will formulate this task as a Bayesian estimation problem, paying particular 
attention to the choice of the prior distribution, and discuss how Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques 
can be used for statistical inference.

1 Definitions and notation

Following Baddeley and Van Lieshout [3, 4], we assume that the objects to be recognised are rep 
resented by a finite number of real parameters that determine size, shape and location. Writing U 
for the space of possible parameter vector values, a point u 6 U represents an object R(u) in the 
digitised image T. To allow for images with multiple objects, define an object configuration to be a 
finite unordered set x = {xi, • • •, xn }, n > 0, of object parameters z* € U. In mathematical terms, A 
is a realisation of a finite point process on U.

In practice, the digitised objects R(zi), Xi G x, are corrupted during the imaging process. We 
model the deterministic blurring component by mapping the object configuration x to an image 6, ', 
t 6 T, called the signal; the remaining random noise component is modelled by a probability density 
f(y I #<x>). It is convenient to assume that the pixel values y = (yi)«€T are conditionally independent 
given the signal but texture models such as Markov random fields could be used as well at a slight 
increase in computational cost.

As an illustrative example, consider a blur-free signal 0,(x) = 1{< 6 S(x) = (J"=1 R(xi)}, t £ T, 
and a binary noise component that randomly swaps background pixels from value 0 to 1 with some 
fixed probability p 6 (0,1) and leaves pixels in the foreground S(x) unchanged. To extract the objects 
from a data image y, regard x as a parameter and estimate it by maximising the likelihood /(y j #'x ') 
over x. Letting Y be the set of data pixels with value 1, this likelihood is nonzero only when S(x) C y 
and the log likelihood is a linear function of |5(x)|, the total area occupied by objects. Hence, one 
solution of the maximum likelihood equations is xmax = {" € U '• R(u) C Y}, the (generalised) 
erosion operator of mathematical morphology (cf.[36]). The other solutions are the subsets x C xmax 
withS(x) = S(xmluI ).

From the example above it is clear that maximum likelihood techniques suffer from multiple 
response due to occlusion. This could well be undesirable and suggests a Bayesian approach with 
a prior distribution penalising scenes with many overlapping objects.

2 Markov prior models

As advocated in [3, 4, 23, 33], a class of models for object configurations suitable for penalising overlap 
and encouraging 'smooth' objects is that of Markov overlapping object processes [32, 6, 3, 4]. These 
processes are defined by their density p(-) with respect to a Poisson process on U with some non-atomic
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finite intensity measure fi(-) - for instance if U is a bounded subset of Rd, the usual choice for /i(-) 
is d— dimensional Lebesgue measure - and satisfy the Ripley and Kelly [32] Markov property that, 
for all configurations x with p(x) > 0, (a) p(y) > 0 for all y C x; and (b) the conditional intensity 
p(*uj"^ depends only on u and those EJ 6 x with R(XI) n R(u) £ 0.

An advantage of Markov overlapping object processes is that they are easy to interpret in terms 
of interactions between intersecting objects: a density p(-) is Markov iffp(x) can be factohsed as

p(x)= ft <#(y) (1) 
cliques ycx

where the product is restricted to cliques y C x of mutually overlapping objects and <£(•) are non- 
negative functions. See [32] for details.

By the factorisation (1), we can define a model by specifying the interaction functions 0(-). How 
ever, some care must be taken to ensure that the result is well-defined and can be normalised into a 
probability density. A sufficient condition is that all </>(•) are bounded above by 1; in that case the 
model is said to be purely inhibitory.

2.1 Within object interaction

As we mentioned in Section 1, any u € U describes an object in terms of a few parameters. In the 
simplest case where all objects are identical up to translation, two location parameters suffice. Thus 
the prior term <t>({u}) in (1) may favour some locations over others, or simply be constant <#({u}) = /?. 
Since each object contributes a term /? to the prior, values of /3 > 1 favour scenes with many objects 
while 0 < 1 will penalise too many objects.

Often, there will be more than just location parameters. For instance if the image contains both 
squares and discs, a type indicator is needed and the prior may give different weights to the two types. 
Size may be taken into account by a factor /?!"(")! [4],

More complicated templates have been considered as well. For example Yuille [39] and Philips 
and Smith [27, 28] model the human mouth by global parameters describing location, orientation and 
size, while local parameters specify the depths of the upper and lower lip. The prior may include a 
Gaussian term for each of the global parameters and conditional Gaussians for the local parameters 
(see also Aykroyd and Green [1]).

Another class of parametrisations models object boundaries by polygons with a fixed or variable 
number of vertices [13]. The prior may enforce smoothness or penalise too many sides [26, 30, 34] for 
instance by a cyclic Markov random field.

) - R(i - I))2 - a, £(fl(i) - 0(t - 1) - 7r) 2]

where ctR,ae > 0 are smoothness parameters, and u has vertices with (centred) polar coordinates 
(fl(i),9(0).

2.2 Between object interaction

Next we turn attention to the interaction functions for cliques of mutually overlapping objects. If no 
objects are allowed to overlap at all, a. hard object process [4] with i/>(xi,Xj) = l{R(ii) n R(XJ) = 
0} would be appropriate. In the absence of other interaction terms, this is just a Poisson process 
conditioned on having no intersecting objects. Applications can be found in [4, 16, 34]. 

The hard object process is an example of a pairwise interaction model

where ct is the normalising constant, and the second product is over all pairs of overlapping objects 
X{,Xj. Other special cases include the Strauss object process <p(xi,Xj) = 7, or 4>(ii,Xj) a function of 
the distance between the object centers as in Qian and Mardia [30]. In both cases, $(•, •) must be 
bounded by 1 to ensure that the model is well-defined.
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The Qian and Mardia model takes into account the amount of overlap between the objects. Similar 
ideas lie behind the area-interaction model [40, 5]

p(x) = o7-IS(x)IJ-J^(rj ) (2)

where S(x) again denotes the union Uj/Z(xj). Contrary to the pairwise interaction models discussed 
above, p(-) is well-defined for all values of 7 > 0; realisations tend to have few intersections for 7 < 1 
and clusters of overlapping objects for 7 > 1. Note that (2) exhibits interactions between arbitrarily 
many objects.

Various generalisations of (2) have been proposed recently. Baddeley et al. [2] study quermass 
interaction processes which replace area by perimeter and other fundamental geometric measures. Van 
Lieshout and Molchanov [22] consider models based on the coverage function cx (a) = 2"=1 l{a 6 
R(ZJ)} , counting the number of objects covering pixel a. For instance,

p(x) = a7-Hi-cx (t)=i

with 7 < 1 penalises realisations containing many overlapping objects. As for the area-interaction 
process, the model is well-defined for all 7 > 0.

Finally, note that all models discussed above treat objects equally. However, as suggested in Qian 
and Mardia [30], occlusion can be taken into account by imposing an ordering on object configurations 
to describe which objects lie on top.

3 Random set based and morphological priors

In some applications it is not necessary to identify individual objects, only to separate foreground 
from background. For segmentation problems like this, pixel-based Markov random fields have been 
proposed as prior distributions to encourage neighbouring pixels to belong to the same segment. See 
[7] and the references therein for details. Recently, more 'region-based' priors have been proposed. 
Since the natural phenomena underlying many images are continuous in nature, in this Section we 
will consider their random set based analogues.

We will restrict attention to random sets X defined by their density with respect to a Boolean 
model on a compact window W with typical grain distribution v(-} and intensity A > 0 [37]. Note 
that the density must depend on the union of the grains only. The role of within object interactions 
is taken over by v(-).

M011er and Waagepetersen [25] introduced Markov connected component fields, where the density 
factorises into terms associated with the connected components in an image rather than with cliques 
of neighbouring pixels (cf. [6]). They prove that if the model is also a Markov random field with 
respect to horizontal and vertical neighbours, then the density must be defined in terms of the area 
and perimeter of the components. If diagonal neighbours are included, Euler characteristics as well 
as the numbers of corners and discontinuities must be included. Hence, the random set analogues are 
the quermass random sets of [2].

Recently, Chen and Kelly [8] proposed
p(X) = a7l*\*«B l (3)

to favour images that are morphological smooth, i.e. do not have narrow isthmuses, small islands or 
sharp capes. Here X is the set of 1— pixels and X o B the opening of X by a finite structuring element 
B. By duality, \X \ X o B\ may be replaced by \X • B \ X\, where the closing A" • B penalises small 
holes [36]. Being denned in terms of area, generalisation to continuous random sets is straightforward. 

More generally, size constraints can be imposed, as studied by Sivakumar and Goutsias [35]. In 
stochastic geometry, the size of voids left open by a stationary random set may be measured by the 
empty space function Ffi(r) = P(0 6 X ® rB), r > 0 or the contact distribution function

Gg(r) = P(QeX®rB\0<lX)= ~ , r > 0.
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Here, the structuring element B is a convex, compact set containing a neighbourhood of the origin, 
usually the unit ball, and X®rB [36] is the dilation of AT with structuring element rB. FB and GB are 
easy to interpret and have analogues in the theory of point processes, however, from a morphological 
point of view, dilation is not an anti-granulometry since it fails to satisfy the 'sieving condition' 
(X®rB)®sB = (X0sB)®rB = X ffi(max(r, s))B, r, s > 0. Replacing dilation by closing, a proper 
size distribution is obtained [36].

Thus, given a compact, convex set B, define a size distribution of voids by

where X • rB denotes the morphological closing of X with structuring element rB. Here we assume 
that the coverage fraction px = P(0 6 X) lies in the open interval (0, 1). Similarly, reversing the roles 
of foreground and background, we obtain the size distribution of X itself as

where X o rB denotes the morphological opening of X by rB (again provided the coverage fraction 
px € (0, 1)). Note that G,(r) can be interpreted as the probability of elimination by rB. Ripley 
[31] suggested to plot the estimated coverage fractions of X ® rB, X Q rB, X o rB and X • rB for a 
range of r-values as an exploratory data analysis tool. For details on mathematical morphology, see 
for instance Serra [36].

If both the size distribution of the foreground and the background are of interest, we can consider 
the distribution function

r . , _ ! 1 - P(0 eX ° rB) r>0 
^ ' ~ \ 1 - P(0 € X • -rB) r < 0

denned on R.
Sivakumar and Goutsias [35] defined a discrete morphologically constrained random field by

(4)

Noting that (4) is based on the naive empirical distribution 

Gx(r)-.

we can rewrite p(X) = aexp[— f_ } f(s)dGx(s)] where /(•) is a step function taking values /?;,7;. 
Generalisations may be obtained by letting /(•) be any bounded function. The interaction range 
clearly depends on the range of /(•) and on /, J. Note that the function /(•) may favour some sizes 
and penalise others. For instance, if /(•) is the indicator function of [— /, /], it will encourage the fore- 
and background to exceed size /.

Note that the naive estimator Gx(-) does no take into account edge effects. For improved estima 
tors, see Hansen et al. [10], Chiu and Stoyan [9] and the references therein.

4 Statistical inference

Statistical inference for the 'true' scene x can be based on the posterior distribution p(x | y) cc 
P(x)/(y I *)• Since the normalising constant is usually not available in analytical form, Markov chain 
Monte Carlo techniques are needed (see for instance [12], [11, 24] or the 1993 special issue of the 
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society for more details).

For a Markov object process, ratios of the form p(x')/p(x) are easy to compute for x' obtained 
from x by adding, deleting or modifying an object. For such changes, the likelihood ratio term is also
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straightforward. For instance, consider an independent noise model and a blur-free signal with values 
#1 for the foreground and #o for the background. Then adding object u € U to configuration x yields 
a log likelihood ratio J3ie«(u) '°8 fjylfcj that is a sum over pixels in R(u) only, hence related to the 
Hough transform [15] in computer vision (see Illingworth and Kittler [17] for an overview).

Monte Carlo samplers can then be build by repeatedly performing these operations. Inference 
can be based on maximising the posterior distribution [19] or some other optimality criterion [34]. 
Multiresolution techniques are useful if the dimension of U becomes large. Also, simple iterative 
techniques similar to Besag's ICM algorithm can be constructed [7, 3, 30].

Recently, Propp and Wilson [29] realised that under certain monotonicity assumptions, it is possible 
to detect whether a Markov chain has reached equilibrium. The main idea is to run two Markov 
chains backwards in time until coalescence. The common state then yields an exact sample from 
the equilibrium distribution. In a point process context, exact samplers have been studied for the 
area-interaction model (2) by Kendall [18] and Haggstrom et al. [14].

Finally, the framework described in this paper is quite general and can be adapted easily to a wide 
range of problems involving e.g. subpixel resolution of objects, stereo pairs, motion tracking [28], edge 
detection and clustering of image features [20, 21] or signal analysis [38].
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Abstract

The incorporation of high-level prior information in Bayesian imaging has been pro 
posed via the theoretical frameworks both of Grenander and Miller (1994) and Baddeley 
and Van Lieshout (1993). Recent developments in Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms 
for varying dimension problems (Green, 1995) have made the application of these high- 
level models more widely accessible, although this remains more complicated than using 
the usual low-level Markov random fields models. One application area ia which incorpo 
rating information on the object level in a scene would be of particular benefit is in confocal 
microscopy. In this paper we outline two such applications, the first addresses uncertainty in 
segmenting confocal microscope images, and the second is an object recognition problem.

1 Introduction

High-level models specify an image in global terms, describing it as a list of its constituent 
objects rather than as the list of pixels on which the data are recorded or digitised. The com 
plexity of such models is far greater than that of the commonly used Markov random field low- 
level models, in part because the dimension of the parameter space may not be fixed. Two main 
approaches have been proposed; Grenander and Miller (1994) construct a varying dimension 
model as the union of models containing fixed but different numbers of deformed templates, 
each template representing one object. Moves between scenes containing different numbers of 
objects are handled by a jump-diffusion algorithm. Baddeley and Van Lieshout (1993) suggest 
using a marked point process model as an object prior, with points representing the locations of 
objects and the marks being the variables needed to describe the objects themselves (for exam 
ple a deformable template). Here spatial birth and death algorithms are used to vary the number 
of objects.

Microscopy is one area in which the scientific questions of interest in biological applica 
tions may mean that a high-level model is appropriate; for example, how many cells of a certain
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type are present in a specimen? what are their typical shapes? how is a particular cell's volume 
changing over time? Several authors have now considered applications in this area (Grenander 
and Miller, 1994; Qian and Mardia, 1995; Rue and Syversveen, 1995; Hum, 1996; Qian et al., 
1996; Rue and Hum, 1997). In this paper, we will concentrate on one particular form of mi 
croscopy, namely confocal fluorescence microscopy. This technique images optical rather than 
physical sections through the specimen, allowing detailed study of living cells in 3-D and over 
time. As such, it is an important tool in biological studies. The basic principle is that the ob 
ject under study is stained with a fluorescent dye, then using a system of lenses and pinholes, 
a laser is focused at a point in the specimen. Any dye at this focal point will respond, and a 
record is made of the fluorescence coming from that point alone. The focal point of the laser is 
then scanned through the specimen, building up a point-by-point image of the object as a func 
tion its dye concentration. Out-of-focus information should be removed by this optical set-up, 
thereby providing the desired optical sectioning property.

2 Segmentation uncertainty in measuring cells

Our first example concerns the estimation of various size and shape attributes of leaf cells in 
a plant science application (Hum, 1996). The full aim of this study is to follow how pairs of 
stomatal guard cells change shape and volume during an opening and closing sequence, assessed 
by taking images at 20 minute intervals. By staining and thus imaging different cells in the leaf, 
it may be possible to learn about the mechanism of the opening response (which is thought to be 
driven by the movement of water around the leaf).

The first step in the measurement process is to segment the cells from the background. Un 
fortunately, the nature of confocal microscopy complicates this segmentation as the images it 
produces tend to be both blurred and noisy to some extent (see Figure l(a)). An important point 
to note is that the image degradation is due partially to the specimen under study because it forms 
part of the optical system (through diffraction and attenuation effects, amongst others). When 
the segmentation is not clear-cut, there will be some uncertainty in the size and shape estimates 
derived from it. The aim of the Bayesian approach applied here is to assess some of the variabil 
ity associated with the estimates due to this segmentation uncertainty.

In this application, the image is known to contain a pair of cells; for this reason, a high-level 
prior would seem an appropriate way to include this information. The marked point process 
framework of Baddeley and Van Lieshout (1993) is used, although its full generality is not re 
quired since the dimensions of the problem are fixed. We shall represent the scene X as a list 
of its constituent cells X = {X\,Xi}. Each cell Xp will be represented by an 2Ar-sided sim 
ple polygon. These polygons can be parameterised in a number of ways; the first one we shall 
use, fitting obviously into the marked point process framework, is to parameterise the polygon 
by its centroid o together with a full set of Fourier descriptors {ak , bk , ck , dk }, so that the i and 
j coordinates of its 27V vertices may be written

N N-l
in = Oi + ^ ak cos(irkn/N) + J^ bk sm(nkn/N)
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N N-l
jn = o, + y^ Ck cos(irkn/N) + ^ <4 s\n(irknfN)

k~\ k-\

f or n = 1,..., 2N. We will use the Fourier descriptors as marks since it is possible to interpret a 
prior distribution on the descriptors in terms of smoothness of the resulting polygon (see Hum, 
1996, for more details). We can then define an object prior for X by specifying that the two cen- 
troids are uniformly distributed in the window and that the objects have a hard-core interaction, 
that is the polygons are not permitted to overlap. (This distribution is with respect to a Poisson 
process conditioned to have exactly two points.) Notice that it is possible to simulate from this 
distribution using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods (Hastings, 1970), by proposing changes 
either to the locations 5, or to global properties such as size and shape (via some combination of 
the Fourier descriptors), or to the individual vertex locations (since the required reparameterisa- 
tion is linear, the associated lacobian will cancel in the Metropolis-Hastings step).

The likelihood model for how the data y arise is based on approximating the following: The 
microscope is actually measuring low numbers of fluorescence photon counts which in theory 
come only from the focal point, but in practice they are affected by specimen dependent 3-D 
spatially varying scatter and attenuation effects (the net result of which is to blur the images). 
On top of this, the counts are adjusted by an operator-determined additive constant known as the 
black-level, and are then recorded subject to instrument white noise. We begin by assuming that 
each cell has a typical fluorescence level p.p , but that the pixel lattice of expected Poison counts 
are formed after blurring these values by a Gaussian point spread function. We then model the 
record at a pixel (i, j) as a Gaussian random variable with mean equal to the black-level plus the 
expected Poisson count for (i, j), and with variance equal to the variance of the instrument noise 
again plus the expected Poisson count. This introduces additional model parameters, namely the 
typical fluorescence levels, the parameter of the blurring kernel, the black level and the variance 
of the instrument noise. To estimate these parameters well requires a good initial estimate of 
the segmentation; since the aim is to address some of the segmentation uncertainty, we will treat 
the problem in a Bayesian way, assigning vague priors to all these parameters (the {//p} may be 
regarded as additional marks). Each parameter can then be sampled in turn by drawing from its 
distribution conditional on the remaining parameters and the current realisation of X. See Hum 
(1996) for more details of a similar approach applied to a simpler likelihood approximation.

Figure 1 shows the results for a single section of stomatal guard cell data. The initial seg 
mentation, Figure l(b), has been obtained by thresholding the data then followed by some mor 
phological processing; it is used to initialise X. Figures l(c) and (d) show a realisation of X 
overlaid on the data displayed in reverse-video, and the corresponding pixel classification into 
cell and background. The sequence of realised segmentations can be used to generate interval 
estimates for the size and shape attributes of interest, for example Figure 2 shows the areas and 
perimeters (in pixel units) for the two cells observed in a long run of MCMC sampling, other 
shape attributes such as compactness could also be monitored.

The high-level prior outlined here can be extended to deal with the case of an unknown num 
ber of objects. Details of a number of useful MCMC proposals, including births, deaths and split 
and merge type moves, can be obtained from the authors.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1: (a) An optical section through a pair of stomatal guard cells; (b) an initial segmentation 
into cell and background; (c) a realisation of X overlaid on the data (displayed in reverse video); 
(d) the segmentation corresponding to (c).

&
3
a

Figure 2: Histograms of the area and perimeter values observed in the sequence of segmentations 
derived from MCMC sampling the posterior distribution ir(x\y}.
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3 Cell identification

The second application considered is an object recognition problem where the aim is to locate 
and identify an unknown number of cells in the data. This differs from the first application in 
a number of ways which might affect the way we choose to approach it. Firstly, it may well 
be the case that we are less interested in detailed shape estimates for each identified cell, and 
more interested in the location and classification of possible cells in the data. Secondly, we now 
have a set of possible cell types into one of which each cell will be classified on the basis of its 
size, shape, fluorescence level, or some other discriminating factor. In the previous application, 
very little prior information about the cell shape was assumed; here shape may be one of the 
main discriminatory factors, it may be known in advance what a typical cell of each class looks 
like, and learning about the shape of any individual cell is not of primary concern. These differ 
ences suggest modelling the set of cell types by a sequence of templates which encode the main 
discriminating features, and then to model individual cells as deformations of these templates 
(Grenander, 1993; Grenander and Miller, 1994).

We propose to use a deformable template to model the outline of each cell-type, using the 
parameters of the deformation as the marks for each cell within the marked point process frame 
work. This requires forming the mark distribution as a mixture distribution of the different tem 
plate types m and the deformations 8 given a particular template type:

7r(s,m) = 7r(s|m)7r(m).

The deformed template is located in the data window by a point, which in this case, is the lo 
cation of a designated vertex rather than its centroid. The standard MCMC move types would 
then be births and deaths of cells, and changes to the locations or the marks of any particular 
cell. Notice that the numbers of parameters defining the different templates may not be constant 
(they may be polygons with different numbers of vertices) and so these last updates either alter 
s alone (altering just the shape) or both s and m together (altering the object's label and shape). 
Unfortunately, this collection of moves may lead to slow movement around the sample space. In 
particular proposed label changes may be accepted infrequently because existing updates may 
have already matched the current polygon rather well to the data so that even if the proposed 
cell-type is more appropriate, the proposed fit will not be as good. For this reason, we extend 
the template classes, allowing each template to have a stochastic number of vertices in order to 
generate good moves between the different object-types. If the number of vertices is denoted n, 
the mark mixture distribution then becomes

;r(s,n,m) = 7r(s|n.m);r(n|m);r(m).

Changing the resolution n of a template requires a dimension change in the model (Green, 1995). 
Label changes are then only proposed between templates with the same number of vertices. This 
means that the label can be changed without altering the current shape, preserving existing edge- 
fitting. The acceptance probability then depends on the ratio of the density of the observed poly 
gon under the two model interpretations. See Rue and Hum (1997) for more details.

Another important class of move types would be to allow nearby cells to merge together 
forming a single cell, or conversely to split apart again into two cells. This improves the MCMC
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mixing over the varying dimension of the number of cells present (the same changes would be 
very slow working with birth and death steps alone). Using a reparameterisation of the marked 
point process from locations c and deformations s to the positions of the vertices themselves, it 
is possible to devise efficient transitions which again preserve much of the existing edge-fitting 
(Rue and Hum, 1997).

We will consider a small illustrative data set, shown in Figure 3(d). The image consists of 
three different types of cells, each crudely described by either a triangle, or an ellipse, or a circle. 
The three basic templates are shown in Figures 3(a)-(c) using the minimum number of vertices 
allowed for each shape. Increasing the number of vertices for any template does not change its 
shape; the additional vertex is placed at the midpoint of the currently longest side.

(a) (b) (c)

(e)

Figure 3: The three template types, each shown with the minimum allowable number of vertices 
(a) triangle; (b) ellipse; (c) circle; (d) the small data set; (e) some samples of the polygons shown 
overlaid on the data.

The likelihood model required in this application will differ from that in the previous appli-
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cation because here only the cell edges are fluorescing (hence the bright rims and darker interiors 
to the objects). The data are assumed to be independently Normally distributed with a common 
variance and with means which depends on whether the pixel in question lies outside the poly 
gon, on a two-pixel-wide strip lying on the polygon, or within its interior. These model parame 
ters are held fixed during the simulation. This model is a fairly crude approximation, however as 
already stated we are primarily interested in cell location and labelling in this application rather 
than assessing the quality of segmentation.

Using the varying resolution families of templates and the move types described, in addition 
to cell births, deaths and fixed resolution shape updates, the MCMC algorithm is initialised with 
a configuration containing no cells. After discarding an initial burn-in run, Figure 3(d) shows 
several well-spaced realisations from the model overlaid on the data. The algorithm has located 
the four quite clearly defined cells. For each of the displayed configurations of polygons, the 
corresponding labels are as a triangle, two circles and an ellipse. If a point estimate is required 
rather than a sequence of typical realisations, Rue and Hum (1997) describe a point estimator 
for the number of objects together with their locations, shapes and labels, based on Baddeley's 
delta metric (Baddeley, 1992).

Finally, notice that it is possible to extend the template models to deal with the problem ob 
served in fitting the ellipse in the lower right corner. The difficulty here is that the fluorescent 
material is not uniformly distributed over the surface of the cell; as a result, part of the cell's 
rim appears to be missing in the image. Rue and Husby (1997) demonstrate how the destructive 
deformation idea of Grenander (1993) can easily be applied to correct for this effect.
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Abstract

This paper describes how robust priors can be applied to control the smoothness 
constraint in shape-from-shading. Conventionally, the smoothness-error is added to 
the data-closeness (or brightness-error) as a quadratic regularizer. The novelty of 
the work reported here is to replace the quadratic regularizer with a robust error- 
kernel. Experiments on real and synthetic data reveal that robust regularizer pre 
vents over-smoothing at high-curvature surface features and results in a significant 
improvement in reconstruction error.

1 Introduction

Shape-from-shading (SFS) has been been an active area of research in computer vision 
for over two decades. In a nutshell, it is concerned with recovering 3D surface-shape from 
shading patterns. The subject has been tackled in a variety of ways since the pioneering 
work of Horn and his co-worker's in the 1970's [2, 6, 9].

In this paper we focus on the variational approach to SFS [6, 4). Here the aim is 
to recover a needle-map representing local surface orientation by minimising an error- 
functional. The functional contains a number of distinct terms. The first of these is a 
data-closeness term which measures the brightness-error between the raw image intensity 
and the reflectance function computed from the estimated surface normals. The functional 
also contains a regularising term that controls the smoothness of the recovered needle- 
map.

One of perennial criticisms of the conventional approach is that the smoothness model 
can dominate genuine features in the data. This can have the undesirable effect of blurring 
high-curvature surface detail. Here we focus on this source of criticism by reformulating 
the smoothness constraint using a robust prior. Specifically, we show how the quadratic 
smoothness regularizer can be replaced by an exponential potential function which can be 
viewed as a continuous approximation of Tukey's biweight. This increases the capacity 
of the shape-from-shading process to implicitly accommodate both surface discontinuities 
and sharp changes in orientation.
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2 Shape from Shading
Central to shape-from-shading is the idea that local regions in an image E(x, y) corre 
spond to illuminated patches of a piecewise continuous surface, z(x, y). The measured 
brightness E(x, y) will vary depending on the material properties of the surface (whether 
matte or specular), the orientation of the surface at the co-ordinates (x,y), and the di 
rection of illumination.
The reflectance map, R(p, q) characterises these properties, and provides an explicit con 
nection between the image and the surface orientation. The surface orientation is char 
acterised by the components of the surface gradient in the x and y direction, i.e. P = ff 
and 17 = Ip. The shape from shading problem is to recover the surface z(x,y) from the 
image E(x,y). As an intermediate step, we may attempt to recover a needle diagram, 
describing the orientations of surface patches which locally approximate z(x,y).

To simplify the problem, most research has concentrated on recovering ideal Lamber- 
tian surfaces illuminated by a single point source located at infinity [1], A Lambertian sur 
face has a matte appearance and reflects incident light uniformly in all directions. Hence, 
the light reflected by a surface patch in the direction of the viewer is simply proportional 
to the orientation of the patch relative to the light source direction. If n = (— p, —q, l)T 
is the local unit surface normal, and s = (—PI, —qi, l)T the global light source direction, 
then the reflectance function is given by R(p, q) = n • s.

The image irradiance equation [3] states that the measured brightness of the image is 
proportional to the radiance at the corresponding point on the surface, which is R(p,q). 
Normalising both image intensity and reflectance map, the constant of proportionality 
becomes unity, and the image irradiance equation is simply

E(x,y) = R(p,q) (1)

Although this equation succinctly describes the mapping between the x, y co-ordinate 
space of the image and the the p, q gradient-space of the surface, it provides insufficient 
constraints for the unique recovery of the needle-map. To overcome this problem, addi 
tional constraints based on assumptions concerning the structure of the recovered surface 
must be utilised. Invariably, it is smoothness of the needle-map that is assumed. In other 
words, the goal of computation is to recover the smoothest surface satisfying the image 
irradiance equation. The process of smooth surface recovery is posed as a variational 
problem in which a global error-functional is minimised through the iterative adjustment 
of the needle map. Surface normals are updated with a step-size dictated by Euler's 
equation. Here we consider the formulation of Brooks and Horn [1] which is couched in 
terms of unit surface normals. Their error functional is defined to be£ir + iio + ^N^iHy (2)

Brightness ErrOT '••—••-••••• •••-• • «v———— ' NarmalizingTerm
RegulanzingTerm

The functional clearly has three distinct terms. Firstly, the brightness error encourages 
data-closeness of the measured image intensity and the reflectance function. It can be
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viewed as imposing constraints dictated by the image irradiance equation, and is the 
only term which directly exploits shading information. The regularizing term imposes the 
smoothness constraint on the recovered surface normals; it penalises large local changes in 
surface orientation. Departures from smoothness are measured by computing the magni 
tudes of the partial derivatives of the surface normals in the x and y directions. According 
to Horn and Brooks, the regularising term is quadratic in nature. The final term imposes 
normalisation constraints on the recovered normals. The constants n and A are Lagrangian 
multipliers.

The functional is minimised by applying variational calculus and solving the Euler 
equation:

(£-n-s)s + AV2n-jm = 0 (3)
To obtain a numerical scheme for recovering the needle-map we must discretise this varia 
tional equation to the pixel lattice. In this way we can develop iterative update equations 
for the surface-normals. We commence by indexing the surface normals n, j according to 
their co-ordinates (i, j) on the pixel-lattice. With this notation, the discrete numerical 
approximation to the Laplacian is

where

and e is the spacing of pixel-sites on the lattice. Upon substitution, Euler's equation
becomes

4A /

Rearranging this equation to isolate n;j yields the following iterative scheme for updating 
the estimated normal at the surface point corresponding to image pixel (i, j), at epoch 
k + 1, using the estimate at epoch k:

<k+l~l 1

At first-sight, it appears necessary to solve for the Lagrangian multiplier, fijj on a pixel- 
by-pixel basis. However, it is important to note that fj,ij only enters the update equation 
as a multiplying factor which does not effect the overall direction of update. In other 
words, we can modify the the surface normal direction using the update equation and 
explicitly normalize the resulting vectors as a post-processing step.

If the light-source direction is not known, then a second update equation can be 
developed for the global light source direction s.

3 Robust Regularisat ion

The major criticism of the variational approach to shape-from-shading is that the quadratic 
regularizing term over-smoothes the recovered needle-map. Horn [3] attempts to redress
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this problem by reducing the regularising term to zero as the final iterations of the process 
are approached. Our aim in this paper is to illustrate how the smoothness constraints 
can be controlled more effectively using a robust prior.

Our motivation stems from the observation that the quadratic regularising term of the 
previous section discourages sudden changes in surface normal direction across a surface. 
The main consequence is to blur high-curvature surface features. Although this is useful 
in controlling numerical instabilities of the iteration scheme which can result in ripple 
artifacts, it is undesirable when highly structured surfaces are being analysed. Moreover, 
the implied global smoothness assumption is at odds with the observation of Marr [8], 
that most real objects are only smooth in the piecewise sense. It also weights unnaturally 
against the possibility of legitimate discontinuities in depth.

It is for these reasons that we replace the quadratic regularizer with a robust prior. 
The idea underpinning robust-statistics is to develop error-kernels that allow outliers to be 
excluded from the estimation process. In practice, the process commences by specifying 
an influence function which delivers a data-weight based on the magnitude of the error- 
residual. Formally, the error-kernel is obtained by computing the weighted expectation- 
value of the residuals. There are many alternatives reported in the literature. One of the 
most popular is Tukey's bi-weight. Here the influence-function is a top-hat function that 
thresholds against data-outliers. The corresponding error-kernel is a truncated quadratic. 
In a recent comparative study, Li [7] has explored a diverse family of influence-functions 
and has commented on the validity of the associated error-kernels as smoothness priors 
for Markov random fields.

According to [7], the most flexible form of error-kernel is the so-called Adaptive Prior 
Potential Function (APF) which is specified by the function

(7)

Here r\ is the error-residual and a is a control parameter which determines the influence- 
scale. The corresponding influence-function, which can be used to weight against data- 
outliers, is given by

MT?)= exp -^- (8)

For small values of the error-residual 17, the APF approximates the quadratic error-kernel. 
However, unlike the quadratic error-function it does not tend to oo for large rj.

Our aim in this paper is to use Li's APF as a smoothness regularizer or prior distri 
bution for needle-map recovery in shape-from-shading. We therefore aim to iteratively 
recover surface normals which minimise the revised functional

-.2B(z,y)-n.s) 2

+ ACT 2 - exp -exp|--
dx 

/i(||n|| 2 -l)[ dxdy (9)
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where ||... || denotes vector magnitude.
In highly-curved regions where the surface normals undergo rapid local changes in 

orientation, the brightness error will dominate as the smoothness prior becomes small.
We can now develop update equations for the surface normals by discretising the 

functional to the pixel-lattice. Once again applying variational calculus, we obtain

-n-s)s

+A 1 ~a~J ~ I ~~oT ' ^T ) ^~ ) exP 
\dx2 \crdx dx2 J dx J

. /92 n /29n 92n\ dn\
+"* "5~T - ~~S~ ' "HT "3~ exP 

\9y2 V a d2/ ^ / <H//

&n
dx

111 an•~ IT" 
o \\dy

(10)

Discretizing the Euler equation as before, and replacing the divisor of the right-hand 
side - which does not affect the direction of the updated normal - by a normalising step 
(not shown), we arrive at the revised iterative scheme below:

n^ = (^-»i?-.).

exp

-i exp

K*
dx

9n(*)
(11)

4 Experiments

The experimental evaluation of our new method for needle-map recovery is based on both 
synthetic and real-world imagery. The synthetic data has been constructed to provide 
ground-truth data for comparing the accuracy of the recovered needle-maps for the original 
method of Horn and Brooks with our robust method. The real-world data consists of 
images of highly curved matte objects. Some of these objects are natural, others are 
complex solids hand-crafted from blue-tac.

We commence by providing a study based on the reconstruction of the needle map 
for a synthetic solid consisting of two back-to-back segments of a sphere. At the line of 
symmetry where the two segments meet, the tangent planes make an angle of 140.4° 
Figure la shows the original image while Figure Ib shows the ground-truth needle-map. 
Figure Ic shows the needle maps recovered by Horn and Brooks, while Figure Id is 
the needle-map recovered using our robust method. The main points to note are the 
pronounced flattening of the object in the case of Horn and Brooks's algorithm together 
with the cleaner definition of the contact-line obtained using the robust method. To 
underline these points, Figures le and If show the angle-errors for the two needle maps
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(g) (h) 

Figure 1: Comparison of schemes on synthetic image

when compared to the ground-truth in Figure Ib. Finally Figures Ig and Ih show the 
rendered ieconMiiicted surfaces.

To illustrate the effectiveness on real-world images Figure 2 shows a sequence of images 
together with the recovered needle-maps for the two algorithms. From left to right, the 
columns in Figure 2 show the original image, the result of applying our robust method, 
and. the icsult obtained with Horn and Brooks algorithm. The images in the second and
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third columns show the rendered reconstructed surfaces. The first row shows the results 
for an IndyCam image of the first authors nose, the second row is a blue-tac model of a 
rod impregnating a torus, while the final row is a model of a vertebra. In each case, the 
robust needle map delivers finer curvature detail. Horn and Brooks's method invariably 
oversmooths the sharp surface detail. In particular, the robust method is much brttei at 
recovering the concavities and convexities of the surfaces.

Figure 2: Comparison of schemes on real image

5 Conclusions and Outlook

Our main contribution in this paper has been to illustrate some of the advantages of 
adopting robust error-kernels for regularising shape-from-shading. In particular we have 
shown that Li's adaptive prior potential function results in significant impioveinenis over 
Horn and Brooks's needle maps when complex curved surfaces are being analysed.

There are a number of ways in which the work reported in this papei can be extended.
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Our immediate goal is to evaluate alternative influence-functions. The study reported 
in this paper has focussed exclusively upon improving the smoothness prior. A natural 
extension is to apply robust techniques to the brightness error. One of the weaknesses 
of Horn's work is the relatively weak influence of the brightness-error. In other words, 
needle-map recovery is dominated by the smoothness prior. By locally adapting the 
weighting of the brightness error term with respect to the smoothness constraint, it is 
possible to reduce the effect of the latter in regions where the brightness error is small. 
In this way the tendency to over-smooth can be further reduced. A longer-term objective 
is to move away from the relatively ad hoc application of robust statistics presented here, 
and reformulate the shape from shading problem as a maximum likelihood estimation 
problem using the EM algorithm.
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Abstract

A method for reconstructing flames in the combustion chamber of a spark plug engine is investigated. 
The data set is a large collection of images of flame projections, used to investigate the effect on the 
combustion process by e.g. turbulence and fuel composition. Two orthogonal views and a prior flame 
model are combined using MCMC techniques to obtain sample reconstructions giving various flame 
characteristics, e.g. volume and area.

1 Introduction

In combustion engineering it is of interest to determine the properties of flame propagation. 
Two such properties are the volume of the flame at a given time after ignition, and the area of 
those parts of the cylinder and spark plug surfaces that are in contact with the flame. These 
surfaces have lower temperature than the flame, which slows down the combustion process.

The Schlieren technique was used to acquire two orthogonal images of a flame at a fixed 
time interval after ignition, see Marforio et al. (1994). With parallel light through the combus 
tion chamber, the method utilizes the fact that the index of refraction of a gas changes with 
temperature, and thus parallel light is deflected at the flame front. The images acquired using 
the two digital cameras, CCD1 and CCD2, are denoted by X and y, respectively. Figure 1 
shows the experiment setup.

Figure 1: Experiment setup for Schlieren imaging.
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The main idea is to construct stochastic prior models for the flame shape and for the images 
conditional on the flame, and, using MCMC, simulate samples from the posterior flame distri 
bution conditional on the images. A more thorough discussion of many of the topics can be 
found in Lindgren (1997). A related problem using deformable polyhedral templates to restore 
noisy synthetic laser range data was studied by Grenander and Keenan (1995).

The resulting algorithm has been implemented as a set of routines in MATLAB.

2 Flame modelling

Our aim is to find a convenient way of representing the flame shape, in order to make a recon 
struction of the flame from data, and to estimate the uncertainty of the reconstruction.

Almost all flames in the data set seem to be star- shaped, i.e. a straight line between some 
interior point and an arbitrary point on the surface lies entirely inside the flame. We can there 
fore avoid many geometrical problems by modelling the flame as a radially distorted sphere or 
ellipsoid. The continuous surface is discretized using a polyhedron with triangular facets.

We want a polyhedron distribution model that is simple, and easy to use for generating 
samples, and therefore turn to Markov Random Fields (MRF) on graphs with Gibbs distribu 
tions. For details, and definitions of in particular neighbour systems and cliques, see Geman 
and Geman (1984).

We measure the distances, eir i = 1,...,N, from a prior polyhedral template, with mesh 
surface points, or vertices, in locations t^, along the set of directions, Dt , equal to the normalized 
vector pointing from the centre of the template to t°. For a flame polyhedron, c, the relation 
between et and the corresponding surface vertex, Cj, is given by Cj = t° + e. A, where et can be 
found from e^ = (Q — t°)r A- The neighbours of a vertex i is defined as the vertices j directly 
linked to i in the polyhedron, and we denote the set of second order cliques by C2 .

The prior density, p(e), for e = {e\, . . . , en } is assumed to be of the form

where s > 0, a > 0, and ay = aji > 0 are parameters, {i, j} € C 2 , nt is the number of 
neighbours of vertex i, and A" is a normalizing constant. This yields a Gaussian distribution 
for e, most easily expressed using the full conditional distributions, i.e. the distribution of one 
point, 6j, conditional on all other points, e^ = {ej;j^i},

e ' where * =a+ .'
and 5Ty is the harmonic mean of r»j and rij. This model is a special case of the general form of 
conditional autoregressive models in Besag and Kooperberg (1995).

When choosing a^ we consider the sampling of a one-dimensional process. For sufficiently 
small vertex distances, and certain a, a^ = l/|t° - i°| approximately yields a sampled Wiener 
or Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Lindgren, 1997). This choice is not necessarily appropriate in
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two dimensions, because of the more complicated neighbour structure, but for nets where all 
neighbouring edges of a vertex have approximately equal length, without clustering along some 
directions, this choice of % should work fine. Further studies are necessary to determine the 
behaviour of different choices of atj.

3 The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm on flames

The Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm (Hastings, 1970) is very useful for generating a se 
quence of samples from a complicated distribution. The idea is to use an update kernel to recur 
sively generate new samples, and reject some of them with a certain probability, depending 
on the desired distribution. Applying this to a flame reconstruction, the current and proposed 
flame samples will be denoted by c° and c1 , respectively. The image data will be represented by 
I = (X, y), where X and y are the images obtained from CCD1 and CCD2. The two images 
are assumed to be stochastically independent, given the actual flame, i.e. the disturbances are 
assumed to be independent. We want to generate flame samples, c, from the posterior flame 
density p(c|I).

Denote the update kernel density, which may depend on I, by ^(c'lc0 ), and let

The commonly used form of the M-H algorithm for simulating samples from p(c|I) is:
1. Pick a starting sample.
2. Let c° be the current sample, and simulate c 1 from g(cl |c°).
3. Let the new sample be equal to c1 with probability /?(c°, c1 ), and equal to c° with probabi 

lity 1 - /3(cV).
4. Repeat 2 and 3 until enough samples have been generated.

It can be shown that p(c\T) is a stationary distribution of the resulting Markov chain. For cer 
tain q(cl \c°) the chain is irreducible and its distribution converges towards p(c|I). The choices 
of starting point and update kernel q(cl \c°) obviously have an effect on how long the simula 
tion has to be for the generated samples to converge to, and adequately represent, the desired 
distribution. Discussions on these topics can be found in Gilks et al. (1996).

Now, in order to use the M-H algorithm to simulate samples from the posterior flame den 
sity, p(c|X), we need to construct an appropriate update kernel q(cl \(f). Using the Gaussian 
CAR model in Section 2 for the flame polyhedron, with joint density p(c), we denote the full 
conditionals by P(CJ|C(J)). The prior (unspecified) and posterior image densities are denoted by 
p(I) andp(I|c), respectively.

There are several possible strategies for choosing q(cl \ca ). One is to construct an update 
kernel which modifies all components simultaneously, but this may give rise to very complex 
calculations in equation (2). Another strategy is to update one component at a time, with local 
update kernel q(c] \c°), either in a fixed order, or choosing a random component at each step.

Updating one component at a time, we arrive directly at the suggestion q(c] |c°) = p(c\ \c°^) 
for the local update kernel, i.e. sampling from the full conditionals. In the absence of image
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information this would yield a simple Gibbs sampler of the flame prior shape. If the prior 
distribution is roughly close to the posterior distribution, it seems reasonable to assume that this 
update kernel will give convergence properties close to those of the Gibbs sampler.

An additional merit of this particular choice of update kernel is seen when calculating the 
quotient in equation (2) for some component i. With c] = c° for all j ^ i, we get

and the only calculation left is the quotients between the conditional image likelihoods, which 
will be calculated in Section 4.3.

Each simulation is started with the template, i.e. the first sample c is equal to t°.

4 Image modelling

In order to perform the MCMC simulations, we need an expression for the likelihood ratio 
between two flame proposals, c1 and c°. We obtain this by defining an ad hoc model for the 
image distribution.

4.1 Image distribution

After a suitable pre-filtering, the images are assumed to be locally Gaussian, with mean and 
standard deviation varying over space and time, depending on the type of pixel; flame (F), 
background (B), or opaque (Q). We approximate the complex dependencies with a simple 
model based on the classification of pixels into the mentioned groups. We also ignore the time- 
dependence, which in fact is not very significant.

Since the image y is generated by the same process as X, they are treated equivalently, and 
we only derive formulas for X. Let 1 F be the projection of a flame, c, onto an image, X, and let 
1* denote the projection of the spark plug and the cylinder walls, i.e. pixels in opaque regions. 
Also define 0F = 1 - 1 F and 0Q = 1 - 1 Q .

In the data set, the expected values of pixels displaying flame are approximately constant 
within each image, and we denote the common mean by mF Also, the opaque pixels are 
roughly constant, with mean rrf*. The background pixels, however, have a more complex 
structure, displaying interaction between heat release, unbumt fuel, and dirt on the windows. 
We approximate the time-stationary parts of this with a function, B, varying slowly over the 
image. The expected intensity, .My, at pixel (i, j) is now given by

If the camera is out of focus we write Ma = M * u with some blurring function u.
The correlation structure displayed in the images is approximately stationary and equal for 

flame and background, but with separate standard deviations, af and <7B , for the two pixel 
types. The correlation structure for opaque pixels is different, but for these pixels the flame is
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blocked, and we need not extract much information from them. Therefore, we use the same 
correlation function for opaque pixels as for flame and background, but with standard deviation 
CTC . The common correlation function is denoted by 7.

Now the standard deviation "image", 5, is defined by the relations

*-{
where the convolution is used to approximate the smooth transition from one area to another.

i v'v if the camera is focused,
<->»< = 4 /T=——;— .otherwise,

4.2 Image likelihood

To be able to express the image likelihood function, L(X\c), of X, we use column-stacking, 
obtaining the image vector X as

X = [X\i, . . . , Xmi , Xiz, • • - , Xmi, . . . , Xin , . . . , Xmn \ ,

where m and n are the number of rows and columns, respectively, of the image. All image-type 
matrices are subject to the same operation, so that M, e.g., becomes M. 

For a flame polyhedron c, the image likelihood is

p(X\c) = . 1 exp (-l(X - MfSrl (X -' v

where N is the number of pixels in X. The covariance matrix £ of X is defined by the standard 
deviation image, S, and the correlation function, 7. Writing F for the correlation matrix, we can 
factor the covariance matrix as E = STS, where S is a diagonal matrix containing the standard 
deviations given by S. Further, with fty = (Xij - X,j)/5y,

-21ogp(*|c) = ATlog27r + logdetT + 21ogdet S + •RTT~ l 'R.

4.3 Image likelihood ratio

We take the logarithm of the first quotient of the final expression in equation (3) and get
n(X\c1 } ~T ~ ~T ~ 

-21og y 0 = 21ogdetS1 -21ogdetS° + ft1 r-'fti-ft0 F-'W

' (4)

Since only one point in the flame polyhedron is updated at each simulation step only a small 
part of the image X is affected by the change in shape. Thus, the sums in equation (4) need only 
range over a few pixels, reducing the computational burden. The affected pixels are determined 
by the following indicator image,

= r
\ 0 otherwise,
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where 1 F° and 1 F ' are the indicators of the projections of the flames c° and c1 , respectively.
For pixels not close to the borders of the image, the multiplication by the inverse correlation 

matrix can be approximated by the convolution of Hl + 71° and some function j~l , such that

0 otherwise. 

This give us the following fairly simple expression for the likelihood ratio,

(5)

which, together with the corresponding expression for y, is used by the MATLAB routines.

5 Estimation

5.1 Flame prior parameters

When selecting values for the parameters in the flame prior model developed in Section 2 we 
need to know how the parameters affect the structure of the simulated flames. Trial simulations 
indicate that the unconditional standard deviation of the flame surface displacements from the 
posterior mean level can be somewhat controlled by $, and that a can be used to indicate the 
confidence in the prior flame size, large values meaning high confidence, with the correlation 
depending on both parameters. For the reconstructions, simulations using the prior distribution 
yield the choice of s = 1 and a = 1 , values that seemingly do not bias the flame reconstructions 
heavily, considering size, shape, and surface structure.

5.2 Initial flame estimate

For each flame to be reconstructed, we perform a rough ad hoc segmentation of the two images 
into regions of flame/no flame. The regions containing flame are approximated by ellipses, and 
combined into the largest ellipsoid, in three dimensions, whos projections are the two ellipses. 
Tessellating this ellipsoid we obtain the prior polyhedral surface template, which we also use 
as initial shape in the simulations. The tessellation works by subdividing the triangles of an 
icosahedron, in the way described by Grenander and Keenan (1995), and then distorting the 
resulting polyhedron into an ellipsoid shape.

5.3 Image distribution parameters

The mean and variance parameters of background, dirt, and heat release intensity in the images 
are estimated using images without flame, taken before ignition. The flame intensity mean and 
variance are measured for each flame using a subset of the pixels in the rough segmentation 
classified as flame. In order to reduce the computational burden, the correlation between pix 
els is assumed to be zero, and we do not take the blurring function, u, into account. These 
simplifications do not seem to have a noticeable effect on the flame reconstructions.
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5.4 Flame volume

The volume and area of an arbitrary polyhedron are easily calculated using vector and scalar 
products of the edges. In the case of flame polyhedrons there is, however, another problem. 
The simulated flame pays no heed to the spark plug, which, therefore, has to be subtracted 
from the flame. This is done by calculating the intersection between the flame and a spark plug 
polyhedron model, and then removing the appropriate triangles. An algorithm performing this 
task has been implemented in MATLAB.

The calculation of the intersection between the flame and the spark plug is computationally 
expensive, but since it gives a relatively small contribution to the volume, we use an estimator 
of the flame volume that uses only every tenth intersection. Let V* and 7*, k = l,...,N, 
be the volumes before and after spark plug compensation of the simulated flame polyhedra, 
corresponding to one pair of images. We write

TVV TVT 
TVT TTT

for the expectations and covariances, independent of k since [V*, TJJ and [Vj, 7}] are equidistri- 
buted. We assume that [V*, 7*] and [Vj, Tj] are approximately independent for all k ^ j, even 
though this is obviously not the case, see Section 3. We calculate all V/t, but 7* is calculated 
only when k € K., for some index set K. C {!,..., N}, of n indices.

The MVULEs (Minimum Variance Unbiased Linear Estimator) of V and T are given by

respectively. These estimators were used together with simple estimates of rVT and rvv .

6 Results

The MATLAB implementation was used to calculate reconstructions of 200 flames, giving satis 
factory results for the resulting flame projection contours. The simulations converged in a few 
scans, and of the 100 calculated reconstructions for each flame we dropped the first 10 scans 
when calculating the volume mean and variance estimates. A sample flame reconstruction is 
shown in Rgure 2.

One problem is that not all flames are star-shaped, as assumed in Section 2. To correctly 
handle other flame types we need another model for the flame shape. Using a deformable temp 
late model similar to that of Grenander and Keenan (1995) may be a solution to this problem.

The simulations were run on two DEC AlphaStations, 2100-4x275MHz and 500-333MHz. 
The reconstruction part of the simulations took approximately 20 minutes per flame, and the 
intersection part took more than one hour per flame, giving a total of two weeks for the entire 
data set of 200 image pairs. One future goal is, therefore, to implement a faster algorithm for 
the intersection calculations.
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Figure 2: An example of a reconstructed flame.
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Template Matching Using Facets
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Abstract

A method is proposed for automated image feature identification using template images. 
A large number of locations, called "facets", are generated in a template image according 
to a hierarchical normal model. Feature identification in a new image corresponds to de 
termining each facet's location in that new image. This is accomplished by maximizing a 
p.d.f. on the facet locations in the new image. The p.d.f is easily maximized due to its simple 
hierarchical normal form. The method is demonstrated in a class efface images.

1 Introduction

The aim of this research is to model the task of feature identification within a class of images 
given a template image representative of the class. A probabilistic model is desired that, given 
the template image and an observed image, has at its mode a reasonable identification of the 
positions in the observed image of all important features found in the template. This model must 
also demonstrate reasonable higher moments, to be determined from data taken in the form of 
human manual feature identifications. The first aspect of the distribution is the topic of this paper; 
the second will appear in a later paper.

A dispersed set of locations are chosen in the template image according to a bivariate hier 
archical normal distribution. These locations, termed "facets", are numerous enough that any 
feature in the template image can be represented by one or a set of them. Facets are therefore 
similar to landmarks as defined by Bookstein (1991) except that a human observer has not as 
signed each facet to represent an anatomical structure. A facet represents an image feature once 
a human observer has associated its predetermined location with a feature in the template im 
age. Facets also differ from Bookstein's landmarks in that they are defined hierarchically, each 
facet being a member of a common tree structure. The construction of the facet tree is done as 
follows. First, one facet is placed in the the center of the image. Several facets are then located 
in the image as a sample from a bivariate normal distribution with mean equal to the first facet's 
location. Next, for every facet at that level, a new set are generated in a similar fashion as the first 
set except with means determined by the facets at the preceding level. New levels are generated 
until the facet density at the bottom level is satisfactory to represent all features in the image. In 
the model formulation, the bottom level of facets represents the image on it's original scale and 
higher levels can be loosely regarded as lower resolution representations of the image.
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The model is a joint probability distribution on all facets' locations in an observed image from 
the class, given their locations in the template image. The unnormalized density is the product 
of two functions. The first is a hierarchical normal model on facet locations independent of both 
images that controls possible facet locations in any observed image from the class given their 
locations in the template. The common kernel of the conditional distribution of each facet's lo 
cation given its parent's location is normal with mean equal to the facet's location in the template 
image plus the deviation of it's parent observed location from the parent's template location. In 
other words, in expectation the relationship between the locations of a child and it's parent in an 
observed image is the same as the corresponding template image relationship.

The second term in the product relates the observed image to the template through the facet 
locations in both and is a function of only the bottom (most numerous) level of the facet tree. 
In this way, the bottom level of facets represent the image at its own resolution. The term is a 
product of independent normal distributions on observed image intensity at a facet's observed 
location with mean equal to the facet's template image intensity. Image Laplacian is used in this 
term rather than intensity to remove intensity trends of order less than two. This preprocessing 
enables us to use this simple sum of squares function.

Maximization of the whole density proceeds hierarchically starting at the top of the facet tree 
and moving down by maximizing the conditional density on a facet's location given its parent's 
location, while keeping all facets below set to their mean under the hierarchical normal model. 
Proceeding in this manner we address global characteristics of the high-dimensional density be 
fore turning to its local characteristics. Also, because of the spatial structure of the facet tree, 
a simplifying approximation can be made of the image term in the density through the use of 
Gaussian convolutions of the observed and template images.

In this paper we present a formal definition of the model along with our method for maximiz 
ing the distribution. We apply the method to achieve point estimates of feature identifications in 
a class efface images analyzed previously in Phillips and Smith (1994).

2 The Model

Facets are located in the template as one sample from a hierarchical normal distribution to facil 
itate a convenient approximation to the density function outlined below. The facet tree is started 
with one top facet at the middle of the template image ^o- The next level of facets in the tree are 
located at 7 samples pi = {fj\,... , ii[} from a bivariate normal distribution with mean ^0 and 
variance <a\. The tree is propagated similarly, with each of these /j\ having 7 children. For T 
levels,



x0 ; k) = ind N(/4 + x0 - /i0 , fco> 2 )

x,; k) = indN(/4 + x* - /*?, fcwj) (1)
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where p* is the index of the parent of facet (•)}. See Figure 1 for a graphical representation. 
The conditional variances are chosen heuristically to result in a dispersion of the bottom level of 
facets that is appropriate for the template image size. Generally oif » w\ » u)| » • • •

These facet locations are fixed in the template image and the model is a probability density 
function on all facets' locations in an observed image from the class of images. Let the location 
of facet i on level j of the tree be x* , let the vector of locations on level j be Xj and let the locations 
of all facets be x. The unnormalized density conditional on two parameters, p(x\k, r2 ), is the 
product of two densities, p$(x \ k) andp/(x|T 2 ).

The "shape" density, ps(x\k), is a hierarchical normal distribution made up of components 
conveying that a facet's observed location is normally distributed with mean equal to its template 
location plus its parent's displacement from the parent's template position. For T + 1 levels in 
the facet tree (0, ... , T),

ps x{

-I; k) = indN(/4 + aLi - /*?

The kernel of the "image" density, pi(x\r 2 ), is a product of independent normal densities on 
the observed Laplacian of each of the lowest level facets with mean equal to each facet's template 
Laplacian. For T + 1 levels (0, ... , T),

(2)

where Lx(xtT ) and L^(fj.'T ) are the Laplacians of the observed and template images at positions 
xj. and /ij,, respectively. This distribution is regarded as a function of x, and therefore we neglect 
an unknown normalizing constant not involving x.

The full conditional distribution of facet locations in the observed image is therefore

p(x\k, T 2 ; 11, !„, Lx ) = ——-——rp5(a|fc; ^)p/(x|T 2 ; /i, L M , Ix ) (3)
2^«, T^, ^i, LfijLx)

where z(-) is a normalizing constant independent of x. In the next section when maximizing this 
distribution with respect to x for given k, r2 , /i, L M , and £r , the constant z(-) can be ignored.

3 Density Maximization

3.1 Graduated ICM

For given k and r2 , the conditional density p(x\k, r 2 ) is maximized by proceeding through the 
facet tree from top to bottom, sequentially maximizing the conditional distribution of each facet's
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location given it's parent's location while always setting the bottom level of facets to their max 
imum density locations under ps(x\k). When a level of facets is complete, the full conditional 
distribution for every facet above the current level is maximized. These distributions are all nor 
mal and therefore immediately maximized. A small number of ICM (Besag 1986) cycles through 
the conditional distributions of the current level and those above are undertaken before proceed 
ing to the next level of facets in the tree.

Consider the top two levels in the tree. We suppress conditioning on k and r2 . Let x\ be the 
expectation under ps of the location of facet (-)J given its parent's location. Then

First, we numerically estimate

x0 = argmaxp(z0 |zi,... ,ZT ).

Next, we condition on that position x0, and numerically estimate 

zi = argrnaxp(xi|zo,z2 ,... ,XT)-

Then the conditional distribution of z0 given x\ is maximized analytically and written xo- This 
concludes one ICM cycle for the top two levels of the facet tree. ICM cycles are next completed 
for the top three levels by maximizing p(zo|zi,z 2 ), p(x i zo,z 2 ), andp(x2\xo,xi,x3 , . . . ,XT). 
The number of levels included in the ICM cycles increases until all levels in the tree are included. 

As noted above, numerical maximization is required for the lowest level of facets in an ICM 
cycle. Conditional on the locations of facets above this level, all facet locations on this level are 
independently distributed. The joint density for all facet locations on this level is therefore max 
imized by considering each facet's individual conditional distribution separately. The Nelder- 
Mead simplex method (Nelder and Mead, 1965) is used to maximize these bivariate densities.

3.2 Approximation of the Image distribution

The spatial orientation of the facet tree template positions ^ allows for a useful approximation
of the distribution p/(i|T 2 ). Note that if zlj. x0 ~ iid N(z0 , v2 } then

1 ^
-£ Y L*(*'d * L* * G"*( x°) (order 7L/ 2 ). (4) 
1 1=1

The sum over all facet locations of their Laplacian values is the Monte Carlo approximation of 
the convolution of the Laplacian with a Gaussian kernel of variance v2 at location i0 - In this 
case, v2 = X)i=i wl- This approximation holds for any facet in the tree except that the sum is 
only taken over its descendents at the bottom level and the variance of the Gaussian kernel is the 
sum of the conditional variances between the facet's level and the bottom of the tree. We can use 
this approximation in the calculation of P/(ZT) by setting

7 L

(5)
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or the appropriate convolution for subsets of the sum, as described above.
In equation (5) the summation has been moved inside the square before the convolution ap 

proximation from equation (4) is applied. This introduces more variability to the relation ex 
pressed in the equation. If one assumes that the convolution approximation (4) is exact and that 

f4), r 2 ) for all t, then it can be shown that the relative error

In practice this approximation reduces computational burden by a large fraction but is fairly in 
accurate. It is only used to initialize the maximization so that it is started near the mode of the 
true distribution.

4 Results

We now illustrate the model on face data previously analyzed by Phillips and Smith (1994), 
kindly provided by the authors. All images were convolved with a Gaussian kernel with stan 
dard deviation 5 pixels, and Lx and L M were set to be the Laplacians of the convolved images. 
For example, figure 2 shows the convolved Laplacian of the template image.

The facet tree used in this example had 4 levels with each facet having 20 children for a total 
of 8421 facets. Conditional variances in the template facet tree were set to w = (22,17,10) to 
ensure proper coverage of the face in the template image. The ratio k/r 2 = 23.5 was found to 
give satisfactory results in this image class.

The approximate density given in Section 3.2 was first maximized and that mode was used 
as a starting point for maximization of the true density. Five cycles of ICM were used for every 
level of the hierarchy.

Figure 3 shows the unnormalized log density achieved during maximization. Note the four 
sets of five ICM cycles as maximization proceeded down the tree. The ratio of absolute variation 
in log image density to log shape density was approximately 4 to 1.

Figure 4 shows the template positions of the bottom level of facets (^3) superimposed on the 
template intensity image used for the class. A subset of these facets (/4) is shown in figure 5 
along with their model-predicted positions (ij) in another face from the class.

After density maximization we may examine individual facets' contributions to the density 
through p/(z|r2 ) and ps(x\k) to highlight regions of the observed image having either large 
Laplacian difference or shape difference when compared with the template image. Figure 6 
shows the locations in the template and observed images of the 302 facets having lowest pi(x'3 \T 2 ) 
among all facets.

Once the required image convolutions were calculated, the density maximization required 
approximately 15 seconds of CPU time on a mid-price UNIX workstation.
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5 Conclusions

We have presented a model for feature identification in images from a class using a template 
image for the class. The density's simple form and extensive conditional independence allows 
for quick maximization and will enable straightforward sampling for the investigation of its mo 
ments.

In this paper the distribution was maximized to give point estimates of feature identifications 
in face images given a template image from the class. Excellent results were seen with relatively 
little effort in choosing the few tuning parameters.

The model extends immediately to three-dimensional image sets, and we are currently seeing 
encouraging results in 3D brain MRI.

In the future, observations in the form of human manual feature identifications will be taken 
and the density will be sampled using a Metropolis-Hastings Monte Carlo algorithm to estimate 
the tuning parameters k and r 3 . Through sampling p(x\k, r2 ) we will be able to make accuracy 
statements about individual facet locations. This will lead to automated high-level image anal 
ysis tasks with confidence statements such as image segmentations and volume calculations.
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Figure 1: Structure of the facet tree. In this case 7 = 3 and T = 2.
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Figure 2: The template image Laplacian convolved with a Gaussian kernel of standard deviation 
5 pixels.
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Figure 3: Unnormalized log density values achieved during maximization. Four sets of five ICM 
cycles were calculated.

Figure 4: Template locations of all bottom level facets (^3 ) superimposed on the template inten 
sity image.
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(a) Template (b) Observed

Figure 5: A subset of bottom level facets displayed in the template and their model-predicted 
locations in the observed image.

(a) Template (b) Observed

Figure 6: The 302 facets with lowest pi(x\ r 2 ). These correspond to poorly matching Laplacian 
locations.
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Abstract

This paper discusses the role of loss functions in Bayesian image classification, object 
recognition and identification, and reviews the use of a particular loss function which pro 
duces visually attractive estimates.

1 Introduction

Bayesian image analysis often involves calculating point estimates of some appropriate quantity, 
for example the grey level at each pixel (in image reconstruction), the label type of each pixel (in 
image classification), or the number of objects together with their contours and types (in object 
recognition and identification). Within a decision theoretic framework, the approach to finding 
an estimator is first to select an appropriate loss function L(x, z), which gives the loss when the 
true value is x but we estimate it by z. The optimal Bayes estimator (OBE) x* is then computed 
by minimising the posterior expectation of this loss (the Bayes risk),

x* = argminEL(x, z). (1)

Commonly used i(x, z) are LMAP = l[x#i]. £MPM = ^, l[x,9tzj] m classification applications, 
and LPE = ^t(xi — 2;) 2 m image restoration (here, I[A] is the indicator taking the value one if 
A is true and zero otherwise). The corresponding OBE's are the posterior mode, the posterior 
marginal mode, and the posterior mean. For these three choices the OBE is known explicitly, and 
the underlying loss function often only implicitly specified. However, for more general choices 
of L we will need a direct minimisation of the Bayes risk (1).

Consider the following motivation: Assume for a moment that we are conducting a simula 
tion study to investigate an image classification model using a known true scene. After blurring 
and adding noise to the true scene, we want to obtain a point estimate for label type of each pixel. 
Suppose that a number of estimates are available; for example the MAP estimate approximated

•ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE: Department of Mathematical Sciences, Norwegian University of Sci 
ence and Technology. N-7034 Trondheim, Norway. 
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by a stochastic search procedure such as simulated annealing, and various other estimates found 
by MCMC sampling or applying other variants of coordinatewise steepest ascent algorithms as 
ICM (Besag, 1986). We want to see how good these estimates are by comparing them to the 
known true scene. To quantify this, we can use a distance measure m to rank the various esti 
mates, and thereby choose a good estimator. But what if the true scene was unknown? A similar 
idea can still apply. The posterior density describes a world of possible true scenes giving the 
probabilities or densities for each to occur; we could instead compare the posterior expectation 
of m for the various estimates. It then seems reasonable to select the estimate which minimises 
the posterior expectation of m. We now use m implicitly as our loss function, since this is how 
we have chosen to quantify the distance between two scenes. It should be noted that an impor 
tant assumption is being made here, we are implicitly assuming that it is possible to compute the 
QBE for m, a problem to which we will return in Section 3.

What are the potential benefits of widening the choice of loss function? It is likely that there 
will be visual benefits since none of LMAP, LPM and LMPM. are good distance measures for im 
ages with spatial features (they all penalise errors on a pixel-by-pixel basis without considering 
any spatial structure in them). However, the extent to which a loss function will influence the 
estimate depends on the situation. Loosely speaking, the information we introduce into the in 
ference process though a better loss function is weaker than that we introduce by designing a 
better prior; the role of the prior is to introduce information, while the role of the loss function 
is almost the reverse. The loss function is a way of extracting information from the posterior by 
assigning different costs to different configurations, and using this information to evaluate the 
posterior expectation of the loss for different configurations z. The effect on the QBE of using 
different reasonable loss functions will depend strongly on the posterior. High quality data will 
result in similar estimates for all sensible loss functions if the posterior is unimodal with a promi 
nent peak. For moderate quality data, a better loss function may yield a more sensible estimator 
since it minimises the loss over several reasonable configurations. For a high noise level, there 
is not much information to extract other than that already known though the prior. We refer the 
reader to Rue (1997) for a more comprehensive discussion of understanding loss functions.

In the rest of this article, we will concentrate on loss functions based on Baddeley's Delta 
metric (Baddeley, 1992a; Baddeley, 1992b). This metric compares images of objects or images 
with a small number of foreground labels. It displays reasonable visual performance and good 
theoretical properties. After describing the metric in Section 2, we demonstrate how to obtain 
the corresponding OBE in Section 3, and then show examples from image classification and ob 
ject recognition in Section 4. Finally in Section 5, we will discuss some new ideas in object 
identification.

2 Baddeley's Delta metric

Let A be a finite lattice equipped with a metric p, for example, p(z, j) might be the Euclidean 
distance between site i and j, or the shortest path length between site i and j. Binary images 
can take a dichotomous value (often zero or one) at each site i e A, which we interpret as back 
ground and foreground respectively. A binary image x can be uniquely identified by the set of
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foreground sites 6(x) = {t e A : z,- = 1}. The distance from a site i to a set A C A is defined as 
d(i, A) = minj£ A /?(;, j). Denote by | A \ the number of sites in A. Let w be a strictly increasing 
and concave function defined on [0, oo] satisfying tu(0) = 0. For two binary images x and z, 
Baddeley defines their Delta distance as

l<p<oo. (2)

naming AJ, the delta metric. The Delta metric is a Lp-average of the differences between the 
two images of the distances w(d(i, &(•))) from each site to its nearest foreground site. It is clear 
that (2) is a metric with respect to the distances w(d(i, &(•))) and also a metric with respect to 
the binary images x and z. To simplify the following discussion we take p = 2. We also assume 
that w is eventually constant, i.e. there exists a value t c such that w(t) = c for any i > t c . The 
contribution to the Delta distance from site i will then only depend on those sites in x and z 
within a ball of radius c centred at i. A natural choice is w(t ) = min{i, c}, where c > 0 is 
the cut-off value. We use the notation A2 in this case. The cut-off value c can be interpreted 
as a parameter determining the importance of misplacing a foreground object in the image. Let 
6(x) be a single compact object centred at some origin in the image, and let xs be the image 
where the object is misplaced and centred ais. Us and c are less than the size of the object, then 
A2 (x, xs ) w A2 (x, xc), with the identity holding for a one-dimensional continuous lattice. The 
cost of misplacing an object by a distance s and using a cut-off value c, is roughly the same as 
misplacing an object by a distance c and using a cut-off value s.

To illuminate the basic properties of the Delta metric, notice that the Delta metric has two 
other important metrics as limits. First, if c is less than the smallest distance between two distinct 
sites, then ( A2 /c) 2 is the average sitewise error rate

1 ' i6A

Secondly, if we let p -> oo and w(t) = t, we obtain the well known Hausdorff metric.
The Delta metric is not symmetric with respect to foreground and background in the im 

age, so that the distance between x and z is in general different from the distance between the 
complement images x' and z' (formed by switching the foreground and background). This fol 
lows from the definition itself. The Delta metric emphasises the set of foreground sites in de 
termining the distance between two images. This may be natural in many situations where the 
foreground may represent the important components in the image, for example objects, roads or 
edges. The background in the image is then of less interest. If the foreground and background 
are equally important, we can use the symmetrised version of the Delta metric A2 (x, z) 2 = 
(A2 (x. z)) 2 + ( A2 (x', z')) 2 . A metric between images with more than one foreground colour 
can be defined similarly.

3 Algorithm

We will now describe how to obtain the OBE using the Delta metric as a loss function, first in 
binary image classification (Frigessi and Rue, 1997), and then briefly how to generalise the al-
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gorithm to handle continuous models in object recognition.
Let y be the observed data and x the binary image on A, with posterior distribution ?r(x|y). 

We assume the black foreground of x is particularly of interest, so the choice

L(x,z) = (A?(x,z)) 2 = ^-^(min{c,d(i,6(x))}-min{C,d(i,6(z))})2 (3) 
' I ;eA

is appropriate. To simplify the notation, we introduce nc(i; x) = min{c, d(i, 6(x))}. How can 
we compute the OBE x*? First note that an explicit expression for x* cannot be found due to 
non-linearity of the problem. We need to solve (1) by minimising the risk fl(z),

fi(z) = E^Lfoz)

= •\M E*\*'£,(lt'( i '>'x)-(*'(*'<*)¥
' ' t€A

= rn Y; Mi; z ) M'; z) - 2Ex |y^c (i; x)] + constant.

The constant does not depend on z and is therefore of no importance in finding the OBE. Notice 
that x* has a nice interpretation as the configuration having {//c (i; x*)} closest to the posterior 
expectation of {^i c («; x)}. Also note that if c is less than the smallest distance between two pixels 
then x" equals the MPM estimate.

The posterior expectations of fj.c (i; x) in (4) are not known, but we can estimate them using 
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods (Gilks, Richardson and Spiegelhalter, 1996), as the empir 
ical averages of ^(i; •) over samples from the posterior distribution 7r(x|y). Once we have es 
timated these posterior expectations, we then have an explicit expression for the risk fl(z). The 
(estimated) OBE is then the configuration minimising fl(z). It is fairly easy to minimise R(z) if 
we are prepared to accept local rather than global minima. Interpreting z as a random variable 
with distribution TT(Z) oc exp(—fl(z)), the mode of TT(Z) can then be approximated using, for 
example, the Metropolis algorithm within simulated annealing. If z and z' are two configura 
tions differing only at site i, then to compute R(z) — fl(z') we need only compare the values 
of ficd',-) for those j's where p(i,j) < c. In other words, TT(Z) defines a Markov random field 
where the neighbourhood structure depends on the value of c and the metric p. The difference 
R(z) — fl(z') can be computed quite rapidly using a little book-keeping, see Frigessi and Rue 
(1997) for a detailed pseudo-code for this algorithm. Even modes found by applying other vari 
ants of steepest ascent and coordinatewise steepest ascent algorithms such as ICM have been 
shown to work well because fi(z) is a relatively smooth function. In fact in the binary case, 
Frigessi and Rue (1997) give sets of linear inequalities on the Ex |y|tc (z; x)'s for which it can be 
determined without any minimisation whether x'j is background, foreground or still unknown. In 
this case, only the set of unknown sites have to be determined using simulated annealing. These 
inequalities are easy to check and improve the algorithm in terms of both speed and robustness. 
In summary, the additional cost for estimating the OBE using (3) instead of the marginal poste 
rior mode (MPM) estimate, is only about 20%. This includes the extra minimisation step that is 
needed. The additional coding needed is limited and trivial.

It is possible to generalise the algorithm just described both to other loss functions (Rue, 
1995; Rue, 1997), and to other image models. We briefly describe the generalisation to object
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recognition (Rue and Syversveen, 1995) where x is the union of a unknown number of objects i,, 
and where each object is represented by a low-parametric model describing its outline and posi 
tion. The loss function is taken as (3) where the lattice A now approximates the continuous area 
of interest. The changes needed in the algorithm are the following; fj.c (i; x) is now the distance 
from point i in A to the closest object's edge (maximum c), and jj, c (i; x) is zero if i is inside an 
object. Notice that the loss for wrong number of objects in the scene is implicitly present in (3). 
The algorithm then follows the same outline as for image classification, involving surprisingly 
little extra coding effort. We refer the reader to Rue and Syversveen (1995) for details.

4 Examples

4.1 Image Classification

We will show a typical classification experiment demonstrating how the OBE based on Badde- 
ley's Delta metric gives a better estimate than MPM ( which corresponds to the choice c = 1 
in the regular grid case). Let x be a binary image taking the values +1 or —1 on a 32 x 32 lat 
tice. We represent the foreground as black and the background as white. We use the Ising model 
with inverse temperature /3 = 0.5 as the prior model. The data y is the true scene corrupted by 
additive pixel-wise independent Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance a1 = 1/4. Fig 
ure la shows the true scene and Figure Ib shows the noisy data image The MPM estimate and 
the OBE based on Baddeley's Delta metric using the shortest path metric and c = 4 are shown 
in Figure Ic and Figure Id respectively. Notice how the new estimator restores the fine structure 
of the letter, which is the main objective here.

4.2 Object Recognition

Our next example is from object recognition where the goal is to locate an unknown number 
of objects, estimating the outline and position of each (Rue and Syversveen, 1995). Each ob 
ject is described using a low-parametric model involving a prototype and some deformations. 
Figure 2a and Figure 2b show the true scene (with values zero and one) and the data formed by 
adding independent identically distributed Gaussian noise with variance one. Figure 2c shows 
the MAP estimate and Figure 2d the Delta-estimate using the Delta metric as the loss function 
with c = 5. These results are typical; the Delta-estimated outline is more visually appealing and 
not as wiggly as the MAP estimate.

In addition to producing better estimates of the outline of each object, the Delta-estimate 
seems to be more stable with respect to the number of objects, seldom overshooting; the MAP- 
estimate can produce spurious objects (see (Rue and Syversveen, 1995) for examples). The in 
tuitive explanation of this is that the MAP-estimate depends only on the mode of the posterior 
distribution and not on how much probability this mode contains. It is where (and how) the prob 
ability mass in the posterior distribution is located that should be important for the inference, not 
necessarily just the location of the mode in the posterior.
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(a)

(c)
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J =
(b)

(d)

Figure 1: An image classification example, (a) the true scene; (b) the data when iid Gaussian 
noise with variance 0.52 is added; (c) the MPM classification; (d) the classification with the 
squared Baddeley's Delta metric as the loss function using the shortest path metric and c = 4.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2: An object identification example; (a) the true discretized object with levels zero and 
one; (b) the noisy data after adding iid Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance one; (c) the 
MAP estimate; (d) the estimate using the Delta metric as a loss function and c = 5.
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5 Extensions to object identification

The Delta metric implicitly gives the loss for the number of objects and their outline, but not for 
properties such as grey-level or object type. We will now briefly describe some recent results 
which make it possible to estimate properties of objects in addition to the number, their position 
and outline (Rue and Hum, 1997). See also Hum and Rue (this volume) for more details of the 
underlying model and applications.

To estimate the type of each of the objects in a scene, it is not possible simply to add terms 
into the loss function which specify the loss for object type a if we estimate it by type a. This is 
related to the variable dimension aspects of the problem (the number of objects is unknown, and 
the model is defined for an unordered set of objects {si , x?, ...}). To overcome this difficulty, 
we propose to associate the type-property with the discretized lattice A, specifying the loss for 
mislabeling pixels i in A rather than the objects themselves. For example,

IOTe(x,z) = -jr-|5Il Iype (i;x,z), (4) 
1 ' ieA

where liype(z ; x, z) is the indicator function taking the value one if the type at i is wrong and zero 
otherwise. Other properties of an object, such as its grey-level, can be dealt with in a similar 
manner.

We now take the total loss as a weighted sum of (3) and (4),

To obtain the QBE we need to evaluate the risk,

= 1).

The required posterior expectations and probabilities can be estimated from samples from the 
posterior, as the first step in the algorithm. The OBE can then be approximately obtained using 
simulated annealing or some other optimisation algorithm. Again, the extra amount of coding 
needed is surprisingly small, and the additional CPU-time is quite reasonable.

6 Discussion

We have reviewed and discussed some loss functions in Bayesian imaging which give visually 
appealing results. In particular, we have focused on those derived from Baddeley's Delta met 
ric, which seems to provide a good balance between complexity and benefits. We have also dis 
cussed some recent results for object identification, where we need to estimate simultaneously 
the number of objects, their positions, outlines and object types. See also Rue (1995) and Rue 
(1997) for further examples.

In conclusion, it is possible to obtain the OBE at least approximately for a variety of spatial 
loss functions. The additional effort needed both in terms of extra CPU and coding is surprisingly
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small for those derived from Baddeley's Delta metric. The improvement in performance over the 
usual estimators is most prominent at a medium noise level. For low-level pixel-based models 
in image classification and restoration, the improvements are on a local scale. For high-level 
models in object recognition, the differences are also on an object scale.
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Abstract

In cardiac magnetic resonance imaging, the heart can be "tagged" at the start of the heart 
cycle, partitioning the heart into a set of quadrilaterals (quads). The objective is to track 
the heart through time using the tags to measure the deformation of the heart. A Bayesian 
method is proposed to carry out the tracking. First, the heart image at each time t is pre- 
processed to give a set of "potential quads". A prior distribution on the quads at time t is 
specified to ensure regularity with respect to the structure of the quads and to ensure similar 
ity to their positions at time t- 1. A likelihood is specified for the generation of the potential 
quads given the true quads. A posterior estimate of the quad structure at time t is obtained 
by a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm.

1 Introduction

A non-invasive method for monitoring the deformation of the heart wall is by tagged Magnetic 
Resonance (MR) imaging (Axel and Dougherty, 1989). A typical tagged MR image of the left 
ventricle (long-axis) is shown on the left of Fig. 1. The dark lines forming the grid are "tagged" 
to the material points, and as such follow the material points through time. In subsequent time 
frames, the contrast between the tagged and non-tagged materials decreases, and, furthermore, 
lines tagged to fluid material (e.g. blood) disappear. Tracking the grid through time provides 
deformation information that is useful for diagnosis of certain heart diseases.

Many past tracking techniques for tagged MR images (Guttman et al., 1994; Kumar and 
Goldgof, 1994;Kraitchmanetal., 1995;Radevaetal., 1996) follow the dark tagged lines through 
time with deformable splines. In this paper we investigate the dual problem of tracking the net 
work of (approximate) quadrilaterals formed by the grid lines, rather than the lines themselves. 
Quadrilateral will hereafter be shortened to quad.

2 The Bayesian Framework

Tracking of tagged MR image sequences is done frame-by-frame. For each frame, a quad detec 
tor is run over the image to give a set of "potential quads". Associated with each potential quad
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Figure 1: The right picture shows the potential quads generated by the quad detector on the left 
image (the third frame of a sequence). The darker the potential quad, the higher the certainty.

is a "certainty" which measures how sure we are of the existence of the quad. Quads are picked 
from the set of potential quads to form a "quilt", denoted by x.

A prior f(x) is specified to govern how the quads should be joined up to form the quilt x. 
The prior enforces our belief of what kinds of quilts are plausible (§2.1). Let y denote the poten 
tial quads and their certainties collectively. A likelihood function f(y, p\x) is specified for the 
detection of the potential quads and their certainties (and some unobserved data /j.) from a quilt 
x (§ 2.2). A Bayesian strategy is used to infer about the quilt x and the unobserved data p from 
the observed data y. Information about the model and the unobserved data are contained in the 
posterior distribution given by f(x,p\y)xf(y,fi\x)f(x). Samples from the posterior density are 
simulated by the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method (§ 3) (Besag et a!., 1995). The 
posterior mode is then estimated from the samples.

Notations

Let a quad be represented by q,=(c,,v,}, where c, is the centre of the quad, and v, is the set of 
the four vertices of the quad. The centre of the quad c, is not strictly necessary, but it is kept in 
the representation for convenience. The set of P potential quads and their certainties are denoted 
by?={<jip}£=i> qp =(cp ,i>r ) and e={ep}?=l (0<ep <l), respectively. Fig. 1 shows a sample output 
of the quad detector. The set of potential quads and their certainties y=(q, e) is our observed data.

Let & be an n-node undirected graph associated with a subset of a 2D square lattice. Nodes in 
the graph are indexed by i=(ii, i 2 )€Z 2 , and are connected with 8-adjacency. With <£ specified, 
the components of our model quilt x are (i) the maximum number of quads, n, that can make up 
a quilt, (ii) the positions and vertices of the quads, q={q,},ey, and (iii) the statuses, dead (s,=0) 
or alive (s,=l), of the quads, s={s,} tsy. Two quads <j, and q, are neighbours if the nodes i and 
j share an edge in the graph &, and we write i~j in such a case.

The set of live quads in x forms the "fabric'' of the quilt, while the set of dead quads corre 
sponds to "holes" in the quilt. The live quads account for visible tagged materials, for example 
heart wall, and dead quads account for tagged materials whose structure is no longer apparent,
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for example blood.

2.1 Quilt Prior

We model the prior for the quilt x=(q, s) by f(x)=f(q)f(s), where q and s are assumed to be 
independent. For the prior on the status s, we assume an Ising model truncated to have support 
on -5*1 , where ^c{0,1}" is the set of configurations such that the live quads form one connected 
component. The truncated Ising model encourages neighbouring nodes to take similar values, 
discouraging a checkerboard pattern for s. We model the prior on the quads by

/(9) « _
V * «€» / V ^ i~j /

__ . W
JJ I [cos(^,jt - 0j i;t) > cos <j>] x exp I -7

with the following notations.
Based on information from previous frames, we have a set of n predicted quad positions for 

the current frame c={c,},6^ and a set of n 2x2 covariance matrices S, of the prediction error. 
Let A; = Ci - c, be the deviation from the predicted position of the centre of the quad t. The first 
factor in (1) enforces our belief that the positions of the quads are not too far away from their 
predicted values, while the second factor in (1) encourages departures from predicted positions 
to be similar for neighbouring quads. The matrices Ri and St, are chosen such that the covariance 
matrix of the resultant quadratic form, when the first and second factors are combined, is positive 
definite.

Let ipjii, denote the angle formed by the three points (c,, c,, c&) with c, at the apex, and BJO, be 
the predicted angle formed by the centres of the three quads (q,, $, qk) with q, at the apex. Thus, 
with I [•] denoting the indicator function, $ in the third factor of (1) is the allowed deviation from 
the expected angle 6Jtk. For an 8-adjacency graph, we chose </>=T/4. The third factor in (1) aims 
to preserve the regularity of the quilt, avoiding tears.

Let qiC\q; denote the area of intersection of the interior of the two quads q, and q,. With 7>0, 
the fourth factor in (1) penalizes against intersecting quads, and allows quads to be packed more 
closely in regions of small quads. This is the only factor in (1) which depends on the vertices of 
the quads.

Design Issues

Note that the prior f(q) in ( 1) has the Markov property with neighbourhoods up to second order, 
and thus allowing efficient implementation for the MCMC simulation in § 3. However, there is 
a non-local operation for some types of transitions in the MCMC algorithm. This is due to the 
restriction of Ising model to the set of configurations where the live quads form a single con 
nected component. For certain types of transitions in the MCMC algorithm, we need to find the 
articulation points 1 of the graph formed by the live quads. This is found by a depth-first search,

1 An articulation point of a singly-connected graph is a node, whose removal results in two separate components.
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which is a non-local operation of 0(N, E), where N and E are the number of nodes and edges 
in the graph.

The motivation for requiring the live quads in the quilt to remain a single connected piece 
is to avoid many disconnected pieces of quilt, each misaligned with respect to one another. We 
have considered the notion of local connectivity to solve this problem. Consider the graph asso 
ciated with a local /-neighbourhood of a node (all nodes reachable by I steps or less). A node is 
a local articulation point if its removal disconnects the /-neighbourhood graph into two separate 
connected components. The local connectivity idea works well when there are no large holes in 
the quilt. For our tagged MR images of the left ventricle, where there is a large region of without 
tags, the local connectivity approach is impractical.

Note also that the sums and products in (1) are over both live and dead quads. A more suit 
able prior f(q\s) might be one where the sums and products are only over the live quads (the 
prior becomes conditional on s). However, the normalization Z(s) for such a prior f(q\s) comes 
into play in the MCMC algorithm. To be precise, one needs the ratio of the normalizations 
Z(s)fZ(s'} in the acceptance probability, where .s and s' are respectively the current and pro 
posed statuses. This ratio is intractable and one may have to resort to approximations like the 
pseudo-likelihood to make progress.

2.2 Incomplete Data and Likelihood

We will only provide an outline of the likelihood terms here, see (Lee et al., 1997b) for details. 
Consider a hypothetical quad detector which takes a quilt x as input and generates a list of P 
potential quads q, their certainties e, and a mapping fi(-). The function ^(-), which maps $ to 
{0,1, ••• ,P}, describes which potential quad in q corresponds to which model quad in x. Fur 
ther /i(z)=0 means that quad i does not correspond to any potential quads in q.

We assume that all live quads in x are detected exactly once, i.e. the mapping from the set 
{i : /j,(i) > 0} to {1, • • • , P} is injective. The actual quad detector takes an image as input 
and generates the potential quads q and their certainties e. The mapping p is unobserved and 
represents missing data, while y=(q, e) are the observed, incomplete data.

To specify the likelihood for (y, /j.) given x, we need to answer the question: given a quilt 
x, what is the probability of the hypothetical quad detector generating potential quads q, cer 
tainties e, and mapping /^(-)? We model our likelihood function f(y, fj,\x) as a product of three 
factors: f(y, fi\x) = f(q, <;, /j,\x) = f(q\fj,, x)f(e\fj,, x)f(p\x), where q and e are assumed to be 
independent given // and x. The three factors are modelled respectively by:

1. Given the quilt x and the mapping p., the quad detector is assumed to detect all live quads in 
x precisely, and gives out P—njjvc artefactual potential quads, where nanve is the number 
of live quads. The artefactual potential quads are assumed to be uniformly distributed on 
the space of possible outputs of the quad detector.

2. Given the quilt x and the mapping //, the potential quad that corresponds to a live quad 
should have a certainty close to unity, and one that does not correspond to any live quads 
should have a certainty close to zero. We model these two cases with beta densities. As-
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suming independence between the certainties of different potential quads, /( e. \ /j,, x ) is thus 
a product of P independent beta densities.

3. Given the quilt x, we place a uniform weight on all permissible mappings /j.

3 Posterior Sampling

In order to gain information about the posterior, we used the MCMC method with a Metropolis- 
Hastings type algorithm that allows jumps between different dimensional spaces (Geyer and 
M011er, 1994; Green, 1995). The dimension changing aspect of our model comes from sites 
being alive or dead. An outline of the algorithm is provided below.

At each MCMC iteration, the algorithm proposes one of four types of transitions: birth, 
death, live-displacement and dead-displacement. The live- and dead-displacement transitions 
displace the positions of a live and dead quad, respectively. The birth and death transitions tog 
gle the statuses of a dead and live quad, and propose a new position for them. The birth and death 
transitions are constrained so that the live quads in the quilt remain a single connected compo 
nent. The four types of transitions are proposed with equal probabilities. For each type of transi 
tion, a node i is chosen randomly, and new values for (q,, s t ) and fj,(i) are proposed with a certain 
probability. The proposed values are then accepted with a certain acceptance probability. The 
proposal distributions and acceptance probabilities for the four types of transitions are chosen to 
satisfy detailed balance so that the Markov chain has the desired stationary distribution.

A greedy version of the Markov chain (similar to the Iterative Conditional Mode (ICM) of 
(Besag, 1986)) is run where only births with potential quads nearest to the predicted position 
of the nodes are proposed, and the proposed birth is accepted only if the posterior density is 
increased. The quilt from such a greedy Markov chain is the initial state of the full MCMC al 
gorithm. Samples from the Markov chain are collected after a bum-in period.

The posterior is summarized by its "restricted" marginal modes, arrived at by the following 
procedure. During sampling, for each live quad in the quilt, a histogram of which potential quad 
it has picked is maintained. At the end of the sampling, we look at quads that have been alive for 
over a certain percentage of the time; we call these quads the "resilient quads" We scan through 
the resilient quads in an order based on the entropies of their histograms. Resilient quads with 
lowest entropies are scanned first. For each resilient quad, the potential quad that MCMC has 
picked most often is assigned to it, provided that this modal potential quad has not been assigned 
to another resilient quad. After the assignment process, the set of quads which forms the largest 
single connected component is our estimate of the posterior mode.

Averages of the following quantities are inappropriate summary statistics. For example, since 
the indexing of our potential quads is arbitrary, the average of the histogram is meaningless. For 
each node, one can find the average position of all the potential quads it has picked during sam 
pling. However, such an average is not a useful quantity in our case where the distribution is 
multi-modal and an average position may not correspond to any real quads in the image. The 
question of how best to summarize the sampled quilts remains open.
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Figure 2: The graph structure of the network of quads for four selected frames of a nine-frames 
long-axis sequence of the left ventricle. For clarity, only the 4-adjacent edges of the graph are 
drawn.

4 Results & Discussion

The successful tracking in a region of interest of two image sequences are shown in Figs. 2 & 
3, where the nodes of the graph correspond to the centres of the quads. Four selected frames 
of a long-axis sequence are shown. The results are for a MCMC simulation with 300 sweeps, 
of which 100 are for burn-in. The tracking for the nine frames took Smins on an UltraSPARC- 
167MHz. Note the successful tracking in Fig. 2 where a noticeable proportion of the live quads 
dies through time.

The number of burn-in sweeps of the MCMC is arrived at by inspection. Many convergence 
diagnostics have been proposed recently (see e.g. (Cowles and Carlin, 1996)) and will be in 
corporated into the algorithm. Related to the rate of convergence is the mixing property of the 
Markov chain. Our current algorithm proposes single-node transitions. Transition that updates 
a block of nodes at a time should improve the mixing property of the chain.

Since there is no substantial inter-frame motion, the following approximations work satisfac 
torily: (i) the estimated positions of quads from the previous frame is used as the initial estimate
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Figure 3: The graph structure of the network of quads for four selected frames of a nine-frames 
short-axis sequence of the left ventricle. For clarity, only the 4-adjacent edges of the graph are 
drawn.

in the current frame, and (ii) a quad detector that handles only mild deformation from a square. 
If the inter-frame motion becomes severe, more sophisticated motion prediction and quad de 
tection will be necessary. The paper has focussed on the problem of tracking the tagged grid. 
The next step is to deduce the full 3D motion of the left ventricle, see e.g. (Park et al, 1996). 
With current MR tagging techniques, motion perpendicular to the acquisition plane (off-plane 
motion) are not accounted for. Image sequences acquired at orthogonal planes are required to 
resolve the 3D motion. We have tackled the through-plane problem in (Lee et al., 1997a).
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Abstract

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a technique for imaging the conductivity inside an object, 
using current/voltage measurements at its surface. We demonstrate Bayesian inference from EIT data. 
A prior probability distribution modeling the unknown conductivity distribution is given and a MCMC 
algorithm is specified which samples the posterior probability for the conductivity given the prior and EIT 
data. To compute the likelihood of a conductivity distribution it is necessary to solve a second order linear 
partial differential equation (PDE) which would appear to make the sampling problem computationally 
intractable. However, by using a Markov chain with Metropolis-Hastings dynamics, and treating the 
conductivity update as a small perturbation, we are able to avoid solving the PDE for those updates 
which are rejected by the MCMC sampling process. The details of the Metropolis-Hastings dynamics 
are chosen so that ergodic behavior is displayed on useful time scales. We show that the sampling 
problem is tractable, and illustrate inference from a simple synthetic data set.

1 Introduction

Conductivity imaging has been a promising new imaging technique for some time. The equip 
ment (essentially a current source and a voltmeter) is cheap, portable and non-invasive. Elec 
trodes are attached to the surface of an object, and a small current is applied. The electrical 
potential, which is measured (in volts) at points over the surface, depends on the unknown con 
ductivity inside the object. In EIT we attempt to reconstruct the conductivity at each point in 
the object using the known currents and the observed potentials.

Consider a two-dimensional region, Q with boundary dCl. The conductivity <r(x) (units 
ohms" 1 ) is an unknown function of position, x 6 Q. Electrodes are used to produce fixed 
current distributions (current per unit length) Jan(x)> x 6 d£l, crossing the boundary and to 
measure the electrical potential, <j>, on the boundary.

When measurements are made at low frequency, Ohm's law (current is proportional to po 
tential gradient), and Kirchoff' s law (current is conserved) together imply that within the region 
the potential satisfies the partial differential equation

V-(<7V0) = 0. (1)
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Many materials (for example, animal muscle) conduct better along some axes than others. We 
restrict attention to isotropicly conducting materials, so that a is a scalar. Imposing the boundary 
current density corresponds to the Neumann boundary condition at dfi

in which n is the unit outward normal on the boundary. Note that there is a consistency condition 
on the applied currents that

L
where di (x) is the measure of the element of length at x e <9fi.

The "forward problem" is then to calculate the field <t> at each x 6 3fi given Jgn and a. The 
"inverse problem" is to find a, given J0n and measured values of <t> (x) for x € dfl.

A review of classical attempts at "inverting" this ill-posed inverse problem is given in Barber 
(1989). Martin and Idier (1997) have given a Bayesian regularization of the inverse problem, 
extending work by Hua etal (1991). However, these authors use optimization methods and aim 
to return just a single state. This cannot, by itself, give any indication of the range of plausible 
reconstructions. No MCMC has been attempted (including simulated annealing) for an HIT 
likelihood determined via a PDE.

We propose solving the inverse problem using Bayesian inference based on MCMC sam 
pling of the posterior and wish to see to what extent the sampling problem is tractable.

2 The Observation process and Likelihood

Suppose K electrodes are attached at the boundary at points x* € dfl, k = 1,2... K. A pair 
of electrodes are chosen as anode and cathode and a current of magnitude /0 is applied. A third 
reference electrode is chosen, and a voltmeter is connected between the reference electrode and 
each of the other electrodes in turn, not including the anode and cathode, and the potential is 
measured. Let e°, e£ and ern denote respectively the label of the anode, cathode, and reference 
electrode used in each of the n = 1,2 ... N electrode arrangements. Let en = {e°, ecn , ern }. For 
each of the N = K(K — l)/2 distinct anode-cathode choices, we measure a K — 3 component 
vector, vn , n = 1,2... N, giving a total of K(K — l)/2 x (K — 3) values in all. As we will 
see, only K(K - l)/2 measurements are independent. For notational convenience we let vn be 
a K component vector, so that vn (k) is the potential measured at the fcth electrode in the rath 
electrode configuration. The redundant components vn (k) k 6 en are left undefined. 

With point electrodes, the boundary current due to the n'th electrode pair is

Jan,n(*) = Jo<J(x - X4) - W(x - xefi ). (3)

Let s(x) be the true conductivity, and let <j>(x\n, s) be the potential at x generated by current 
distribution J0njT,. Refer to Figure Ib for an example. Let d>(s) denote the N component vector
(cA(xjl, s), 0(x|2, s)... (f>(x\N. s)). We suppose the voltage measurements are made in noise
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that is additive and Gaussian, mean zero and standard deviation d. Thus if en (k) is a Gaussian 
random variable, fn (k) ~ jV(0, d2 ), we observe

vn (k) = <t>(xic \n,s) + en (k), for each n = l..N,k = l..K,k <£ en . (4)

The solution to the PDE, Equation (1), is determined only up to an additive constant, so by also 
setting </>(xe{Jn, s) = 0 we obtain the noise-free measurements. Given applied currents and data 
{vn (k)}, the likelihood of a conductivity distribution a(x) is proportional to exp(L(cr)), where 
L(a) is the log-likelihood up to a term independent of a,

"2^-A (5) 

and
N K

In order to compute <#>(xjt|n, <r) we must solve the forward problem for the conductivity a 
and the current Jgn,n- Thus, to compute the likelihood, we must solve Equations (1) and (2) for 
n = 1,2... N when Jsn,n is given by Equation (3).

3 Computing the Likelihood

In order to compute the likelihood of a, we need the fields 4>(x\n, a) for x e {xi, x2 ... UK} • 
That is,we need the field at the electrodes only. Let p(x|y, a) be the Neumann Green's function 
for the potential at x e fl given a unit current source located at y e H, with a uniform current 
sink along the boundary. When y e dfi, g(x\y, a) satisfies the PDE

VI -(aVl5(xy,a)) = 0 (6) 

and the boundary condition

where \d£l\ is the length of the boundary. The Green's functions defined by Equations (6) and 
(7) are determined up to an additive constant. We fix this "gauge" by referring our Green's 
functions to the mean voltage over the boundary, by setting

!/(x) = 0. (8)

It is straightforward to show that the Green's functions we have defined are symmetric, i.e., 
g(y\x.a)=g(x.\y,a).

The potential fields, 0(x|n, a), are given in terms of the Green's functions by
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We compute the fields 0(x|n, a) by computing the K Green's functions, g(x|xt , a),k — 1,2... K, 
one for each point, x^, at which we attach an anode or cathode. Since the potential fields are 
linear combinations of these symmetric Green's functions, and no potential measurement can 
be made at the source electrode, K(K — l)/2 is the number of genuinely independent measure 
ments that can be made on K electrodes.

In the examples which follow, we solve for the Green's functions in a square region, dis- 
cretize the region in an M -element regular square lattice of pixels labeled m = 1,2.. .M, and 
use a finite difference scheme to solve for the Green's functions. The conductivity <r(x), the 
fields 0(x|n, <j), and the Green's functions g(x|y,<r) are approximated by corresponding dis 
crete partners cm , <t>m (n, a) and g™' (a). We would do better to concentrate mesh nodes where 
the solution is a sensitive function of the conductivity and electrode position, however, this dis 
cretization seems to be adequate for simple prototype problems. Notice that the conductivity 
may be represented via a higher level description (as in Model C below) in which case the pixel 
conductivity <rm will be determined by the local conductivity value a(x) in the higher level 
description.

Computing all K Green's functions is a brute force approach and imposes a big computa 
tional burden. One of the main tasks in a Bayes/sampling approach to HIT is to find ways to 
avoid this calculation at each evaluation of a likelihood ratio, and this is what we have done.

4 Modeling the Conductivity

We now specify a model for the conductivity distribution in fi. We assume the true conductivity 
s is piecewise constant, and takes a finite number C of fixed values C\,Cz...Cc values in fi. 
We use a simple clustering model for the conductivity: we represent the conductivity in H on 
the same square mesh we use to solve for (j>(a), using the same symbol a for the vector of lattice 
values <rm , m e 1,2... M and the distribution function <r(x), x e fi. Let Efj denote the set of 
all possible pixel-based conductivity distributions, so that a € £jj. We model a on the lattice 
as an Ising or Potts binary or higher order Markov random field, with distribution

/ M \ 
Pr(a)ocexp 0 £ Hm (a) where Hm (a) = £ ^^. (10)

\ m=l / m'~m

The sum over m' ~ m is a sum over the four neighbours m' of m on the square lattice. The 
function 5aj, is the indicator function for the event a = b. The posterior for a conductivity 
distribution a, given observations v is then Pr((j|i>) oc Pr(<7) exp(L(cr)). We intend to sample 
the distribution Pr(cr|u) and use these samples to answer questions concerning the unknown 
true conductivity s.

The sampling framework which we describe below can be extended to cover more sophis 
ticated priors. Indeed, there would be little point in setting up such a sampler without taking 
advantage of the flexibility it allows in the modeling stage of the analysis. A few prior models 
are:

Model A The present model. The types of possible materials in the object are known but not 
their proportion in area or location. The conductivities of the materials are known exactly,
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and correspond to the values C\, C? . . . Cc-
Model B The types of possible materials (labeled c — 1, 2 ... C) are known. The conductivities 

of these materials vary from one instance to another, but are assumed to have a single 
uniform value in the sample at hand. The conductivity values Cc , c = 1, 2 . . .C, are 
supposed to be normally distributed random variables.

Model C We may, in addition, have knowledge about the structure, shape, and arrangement 
of objects in the regions. For example, the region may be known to contain man-made 
objects, with outlines that are composed of simple geometric structures, such as line- 
segments and circular arcs. In this case one may use an intermediate or higher level prior, 
as described, for example, in Grenander and Miller (1993).

In this paper we report results for Model A only.

5 Markov Chain Monte Carlo

We now define a Markov chain {Xt}^.0 of random variables Xt taking values in En, with a 
t-step distribution Pr(X( = a\X0 — cr (0) ) which tends to the posterior distribution, Pr(a\v), as 
t tends to infinity. Such a process will generate the samples we require. We use the Metropolis- 
Hastings method for our Markov chain Monte Carlo as Gibbs sampling is not practicable, on 
account of the form of the likelihood. In order to get ergodic behavior on useful time scales we 
found it necessary to include several different types of update in the MCMC.

The state is composed of regions of uniform conductivity. Referring ahead, to Figure Id, 
we see that much of the uncertainty in the reconstructed state occurs at change points in the 
conductivity. We therefore focus updates on pixels in regions where the conductivity is non- 
uniform. This idea can be found in Ripley (1987). A second reason why we want to do this is 
that the likelihood is a very sensitive function of pixel conductivity so changes at conductivity 
boundaries often make only small changes to the likelihood, and therefore stand a better chance 
of being accepted. Move 3 below is an example.

The simplest way to build multiple moves into a Metropolis-Hastings sampler is to define a 
separate reversible transition probability for each move type, as in Green (1995). The method 
is favoured over using a single transition probability; In particular, when several moves con 
nect the same pair of states, the condition for reversibility is simplified. Let P be the number 
of moves, and let {P^p\Xt+ i = fft+ i\Xt = <7t)}£=i be a set of P transition probabilities, 
reversible with respect to the distribution Pr(cr|t;). Let £p , p = 1, 2 . . . P, JXp = 1, be the 
probability to choose move p. We select a transition probability at random and use it to gener 
ate a MCMC update. The overall transition probability is

Pr(Xm = at+l \Xt = fft ) = £X Pr t?) (*w = <?M\Xt = at ). 
P=I

If at least one of the moves is irreducible on Sn. men the equilibrium distribution of the chain 
is Pr(<r|t;), independent of the choice of starting state cr'°'.
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Given the current state Xt = o, a number of moves are used determine a value for Xt+ i. 
The candidate state proposed in the Metropolis-Hastings scheme is labeled a'. A pixel n is a 
near-neighbour of pixel m if their lattice distance is less than \/8- A pixel has twenty four 
near-neighbours, unless it is on or next to the boundary. An update-edge is a pair of near- 
neighbouring pixels on the lattice. Let N*(a) be the set of update-edges connecting two pixels 
of unequal conductivity in a, A/^(cr) be the set of edges in A/"*(<J) involving the pixel m, and 
let |A/"*(<7)[, |A/^(cr)|, be the number of elements in the set N'(a), A/^(cr), respectively. The 
moves that we have used are:

Move 1 Flip a pixel. Select a pixel m uniformly at random from 1,2 ... M and assign am a 
new conductivity chosen uniformly at random from the other C — 1 possible conductivity 
values. Call this new value a'm and the new conductivity distribution a', a' differs from a 
at just one pixel. The probability to generate the move is qi(a —> a') = \/M(C — 1). The 
acceptance probability is

Move 2 Flip a pixel near a conductivity boundary. Pick an update-edge at random from AT* (a). 
Pick one of the two pixels in that edge at random, pixel m say. Pixel m can be selected 
in |jVm(c7)| possible ways. Proceed as in Move 1, generating a candidate state a''. The 
overall probability to generate the move is g2 (<7 -> a') = \Mm(a)\/2\M'(o)\(C - 1). The 
acceptance probability is

c*2(<7 —>• a') = min < l,e

Move 3 Swap conductivities at a pair of pixels. Pick an update-edge at random from A/"*(<7). 
Suppose it connects pixels m and n, the candidate state a' is equal to a except that a'm = 
an and a'n = am . The generation probability is qz(a —> a') = l/|jV*(cr)|. The acceptance 
probability is

Account has been taken, in the formula for «3 , of the possibility that m and n may be 
neighbours.

Notice that Move 2 duplicates Move 1, but allows us to focus updates on the interface 
between regions of differing conductivity as in Ripley (1987). Move 1 is still needed for irre- 
ducibility. Note also that there is no useful simplification of the likelihood ratio exp(L(a') - 
L(a)), as occurs whenever the posterior random field is Markov. This is because the log- 
likelihood is not an additive function of a, but depends on the conductivity at each pixel through 
the non-linear field functions <j>(a}.

6 MCMC with an EIT Likelihood

In order to compute the acceptance probabilities, a, at an update, we need L(u'). This, as 
was shown in 3, involves solving the PDE in Equations (6) and (7) for the Green's func 
tions <7(x|xt,<r') in the candidate conductivity a', and computing ^(x|n,cr') and L(a> ) using
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Equations (5), (9) and (10). We have described how we solve for the Green's functions. This 
operation takes too much time to be feasible at each step of the Markov chain. Notice, how 
ever, that the two conductivities a and a' differ only slightly and that we have already calcu 
lated the Green's functions p(x|xfc,cr) in the current conductivity a. Let AP(X|X^,<T,(T') = 
ff(x[x*, a1 ) - s(x|xjt, a] and ACT(X) = cr'(x) - <r(x). Using Equations (6) and (7) we find, to 
first order in ACT,

fc , a, a')) ~ Vz • (A<7Vl5 (x|xfc> cr)) . (1 1) 

In terms of the Neumann Green's functions for the operator on the left this is

AS (x|x*,<7,cr') ~ / p(y|x,a)VI -(AffV^(x|xfc ,a))di/(y). (12) 
Jn

We have exploited the symmetry of our Green's functions. As we need the field values at 
electrodes only, it follows that we need only compute the perturbing field, &g(x\xk , a, a'), for 
x corresponding to an electrode position. But then the Green's functions in Equation (12) are 
precisely the Green's functions we have available already. Moreover, if the conductivity change 
Atr(x) is local, as is usual in MCMC, the integrand in equation (12) is zero over much of fi. 
When the integral is reduced to a sum on the lattice variables, this sum involves just a few 
variables around the point where the change in conductivity is made.

The linearization we have used is good if the term Vx • (A<jVIAg(x xj, a, a'}} dropped 
from Equation (1 1) is small. However, if the conductivity levels Cc , Cc+\ differ too greatly, for 
a given PDE mesh, the approximation will be poor. We have only tried this straightforward 
linearization, however we note that other authors have found that other parameterizations of a 
give linear approximations with a greater range of accuracy (Martin and Idier 1997) and these 
may improve our method.

The MCMC algorithm is as follows: Given a state Xt = a, the Green' s functions j(x|xjt, a), 
k — 1,1. ..K, and the log-likelihood of the state L(a), proceed as follows.

Step I Select a move p with probability £p . Generate a' by sampling qp (a — > a'). 

Step II Using the local linearization of the present section, estimate L(a'). 

Step III Compute the acceptance probability for the state, ap (a -> </). 

Step IV Accept or reject the candidate state a':

IV.i If a' is rejected, set Xt+l = a. Since there is no change to the state, the Green's 
functions and log-likelihood are unchanged, available for the next iteration.

IV.ii If a' is accepted, set Xt+i = a'. We must now solve Equations (6) and (7) to compute 
p(x|xfc, a'), for k = 1, 2 . . . K, and update the log-likelihood to L(a').

To summarize, given the Green's functions for current sources in a conductivity a, we may 
estimate the likelihood of a candidate conductivity a' generated in the Metropolis-Hastings 
procedure, without solving the PDE again. Metropolis-Hastings updates which lead to rejection 
are local operations, involving the conductivity values at just a few pixels nieghbouring the point 
at which a change is made. However, if a' is accepted, we must solve the PDE, as we now wish 
to perturb about the fields of the conductivity a'.
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7 Experiments

The algorithm described in section 6 was implemented in C. The MCMC software was tested 
by taking independent sequences of MCMC runs, varying between runs those parameters of the 
Markov process which leave the equilibrium distribution undisturbed. For example, altering the 
^-values varies the proportions of the moves used. We then checked, by comparing the values of 
statistics estimated from the output, that all the moves preserve the same stationary distribution. 
We also varied the number of update-edges at each pixel, experimenting with four, eight and 
twenty four update-edges, corresponding to near-nieghbours out to 1, \/2 and \/8 lattice units. 

In the following example we start with the known conductivity distribution, s(x), shown in 
Figure la. The conductivity model and the finite difference PDE solver use the same 25 x 25 
conductivity lattice. We condition on the value of the conductivity at the boundary itself, so 
Xt (x) = s(x) for x e <9Q and all t. The two grey-levels correspond to two conductivities

Figure 1: Recovering conductivity information for a synthetic data set, computed from (a). The 
dots around the boundary in (a) are the electrode locations. The graph in (b) is the potential 
field 0(x|n, s) for the conductivity in (a), for one of the n = 1,2... 120 fields. The state in 
(c) was obtained after about 10 minutes time on the reference machine, (see below). The mean 
conductivity from a long run is shown in (d).

(C = 2) of C\ = 1 and Cj = 1 conductivity units. A binary Markov random field is a reasonable 
prior for distributions of this kind, and we choose a prior parameter value 0 = 1. The potential 
fields 4>(x\n, s),n = 1,2,..., JV are computed; The computed potential for one such electrode 
pair is shown in Figure Ib. Artificial data v is generated by adding Gaussian noise to the 
potential observed at each electrode, as in Equation (4).We choose to test observations with 
standard deviation d = 0.005, a signal to noise ratio of around 1500 : 1, taking account of the 
(K — 3)-fold over-measurement. We run MCMC using moves 1, 2 and 3 in the proportions 
1:9:81, with the chain initialized to a random conductivity at each pixel. The state shown in 
Figure Ic was reached after 100 sweeps (1 sweep = M Markov chain steps), which took less 
than about 10 minutes on a Pentium Pro 200. The posterior mean conductivity at each pixel 
from a run of 50,000 sweeps is shown in Figure Id. We might just as easily plot the variance at 
each pixel, or any other summarizing statistic of interest.

Has the MCMC converged? The log-likelihood is plotted against sweeps in Figure 2. Stan 
dard tests shown no sign of slow mode-hopping, and give an integrated auto-covariance time
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(for the number of pixels at a given conductivity level) of 27(±5) sweeps. We are getting an 
effective independent sample each 90 seconds. Other statistics were considered and have sim 
ilar behavior. The acceptance rate for updates is low, only 0.6%. The high computational cost 
of an acceptance is balanced against the more common but faster rejections. The approxima 
tion Equation (11) is therefore most important, as the PDE need only be solved in the event 
that an update is accepted. The approximation leads to an error rate of 14%, i.e., 14% of the 
acceptances would not occur if the likelihood was calculated without approximation.

0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000
MCMC updates (sweeps)

Figure 2: The sample log-likelihood (up to a constant independent of <r) plotted against the 
update number.

8 Conclusions

We found that a Bayesian approach to inverting HIT data, with analysis based on posterior sam 
ples obtained via MCMC simulation, was feasible, for simple two-level synthetic problems. We 
have experimented with conductivity distributions in which there are three or more conductivity 
levels, using a multi-level Markov random field or Potts model, and again, found it possible to 
treat simple structures with the methods described here.

However, several problems remain. At noise levels low enough to define more delicate 
structures, the MCMC sticks in unrepresentative states. It seems to be possible, in many cases, 
to recover ergodicity by adding new types of moves. Pixels near the boundary cause particular 
difficulty at the convergence stage. However, we expect that higher level models, of the kind 
described in Section 4, Model C, and explicitly in this workshop, will resolve the problem, 
for at least some electrode arrangements and conductivity distributions. Higher level models 
remove or change the character of the ambiguity in the reconstruction which corresponds to 
multi-modality in the posterior and is the immediate difficulty.

It is clearly necessary to test the approach on real data. With synthetic data, the effects of 
discretization are canceled, since the forward and inverse problems are solved under the same 
approximation. Real data introduces a number of new problems, such as modeling electrode 
structure and position. There remain a number of ways in which our computational procedure 
may be accelerated, and so we consider it at least possible that the sampling problem will 
continue to be tractable.
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A simple Metropolis algorithm for reconstruction 
of electrical resistance tomograms

Dr Robert M West 
Camborne School of Mines, University of Exeter, Redruth, Cornwall

Abstract

Reconstruction of images for electrical resistance tomography is demanding, particu 
larly for applications to industrial processes. Algorithms for reconstruction which are com 
monly used are known to be seeking the solution of an inverse problem.

Data from tomograms produced from this ill-posed problem have been cautiously anal 
ysed. As a result a vast simplification is proposed which in itself should produce a better 
posed problem. To determine that tomogram solutions of this problem are more robust and 
unique, a probabilistic approach is taken. A simple Metropolis algorithm allows thorough 
examination of the solution space and is compared to a Newton-Raphson algorithm.

1 Introduction

Tomography is the imaging of slices through an object only using measurements taken at or near 
to the surface of the object. The best known examples are of applications to medicine where CT 
(computed tomography) scanners, also called CAT (computer assisted tomography) scanners, 
use X-rays, positrons, or ultrasound to form tomograms. Many slices may be used to create a 
three-dimensional image.

For applications to process engineering, which is the interest of our group at Camborne School 
of Mines, these sensors are not appropriate. The environment is harsher, equipment must be less 
expensive, health and safety regulations can be prohibitive, and higher speed is required. Sen 
sors based on soft fields such as electricity however are appropriate but imaging is a far more 
complex matter.

The reconstruction of images in electrical resistance tomography (ERT) has previously been 
performed either with approximate methods using sensitivity maps (Kotre 1989), or with an it 
erative Newton-Raphson scheme (Yorkey et al. 1987). For both approaches the emphasis has 
been to assume constant resistivity over a number of pixels (two dimensions) or voxels (three 
dimensions) which is the same as the number of voltage measurements made on the boundary 
of the region of interest. This is because maximum resolution is sought. As a result however the 
reconstruction algorithm becomes ill conditioned and to solve this inverse problem, regulariza- 
tion is introduced, often based on a Marquardt scheme (Marquardt 1963). The same technique 
is used in ridge regression.

Although inverse problems have been much studied recently, the inherent difficulties in this 
approach will continue to impose doubt upon the quality of the solutions obtained. For example 
the ERT inverse problem is not unique. Given that one aim of ERT is to produce images at a
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rate of several per second, the use of ERT images will need to be automated. In such a situation, 
it is most disconcerting to have unreliable images. A new method is required which produces 
reliable images.

The aim of this paper is to show that by simplifying and adopting a probabilistic approach, 
all possible image solutions are examined and a robust solution can be found.

2 The Abdullah algorithm

Abdullah (1993) implemented an algorithm for electrical resistance tomography based on the 
modified Newton-Raphson scheme of Yorkey el al. ( 1987). This has served as a basis of com 
parison for other algorithms. The principles are:

• A circular object is discretized into 104 triangles.
• Each triangular element is assumed to have constant resistivity, thus 104 parameters are 

required.
• The same discretization is used to obtain a finite element analysis solution for the field po 

tential and thus calculate the 104 voltages which should be produced given the above con 
figuration.

• The calculated voltages are compared with 104 voltages measured and an error sum of 
squares obtained (SS).

• The SS is minimized with respect to the 104 resistivity parameters by the application of a 
Newton-Raphson scheme where the derivative matrix can be approximated.

• A Marquardt parameter (ridge regression parameter) is used for regularization. This di 
minishes as iterations converge.

• The fitted resistivity parameters comprise the tomogram.
Despite fitting 104 parameters to 104 measurements in a noisy environment, it has been found 

that this algorithm, if carefully applied, will often converge to a reasonable tomogram. Com 
parison can be made with linear back projection , with simulations, and with knowledge of the 
process being imaged.

3 Preliminary statistical analysis

A large bank of data has been gathered from solid-liquid batch mixers where ERT has been used 
to visualise the mixing process within (see Figure 1). The Abdullah algorithm has been applied 
to produce images. As a preliminary investigation groupings of pixels were considered using 
analysis of variance. It was strongly indicated that the image could be divided into three con 
centric rings comprising 48 pixels (outer), 28 pixels (middle) and 28 pixels (inner). 

This result has many advantages:
• The concentric ring pattern reflects the radial distribution of solids within the tank.
• The problem now has only three parameters to estimate rather than 104. This significant 

reduction of parameters reduces the ill condition of the problem.
• The reduction to concentric rings enables the field equations to be solved analytically re 

moving errors due to their numerical solution.
• The quality of mixing can effectively be summarised by the three means.
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(b)

Figure 1: A schematic for a batch mixing tank, (a) There are four planes of electrodes, that is 
four electrical resistance tomography sensors, (b) Each plane is modelled by division into three 
concentric rings; here just one plane is considered.

4 A Metropolis algorithm

It appears on first inspection that the above problem of ERT reconstruction for solid-liquid mix 
ing has a simple solution. The field potential for the resistivities in the three concentric rings can 
be calculated, and thus the three parameters can be chosen to minimize the errors between the 
calculated potential differences and the measured voltages.

There are further important factors to be considered. Voltage measurements for ERT are no 
toriously noisy and there are many simplifying assumptions in the above model. Even under 
ideal conditions the image reconstruction problem need not have a unique solution and with sig 
nificant noise it is necessary to investigate multiple solutions and robustness.

Image reconstruction can be undertaken with a Metropolis algorithm. A very simple version, 
with which experiments are currently progressing, regards the resistivities of the rings as random 
variables. From a random starting position each resistivity in turn is perturbed and updated or 
not depending on the selection procedure given by the Metropolis criterion based on the ratio of 
old and new error sum of squares: that is, sample p from the uniform distribution on [0,1] and 
accept if

p < (old error sum of squares)/(new error sum of squares).
Here the error sum of squares is the squared differences between the calculated and the mea 

sured voltages. Each resistivity is perturbed by sampling a zero mean normal deviate, the value 
of the variance can be adjusted to control the Metropolis algorithm.
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Although this will not rival other approaches for speed, there are numerous advantages:
• The algorithm searches the solution space to investigate all possible solutions.
• The stability of solutions can be seen by the period spent in each solution.
• The algorithm can be extended to incorporate many parameterisations of the object: i.e. 

can be much more flexible. Examples would include different regions of interest (rather 
than concentric circles), the size of which could vary. Smoothing between regions could be 
included by adding a suitable penalty term and the number of regions could also be allowed 
to vary.

5 Results

Application of the algorithm was not as simple as the algorithm itself mainly due to the com 
plexity of the reconstruction problem. Despite the simplification into three regions of constant 
resistivity rather than 104, reconstruction is still numerically challenging. First attempts to re 
construct using the new Metropolis approach soon demonstrated this. The variance parameter 
controls Monte Carlo sampling is too large then little time is spent in states with low errors. If 
the parameter is too small then a great many iterations are required to examine the state space.

These results were verified by the application of the Abdullah algorithm modified to con 
strain resistivites to be constant over the three concentric rings. The solution ontained depends 
upon the starting value which confirms the presence of many local minima.

Once a suitable value for the variance parameter was found the algorithm was used to recon 
struct a number of tomograms. The ergodic means gave this information, but the ergodic vari 
ances and covariance were also of interest. These confirmed that the outer ring was estimated 
most accurately, the resistivity having the smallest variance. It was also seen that the resistiv 
ity of the central ring had largest variance and was almost uncorrelated with the other values. 
This shows convincingly that from the measurements taken (which used the so-called adjacent 
protocol) very little information can be derived about the central region.

Whilst the Abdullah algorithm can be seen to converge to a local minimum which is depen 
dent upon the initial starting resistivities and regularization parameter (and the rate with which 
it decreases between iterations), the Metropolis algorithm is seen to explore the solution space. 
Even after finding the location of the best solution, the solution surface has been shown to be 
complex and care must be taken in interpreting the solution given by the ergodic mean.

The ergodic mean 'solution' need not have the lowest error sum of squares, recall that the 
Monte Carlo variance prevents the algorithm from spending much time around the lowest-error 
solution. In this respect the ergodic mean is a least-bad solution rather than a best solution. As an 
analogy, consider a ball rolling over the error surface. The lowest position of the ball is sought. 
For the modified Newton-Raphson method the ball drops down the nearest hole. The Metropolis 
algorithm makes the ball vibrate so that it can travel all over the surface. Eventually it will wob 
ble around the biggest hole but its vibration prevents it from sitting at the bottom. The Metropolis 
algorithm aims to report the average position about the biggest hole which hopefully is also the 
deepest.
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6 Conclusions

This simple Metropolis algorithm has been able to provide insight into the problem of recon 
struction in ERT:

• Many local minima were detected.
• Relative accuracy of the regions was determined.
• The 'solution* was more robust against initial starting conditions.

It can be seen that the Metropolis algorithm can be used as a tool to examine the behaviour 
of proposed reconstruction methods.
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In the tangent-space formalism that underlies the modern morphometric toolkit for 
landmark data, there are three interesting quadratic forms: not only the identity (squared 
Procrustes distance) and the sample covariance matrix, but also the bending-energy matrix 
characterizing the integrand minimized by the thin-plate spline. This third matrix provides 
a orthonormal basis for the tangent space in terms of which empirical findings can often be 
usefully decomposed. In addition, it affords a heuristic for spatial reweighting of shape vari 
ability at diverse intrinsic scales. Emphasis on variability at the largest scales serves some 
of the same purposes in multivariate analysis as does the notion of a smoothing spline in the 
application to images taken one or two at a time. This paper reviews the geometry of this 
approach and introduces an extension to the problem of describing the covariation between 
two data sets measured separately in the same region of space. I suggest this method as a 
novel multivariate approach to the study of cross-covariances between fundamentally differ 
ent modes of medical imaging (the "structure-function problem"). A principal application 
might be to the nonrigid merging of landmark-like data from different medical images.

The algebra of these manipulations is straightforward. Any suitable data set of land 
marks or semilandmarks may be converted to a set of vectors in the Procrustes tangent 
space, then rotated to the basis of partial warp scores, vector components along eigenvectors 
of the bending energy matrix. For scaled analyses, each score is multiplied by an appro 
priate power (-a/2) of the specific bending energy of the corresponding partial warp; for 
unseated analyses, a = 0, the partial warp scores are unchanged. The term "relative warp" 
refers to principal components of either of these types. When oc < 0, the uniform term, 
of specific bending energy 0, is sent to zero, and when a > 0 to oo. Either way, analyses 
with a ^ 0 are restricted to the nonaffine subspace of the tangent space. Analyses may 
take the form of eigenanalyses of cross-covariance matrices among one block of these scores 
(relative warp analysis) or singular-value decompositions of the cross-covariances between 
two blocks of these scores (singular warp analysis). References for the construction of the 
partial-warp basis for Procrustes shape space include Bookstein (1995, 1996) and Dryden 
and Mardia (1997). References for the principal-component style of analysis of a single set of 
shapes include Bookstein (1991), Rohlf (1993), Kent (1994), and, again, Dryden and Mardia 
(1997). The use of the singular-value decomposition to explore associations between two or 
more blocks of variables is familiar to a fortunate few under the rather odd rubric of Partial 
Least Squares: see Bookstein, 1991, Bookstein et al. 1996, and Mclntosh et al. 1996. A 
non-Procrustes version of singular warps first appeared in Bookstein (1987). As far as I am 
aware, the extension to scaled singular warps appears for the first time in this paper.

The argument here is set out rather as it might be spoken in a colloquium: a series 
of figure captions for a plethora of accompanying images totaling 112 panels. Figures 1 
through 5 involve a toy example, variation of matched data around the shape of an X 
by one perfectly correlated factor and one perfectly anticorrelated factor at distinct scales 
and orientations. The parameter a is introduced and shown to retrieve the pattern known 
to have been encrypted in this simulation. Most of the remainder of the paper concerns 
the data set introduced in Figures 6 and 7. a realistically (i.e.. badly) distributed set of 10 
landmark points along with 20 semilandmarks on two consecutive parasagittal slices of brain
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MR imagery for a small sample of 12 Seattle adults. Figures 8 through 14 present various 
versions of principal components and singular warps, at varying a, for the single image, 
for the relation between the landmark configuration and the outline structure, and for the 
relation between the "replicate" digitizations (which includes quite a surprise). I close with 
a speculative extension of this algebra to the knotty problem of merging nonhomologous 
landmarks from fundamentally different medical image modalities (e.g., structural MR and 
PET) pertaining to the same brains.

The argument begins in Figure 1, the construction of the toy example with which I 
begin. A template in the form of a quincunx of landmarks is varied by the superposition of 
two normally distributed factors. One is entirely horizontal and entirely on partial warp 1, 
while another, uncorrelated with the first, is entirely vertical and entirely on partial warp 2. 
The simulation comprises two hundred cases that come in 100 pairs. Within each pair, the 
horizontal deformation is identical but the vertical deformation is opposite, as hinted by the 
solid vs. dotted lines at the right in the figure. Finally, circular normal noise is added at 
each vertex separately.

first 100 forms second 100 forms

-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 
Procrustes fits

Figure 1. Set-up for the toy example.

In its top row, Figure 2 depicts the two partial warps along which the factors in this 
example were aligned. Each is shown both as a surface and as a vector of coordinated 
Procrustes shifts. The lower row shows the usual scatters of these two components, along 
with the uniform component, in units of Procrustes distance. Note that by design the 
uniform component has virtually no variance, partial warp 1 is overwhelmingly horizontal, 
and partial warp 2 is overwhelmingly vertical. The Procrustes variances of these two factors 
are almost (but not quite) identical.

Figure 3 begins with the standard principal components analysis of this data set, the 
case Q = 0 of the method of relative warps. The covariance structure of this pair of features 
is nearly circular in its plane. Below in the figure we see the effect of changing a. At the 
left is an analysis for a positive (here, a = 1), hence emphasizing larger scales of variability. 
We recognize this scale in the clear dominance of the first (horizontal) relative warp over 
the second. At the right is the analogous analysis for a — —1, which emphasizes small-scale 
variation. Now the center-vs.-periphery contrast, which is vertical in the example, emerges 
first. (The polarities of the warps are arbitrary.)

Figure 3 exemplified analyses of the principal-component type. Figure 4 deals instead 
with a less familiar sort of multivariate analysis, singular warp analysis. This is the singular- 
value decomposition of a cross-covariance matrix representing the covariances among two 
sets of partial warp scores (perhaps scaled, perhaps not) rather than one. Figure 4 shows 
the case a = 0, an approach that (inasmuch as svd's of covariance matrices rotate with
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the data) is equivalent to conventional singular value decomposition of the cross-covariance 
matrix of Procrustes fit coordinates between the two configurations. Grids left and right 
visualize paired left and right singular vectors of the decomposition. Each singular warp is 
of the form (pwl ±pw2), just the eigenvectors one expects. As designed, the component 
along PW1 is concordant (trapezoid —> trapezoid) between left and right; that along PW2, 
discordant (center-up —f center-down).

Figure 2. Rotation of the Procrustes fit of Figure 1 into features orthonormal in the 
Procrustes geometry.

alpha-O. r.w V 52 % alpha«0. r w 2.48 %

alpha=1, r w 2. 36% alpna=-l.r.w. 1.60%

Figure 3. Scaled relative warps of the data set in Figure 1. r.w.: relative warp.

From this balanced composite we pass to one or the other pure cross-image factor by 
manipulation of a. Successive rows of Figure 5 show the singular warps for a = 0 (again). 
±.25, ±1, and ±2.5. For positive values of a (left half of figure), the singular warps weight the 
large-scale (horizontal, concordant) relation between the X's more and more. For negative 
a, right side, they similarly enhance the small-scale (vertical, discordant) association. Every 
feature of the simulation is thus retrieved by the systematic varying of this single parameter 
a. The speed of convergence to pure partial warps depends on the ratio of the specific
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bending energies of the principal warps, here about 1.6. All the singular warps of nonzero a 
omit the uniform component—but in this example we know it is null (Figure 2).

left s.w. 1 . alpha= 0 fight s.w 1 . alpha= 0

left s.w. 2 . alpha* 0 right s w 2 , alpha= 0

Figure 4. Analysis of singular warps for the paired landmark sets of the example in Figure 
1. s.w.: singular warp.

Figure 5. Scaled singular warps as a function of a.

Figure 6 introduces the data with which this paper is principally concerned. They arise 
from research-quality MR images of 124 parasagittal sections (planes parallel to the head's 
plane of symmetry). The midplane is thus around slice 62 or 63 of these series; we take the 
same structures on each plane. The digitizing scheme comprises one landmark and twenty 
semilandmarks along the corpus callosum together with nine landmarks elsewhere in the 
section. The "cusp" of the outline of corpus callosum is itself a landmark (rostrum): the 
others are tentorium, pituitary stalk, superior and inferior colliculi, obex, mamillary body,
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anterior commissure, and top and bottom of pons. The left panel of the figure shows the 
ordinary Procrustes scatter of the configurations for slice 63. At right are Procrustes means 
for this data set along with that for the adjacent slice 62. Notice that definitions of two 
of the landmarks (at coordinates (.1, 0) and (.15, —.03)) seem to have changed between the 
data sets. The callosal outline, digitized by the slipping spline of Bookstein (1997). shifts 
hardly at all on average. The full sample range is shown in Figure 7 by thin-plate splines of 
the average into each case (slice 63).

4&-:&. *
.*•

d

d

0

9

^T?. •
,

-0.2 00 0.2 04 -02 0.0 0.2 0.4
rocrustes scatter, slice 63, 12 images means, slices 62 and 63 ('same' point!

Figure 6. Brain data sets for the main example.

Relative warp analysis of the data in Figures 6-7 begins with ordinary (unsealed) prin 
cipal components of their Procrustes covariance structure. As in Figure 2, it is helpful to 
visualize each warp both as a grid and as a pattern of displacements at Procrustes registra 
tion. At upper left in Figure 8 is the first relative warp, suggesting an interplay between 
the area of the third ventricle (under the arch of callosum) and the landmark-rich region 
to its lower right. At the right is the analogous finding for the nonaffine subspace alone; 
it is clearly an "unshearing" of the plot at its left. Below right is the same analysis for 
a = 1, a gentle reweighting toward larger scales. The finding now appears quite different. 
Such discrepancies are in great part artifacts of the spacing of the landmarks, which in this 
example are not very evenly distributed.

Figure 7. Full sample range of the midsagittal data set

In an example published earlier (Bookstein, 1996). landmark spacing is more even. 
Above in Figure 9 are shown the first two relative warps of the nonaffine subspace for 13 
landmarks from midsagittal brain MR of 14 schizophrenics and their doctors. Below at
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the left is scaled relative warp 1 for a = —I. an eigenanalysis gently weighted in favor of 
changes at smaller scale. (If the neuroanatomical effect of schizophrenia were not at small 
scales, it would already have been discovered by now.) The geometry of this scaled r.w. 1 
is identical with unsealed r.w. 2 (upper right), a powerful small-scale signal signifying the 
great difference between the groups in the distance between two of the landmarks (scatter 
at right).

Figure 8. Relative warps for the shapes of slice 63.

Figure 9. An example in which landmark spacing is less problematic.

To disentangle the scale-dependence of the relative warp analyses in Figure 8, switch 
to a singular-warp analysis: a comparison of the shapes of the two separate morphometric 
structures, the callosal outline and the scatter of landmarks, included in this scene. In the 
top row of Figure 10 is the unsealed singular warp analysis (a = 0). The singular values 
are .0015, .0012, .0005. ... ; I will henceforth drop the leading zeroes in lists like these. The 
first pair hints at a coherence between expansion of the upper range of the landmark region 
and extension of the third ventricle, underside of the arch of the outline. The second pair 
is inscrutable. In the central row of this figure is a mild enhancement of the larger scales 
(a = .5, singular values proportional to 4, 1.5, 1). The geometric fit of the first pair of maps 
is quite clear, but not yet the second. At a = 2, hardly any variability remains except in 
the largest-scale partial warp (square-to-kite). Singular values are now 5, 1. .4, ... . Finally 
the second pair has become interpretable: the regions of compression of the two grids are in
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fact vertically aligned on the specimen (recall Figure 6).
The two shapes that were the subject of the singular decomposition preceding are 

matched but not similar. It is very instructive to turn to an example in which the matched 
shapes are also similar: the comparison of paired slices at the same midsagittal plane. Figure 
11 shows the unsealed (a — 0) analysis. Singular values are 1.9, 1.3, 1, .7, ... The first 
pair of singular warps are identical to one another and also to the first relative warp at the 
same a (Figure 8, upper left, sign reversed); but the second pair is quite a surprise. The 
dimension of second-greatest cross-covariance in this data set clearly sends short forms to 
tall forms—it clearly represents an opposition within the uniform subspace—so that we are 
very interested in learning what else might be involved.

Figure 10. Two regimes confounded in Figure 8.

left s.w. 1 . alpha= 0 nght s w. 1 . alpha= 0

left s w 2 , alpha* 0 right s.w. 2 . alpha* 0

Figure 11. Prototype of the statistical fusion of multimodal images: the first pair of 
singular warps for the two-slice data set, Figure 6.

Figure 12 represents a guess at this riddle. Above is an analysis with a = .1, which is 
more a restriction to the affine subspace than any sort of rescaling. The first pair clearly 
continues to be a contrast between ventricular size and size of the region posterior to it:
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the second pair remains discordant. The lower row of this figure shows the singular warps 
at Q = 1 (singular vectors 3, 1, .4, ...), a degree of smoothing adequate to understand the 
situation. Now the "oppositional" character of this second pair is quite clear.

Figure 12. Smoothing the slice-to-slice singular warps.

We can track this alternation to its source by repeating the decomposition of Figure 10 
in this new context. Figure 13 shows, separately, two-slice singular warp analyses of the land 
marks and of the callosal outline. For the landmarks (top row), the unsealed analysis show 
two dimensions of strong geometrical concordance. The middle row is the same (unsealed) 
analysis for the 21 points of the callosal outline. The discordance of the second singular pair 
is clear. At a — I (bottom row), the outline signal has split into two separate regimes. At 
largest scale there is concord in the pattern of arching; at lower scale, discordance in the 
angulation of the anterior part of this structure.

HIM 63 landmvki

Figure 13. Tracking the alternation to its source.

Figure 14 gathers a great many of these comparisons in one set of graphs. Because the 
mean shapes of the two configurations are so similar (Figure 6), we can compute the actual 
cosine of the angles made by the paired singular vectors we are extracting. In the figure 
these are plotted as functions of a where a ranges from e~ 2 ' 3 to e 2 •" by ten factors of \/e. 
The second singular warp is discordant within the callosum for all values of a less than 1.
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The second pair for landmarks is concordant throughout; for the pooled configuration, it is 
discordant throughout. The dots represent the angles for the a = 0 case, which includes the 
uniform subspaces as well.

sw-sw angles, 2 slices landmarks only

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
alpha

Figure 14. Angles between singular warps as a function of a.

In my view this discordance arises ultimately from the ambiguity of the plane that 
is designated as "midsagittal." The positioning of a patient's head in an MR scanner is 
symmetrical about the earholes, but the brain is not necessarily symmetrical in the skull. 
While the arch of the callosum is smooth across the true midplane, the shape of the anterior 
portion is not—it has two "bulbs," one on either side of the true midline. The actual 
midplane is a local minimum of this evagination. If one slice shows it, then, the other 
cannot: hence the discordance in this region.

In closing I would like to point out the connection between the example worked here, the 
cross-correlation of the "same" set of landmarks in adjacent slices, and a major problem just 
now emerging in the analysis of functional images: the task of merging the information they 
bear with information from structural images. The traditional strategy is to rigidly rotate 
the functional configuration into the space of the structural by some sort of least-squares 
procedure This is, unfortunately, not any sort of sample-relevant statistical optimum, for it 
is already well-known that while some landmarks from functional images are just as distinct 
as those from structural images, the relation between the sets is not at all one of small 
deformation. Functional landmarks can wander up to an inch or more over the structure 
of the brain. The method of singular warps introduced here allows a careful statistical 
exploration of the cross-prediction problem between two such sets of coordinates "in the 
same skull." Here scaling is serving the same role in the cross-modality comparison as 
smoothing serves in the analysis of individual images.

In this way, the same "bending energy prior" that has previously been suggested (at 
least in the a = 1 version) for analysis of single images (Dryden and Mardia, 1997, Sec. 9.3.4: 
the idea apparently traces to a lecture of Mardia's in 1991 at the University of Bombay) 
can be applied without any algebraic changes to the analysis of image pairs. I suggest this 
method for a first exploration of the Bayesian problem of statistical landmark fusion, a 
problem on which I am unable to locate any prior literature.
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Discrimination of weeds and horticultural row crops in 
images using texture models
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Abstract

Various discrimination techniques for the automatic classification of horticultural row 
crops are investigated. The classification variables include "shape" and "texture" measures, 
in particular the Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF) model parameters. We assess 
the effectiveness of these variables as a discriminatory tool for certain types of crop. 
Both parametric and non-parametric classifiers are discussed, and also the problem of 
feature extraction and selection. Discrimination results are then presented for a variety of 
horticultural row crops, using several different classifiers and combinations of classification 
variables.

1 Introduction

The aim of this research 1 is to develop image capture techniques for the detection of weeds in 
horticultural row crops so that precision treatment may be applied. For the successful production 
of row crops, weed control is essential and is generally carried out by blanket spraying a field 
with chemical herbicides. The development of systems to reduce and optimise the use of agro- 
chemicals will not only lead to a reduction in production costs, but also a reduction in pesticide 
residues, both on the crops and in the environment.

The problem of automatic plant classification is particularly difficult due to the highly 
variable nature of the plant structure within a particular species. The general approach used 
in this paper is to extract a feature vector from an image and generate a classification rule 
based on that feature vector. We examine several parametric and non-parametric classifiers, and 
also address the non-trivial problem of selecting the classification variables. Results are then 
presented for these various methods. The next section describes the data used in the analysis.

2 The Data

The image data sets consist of four crops: onion, sugarbeet, cauliflower and carrot, taken in the 
field, using a camera at various dates between 10-June-96 and 17-July-96. Each data set contains

1 This project is a joint collaboration with Silsoe Agricultural Research Institute. It is funded by the Ministry of 
Agriculture Fisheries and Food (MAFF).
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Figure 1: onions Figure 2: The image data

ONION + WEED

up to 3 classes: crop, weed, or mixed crop and weed (not always present). The images in the data 
sets are constructed from the ratio of two images taken at different spectral wavelengths in the 
red and near-infrared regions of the spectrum. This produces a good plant/soil contrast (Bull 
and Zwiggelaar, 1995). Each image is typically a 2 m x 2 m square, containing 3-4 rows of a 
particular crop (Figure 1). From these large 256 x 256 pixel images, 64 x 64 pixel sub-images are 
cut out by hand (Figure 2) and classified. The data are then partitioned into independent training 
and testing sets.

The following section discusses which image features are appropriate for use as classification 
variables, and also gives details on how they are computed.

3 Feature Extraction and Selection

We require classification variables that will best characterise the structure of these particular row 
crops, so as to minimise the misclassification rates. To achieve this, a variety of "shape" and 
"texture" measures are computed from each image.

The "shape" variables consist of area, perimeter and the ratio of area to perimeter squared 
computed as follows: Each image is thresholded at x - », x and x + s where x is the sample 
mean and 5 is the sample standard deviation. The perimeter is obtained by counting the number 
of pixels on the boundary (defined by the threshold), and includes diagonal neighbourhoods. The 
area is obtained by simply counting the number of pixels above the threshold.

The texture variables used include simple measures such as the sample variance and an 
average variance of a local 4x4 pixel non-overlapping neighbourhood. More sophisticated 
measures derived from the variogram and the Gaussian Markov Random Field are also used. 
The following subsections describe these measures in detail.
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3.1 The Gaussian Markov Random Field

The GMRF (Cross and Jain, 1983; Dubes and Jain, 1989) is a way of mathematically modelling 
the grey level texture in an image. It treats the pixel intensities as a realisation from a stochastic 
process (a Gaussian probability distribution here), controlled by certain parameters. The 
parameters control the partial auto-correlations in various directions, and by varying them one 
can reproduce different patterns. The grey level of a particular pixel in an image is controlled 
only by its neighbours. The neighbourhood set can be as large or small as one desires.

The particular GMRF of interest here is the stationary second order model, wrapped on 
a torus. The neighbourhood set for this model consists of a pixel and its eight immediate 
neighbours vertically, horizontally and diagonally. Hence six parameters are needed to describe 
such a model, p the sample mean, r 2 the conditional variance, and B = (0oi,0io,0n,0i-i) 
the spatial parameters. The mean and conditional variance control the overall intensity and 
variability in the image. The spatial parameters 0h where h = (hi, h2 ) control the partial auto 
correlations in the directions defined by Figure 3. Note: #h = #_h,and#h > 0 implies a positive 
correlation in direction h.

Figure 3: Definition of #h

For an N x N pixel image, the joint specification of a stationary second order GMRF can 
be written as (Cressie, 1993) X ~ Af ( /cil,B~1 (S)r2 ), where X is an M-vector of grey level 
intensities (M = N2), \i the sample mean, 1 an M-vector of ones, B(9) the M x M correlation 
matrix, and r 2 the variance.

The correlation matrix has a symmetric block-circulant Toeplitz structure, and is only 
dependent on 8. We must choose 9 € S (where 5 is the set such that B(6) is positive definite). 
Investigation of the parameter space S for 8 is a non-trivial problem. We have however shown 
that in general for an nth order GMRF model, the subspace 5 is convex. Lakshmanan and 
Derin (1993) give explicit expressions for the valid parameter space in the infinite lattice case, 
and conclude that in the finite lattice case the valid parameter space does not admit a simple 
description. They also obtain explicit, albeit rather complex expressions for the valid parameter 
space of a second order GMRF.

The estimation of the GMRF model parameters is not an easy task. It has caused much 
discussion in recent years as to which is the best approach. The method used here is Maximum 
Likelihood Estimation based on the Negative Profile Loglikelihood (Cressie, 1993).

Ripley (1987) states that many authors wrongly advocate the use of this method, due to 
the fact that the Negative Profile Loglikelihood is not necessarily a smooth unimodal function. 
He gives various examples of covariance functions that are multimodal. Functions of this type 
are rather difficult to minimise numerically other than by gridsearch methods. Mardia and 
Watkins (1989) however argue through simulations that multimodality seems to be caused by 
likelihoods that are not twice differentiable in their spatial parameters. Since the likelihood 
function used here is twice differentiable in the spatial parameters, and the optimisation methods
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are derivative free, minimisation of the Negative Profile Loglikelihood is assumed to be a 
satisfactory approach. The Negative Loglikelihood is defined as:

1(H,T2 ,»} = In (2^r2 ) - iln(|B(»)|) + (X - M 1) TB(«)(X - /.I) (1)

Now fixing B(0) the maximum likelihood estimates of \L and r2 are: ft = x, and
f2 = i(X - /il)TB(0) (X - £1). We then substitute /i and f2 into equation (1) to obtain the
Negative Profile Loglikelihood:

Due to the fact that B(0) has a symmetric block-circulant structure, equation (2) can be 
evaluated very efficiently (Dubes and Jain, 1989; Chellappa et al. , 1985). This is achieved via 
the spectral decomposition using a two dimensional Discrete Fast Fourier Transform algorithm.

We have investigated various derivative free minimisation methods, such as the simplex 
method (Press et al. , 1992), Powell's method (Press et al. , 1992), and simulated annealing 
(Geman and Geman, 1984). In fact the method implemented here is simulated annealing based 
on a routine by Press et al. (1 992), using a geometric annealing schedule (Frigessi et al. , 1 995)

The second order GMRF was chosen because the six model parameters can be estimated 
very rapidly. It was postulated that the second order model might not adequately describe the 
image data, so higher order GMRF models were investigated. A higher order GMRF simply 
has a larger neighbourhood set, and hence more spatial parameters. The problem however is 
determining the exact order GMRF to use. One way to tackle this problem is to use Akaike's 
Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974) defined as:

AIC(g) = -2 log(maximised likelihood) + 1q

where there are q parameters fitted to the data.
We wish to minimise the AIC with respect to the estimated GMRF model parameters. The 

AIC is computed for various order models, and then plotted against the number of parameters in 
that model. The point where the minimum occurs gives us the appropriate model order for that 
image. To verify that this procedure works a fourth order (00i = #02 = #10 = #2-1 = 0, 81-2 = 
0.04,0i_i = -020 = 0.1,0ii = -02i = 0.02, 012 = 0.03), and a ninth order (0h = 0.02 Vh) 
GMRF image were simulated and the AIC computed for various order models (2-40). The plots 
in Figure 4 show the results, in both cases the correct order model is identified.

This method was also tested on some real image data. The selection criterion consistently 
chose the same order GMRF model for images of the same class. However a much larger data 
set would need to be tested to verify and validate this model selection approach. The main 
problem with higher order GMRF models is that the parameter estimation takes considerably 
longer, hence the second order model was used in our analysis.

There are many other model selection methods such as Schwarz's Criterion (SIC) (Schwarz, 
1978), which performs slightly better than the AIC in this application.
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Figure 4: AIC(q) plots for 9* order (left) and 4* order (right) GMRF's.

3.2 The Variogram

The variogram (Matheron, 1963), looks at the spatial correlation between the grey levels 
in an image for a given spatial lag vector h = (fci,^) and is defined as: 27(h) = 
var (X(s + h) — X(s)) where X(s) is the realisation from a GMRF, and s = (si , s 2 ) represents 
the points in the image. The variogram allows us to model the spatial variation and correlation 
in an image. Consider, for example small values of h, then low values of 27(h) indicate a 
smooth texture ( neighbouring values are similar ) whereas high values indicate a rough texture 
( neighbouring values tend to be different ). The variogram is estimated here using the "classical 
estimator" (Cressie, 1993) , which is unbiased if X(s) is stationary. It is defined as follows:

where Nt, is a region containing every point such that s -f h also lies within the image, and \ 
is the number of distinct elements of N^. The variogram is computed for every spatial lag h, 
hence in the case of a 64 x 64 pixel image there are 4096 variogram measures. Rather than 
use the variogram as it stands we divide it by the sample variance, to allow for between image 
variation. This is, in fact, a form of the correlogram.

One of the potential problems with the variogram and GMRF used here, is that they assume 
stationarity. However, if an image is of a plant in the centre with earth round the edge, a stationary 
model is not sensible as it assumes homogeneous covariance properties and constant mean. 
An alternative approach that has been considered is to perform Principal Components Analysis 
(Mardia, Kent and Bibby, 1979) on the grey level pixel values, rank the Principal Component 
scores in terms of their discriminatory power, and use the top 10 say as classification variables.

4 Classification Methods

Several parametric (distribution based) and non-parametric (distribution free) classifiers, 
including a neural network are investigated. Parametric discriminant analysis (Mardia, Kent and 
Bibby, 1979) assumes the data follow a certain distribution, usually multivariate normal. If this 
is the case then we can use a quadratic discriminant function (QDF), or a linear discriminant
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function (LDF). Non-parametric discrimination methods make no distributional assumptions 
about the data. One such non-parametric method is fc-nearest neighbour (i-NN) classification 
(Dasarathy, 1991). The QDF, LDF and fc-NN classifiers (with k = 3 and 7) are all implemented 
using SAS (SAS Institute, Inc., 1990).

Logistic discriminant analysis (LOG) (Krzanowski and Marriott, 1996) is a semi-parametric 
method2 . It essentially models the group membership probabilities as linear-logistic functions 
of x. Another semi-parametric approach is SMART Smooth Additive Regression Technique 
(Friedman, 1984), which is based on projection pursuit regression (Friedman and Stuetzle, 
1981).

With the rapid development of computing power in recent years, neural networks have 
become very popular as discrimination tools (Krzanowski and Marriott, 1996). A general 
purpose back propagation neural network (NET) is used here (Goodman, 1993) with one hidden 
layer consisting of 3-10 hidden units. The number of hidden units are selected so as to provide 
a good-fitting robust model.

4.1 Variable selection

The image features computed for discrimination include the GMRF parameters, //, r 2 , #0i, #10, 
0ii. "1-1.4096 variogram measures, 9 shape measures (defined in section 3), the sample variance 
and a local average variance. Hence a variable selection criterion is needed to reduce this number 
before the classification is performed.

Stepwise discriminant analysis with forward selection is used to select a subset of the 
predictor variables to produce a good discrimination model. At each step a variable is entered 
based on the significance level of an F-test from an analysis of covariance. The within group 
distributions of the data are assumed to be multivariate Normal with a common covariance 
matrix. Approximately 70 variables are typically selected, of which the top 10 arc used. The 
actual variables selected are both crop and date dependent with the variogram measures generally 
being chosen most often. Stepwise discriminant analysis is optimal for the LDF, however it is 
less likely to be optimal for the other classification methods used.

5 Results and Conclusions

Error rates for various classification methods are shown in table 1. The column headings are: 
date and crop type (those dates marked with f only have 2 classes), the number of observations 
(n), and the type of classifier used. Independent training and testing data sets (with a 50 — 50 
split) are used, they are swapped over and an average error rate computed. The stars indicate 
significant p-values, labelled as follows: *p-val< 0.05, **p-val < 0.01, and ***p-val < 0.001. 
The p-values are computed by comparing the error rate for a particular classifier, with a default 
rule (DBF) where every observation is classified to the largest class (in our case crop).

2 Logistic discrimination is sometimes referred lo as a semi-parametnc method, because although the logistic 
model is valid for various parametric distributions, it may be applied empirically avoiding sny distributional 
assumptions about the data.
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Table 1: Error rates using variables selected by stepwise discriminant analysis.
Crop/date
onions
17-Jun
24-Jun
09-Jui
17-Jul
sugarbeet
10-Jun
17-Jun
24-Jun
02-Jul
09-Jul
carrots
10-Jun
17-Jun t
02-Jul t
cauliflower
17-Jun t

n DBF

145
253
229
230

.152

.229

.323

.317

183
176
199
207
149

.339

.501

.522

.367

.275

180
201
191

.105

.164

.063

169 | .550

LDF QDF 7NN 3NN LOG NET SMART

.125

.133—

.198*"

.306

.143

.145*"

.212——

.307

.119

.146—

.258*

.321

.116

.147"

.288

.330

.166

.162"

.240*.

.304

.117

.150"

.258*

.296

.152

.178*

.271*

.320

.159*"

.083—

.154""

.166—

.143"*

.108"*

.083"*

.142"*

.183"*

.195*

.100***

.099*"

.153—

.177"*

.175"

.096—

.095 —

.154"*

.184—

.196"

.147—

.125*"

.200—

.183—

.121*"

.126"*

.097—

.136*"

.164—

.134*"

.197—

.085"*

.161"*

.188"*

.134*"

.091

.026*"

.054

.106

.063*"

.063

.120*" | .093*"

.085

.033—

.073

.066*

.029*"

.065

.089

.164

.063

.089

.040"*

.063

.083

.015*"

.079

.117*" .113— .159— .118"* | .148"*

The misclassification rates in table 1 are in general lower at earlier dates, with the best results 
being obtained for the sugarbeet and cauliflower data, where virtually all of the p-values are 
highly significant. The carrot and onion data do less well, in particular onions (17-July-96) and 
carrots (02-July-96). In fact images from different classes for these dates are visually hard to 
distinguish. From Table 1, there appears to be an optimal discrimination window for each crop 
i.e. where the error rates are lowest. In the case of onions this is between 17-June-96 and 24- 
June-96, and for sugarbeet and carrots around 17-June-96. Investigation into using one date as 
training data to classify data for subsequent dates of the same crop gave poor results. This would 
be expected as the plants are growing rapidly and changing structure between the dates.

Texture and shape show good potential for the discrimination of weeds in certain crops. 
The methods investigated here have up to a 98% correct discrimination rate, depending on the 
type of crop and approach used. The apparent optimal discrimination window for each crop 
would suggest that precision treatment would be most effective on or around those dates. There 
seems to be little difference between the various classification methods used, however there is 
insufficient data to be really sure that a particular approach is best suited to a particular crop. 
These algorithms could eventually be incorporated into an imaging device to automatically 
detect areas of weeds in horticultural row crops and hence allow their precision treatment.
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Abstract

The reflectance of a surface usually varies with viewing angle, depending on 
the vegetation or ground cover. The satellite instrument we study views the same 
surface point from two viewing angles, nearly simultaneously. These two views 
allow us to estimate the variation of reflectance with viewing angle at many points 
on the surface. We can also derive other functional of interest to environmental 
applications from a suitable model for this variation.

The sensor includes a spatially-varying weighting of the observed ground re 
flectance values within overlapping, low-resolution image pixels. Thus the problem 
is one of estimating sub-pixel information from a low resolution observation.

We describe realistic physical models for the observation process which we at 
tempt to invert using a forward modelling approach. For this we use a stochastic 
optimisation algorithm, on a suitably chosen, objective function, which regularises 
the accuracy of reconstruction of the observed satellite data with reasonable prior 
beliefs about spatial smoothness of the ground reflectance.

1 Introduction

A surface whose reflectance properties do not vary with viewing and illumination di 
rections is called Lambertian (Asrar, 1989). The reflectance of natural surfaces such 
as soils and vegetation canopies is often not Lambertian (Nicodemus, 1976). that is, 
the reflectance or brightness of the surface depends on the relative positions of the ob 
served target, the sun and the observer. The variation of this reflectance is related to 
the structural inhomogeneities of the surface (Asrar, 1989) and can be described by the 
Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) of the surface, which measures 
how the reflected radiation varies as a function of viewing and illumination angles (e.g. 
Nicodemus, 1976).

Figure 1 shows the zenith (9 6 [0,7r/2]) and azimuth (6 € [0,2?r]) angles used to 
parameterise direction. Figure 2 is a polar plot showing the BRDF of a point for fixed 
illumination direction (9o-<f>o)- It displays the proportion of incident energy reflected, 
varying with 9 (radially) and 6 viewing angles.

Models for bidirectional reflectance can be classified into several categories: geomet 
rical models and radiative transfer models describe the bidirectional reflectance on the
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basis of classical optics, and include some description of the internal structure of the sur 
face/canopy (Li and Stahler. 1986): empirical models represent the general variation of 
the reflectance with respect to the angles of illumination and observation, without taking 
the details of the physical processes into account (\\althall tl al.. 1985).

Reflected Radiation

Figure 1: Zenith and azimuth angles Figure 2: Example BRDF

2 Forward Modelling the Data

2.1 Bidirectional Reflectance

We shall assume that we know the correct bidirectional reflectance model for the surface, 
up to some unknown parameters

p(0. o. Oa . o0 ) = /(.!•] ....,xm .6.o.6a . 60 ) (1)

where p is the reflectance, ,i'i.....:rm are parameters (perhaps physical) used to de 
fine the BRDF and (0. o). (Oo.o0 ) the viewing and illumination angles. At each point 
on the surface the BRDF has associated parameters x'i......rm . We think of images
Xi.....Xm = Xk('.j) as specifying the parameters .ri......rm at every point (i.j) on
the surface of interest. The model we propose for the joint distribution of the m parameter

0
if (x 1 .....xn,)e n
Otherwise

where fi denotes the space of possible parameter images (x t .. ... xm ). satisfying physical 
constraints (e.g. reflectance muM be positive).

A reasonable prior belief for a parameter image is that it possesses certain smoothness 
properties we might expect neighbouring pixels to have similar values. Following the
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work of Geman and Geman (1984) we choose to use locally dependent Markov random 
fields as our prior models.

(3)
c€C

where c, a clique, is defined to be a set of pixels, all of which are neighbours. C is the set 
of all cliques on the image x. Dc (x.) is some function of the pixels of x in clique c - our 
measure of smoothness. How we choose to pixellate an image will affect the construction of 
C. In the simplest case (first order) using a regular, orthogonal grid of pixels, C is the set 
of horizontal and vertical adjacent pixels. We will use the same neighbourhood structure 
for each parameter image that we seek to estimate. The function <j> penalises roughness 
in these images. \Ye take <?(«) = A^^j^ from Geman and Reynolds (1992), where A is 
a positive scaling parameter and A a smoothness parameter. The appropriate value of A 
will depend on the size of discontinuity considered important, and is usually evident from 
the application. This choice of <j> will penalise the difference between neighbouring pixels 
more heavily as the difference increases, but not inhibit the recovery of large transitions 
(edges).

2.2 Atmospheric Distortion

The satellite observes the surface through the Earth's atmosphere and in our modelling 
we aim to account for the effects of this. Chandrasekhar (1950) derives the basic equation 

the equation of transfer - which governs the radiation field in a medium which absorbs, 
emits and scatters radiation, such as the atmosphere. Atmospheric perturbations from 
gases, particles, and clouds are complex, although models exist for certain conditions 
(Asrar, 1989). R, denotes (an image of) the radiation reaching the top of the atmosphere, 
for viewing direction (#;, <f>i).

R, = J4,(X 1 .X2 ,....Xm ,6i,.d,A,c!>o) (4)

The function ,4, denotes the effect of the atmosphere for view i. Realistic modelling of 
the interaction with the atmosphere requires sophisticated and computationally-expensive 
algorithms. This makes it difficult to specify likelihood functions, 7r(r, xj...., xm ), for use 
in a fully Bayesian approach to the inversion. In practice we will consider atmospherically- 
corrected data in our inversion.

2.3 The ATSR-2 Sensor

The Earth-orbiting satellite ERS-2 uses as one of its instruments an Along Track Scanning 
Radiometer (ATSR-2). ATSR-2 is a low-resolution sensor initially built with thermal 
channels for sea surface temperature retrieval. Visible and near infra-red (NIR) channels 
were added for vegetation studies. An introduction to the ATSR-2 instrument is given in 
Praia et al. (1990).

The sensor includes a spatially-varying weighting of the ground values within large, 
overlapping, low-resolution pixels. The detector sweeps out an inclined cone in space as 
the satellite orbits the Earth. Consequently, any location on the Earth's surface is viewed
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from two directions, providing two views, the nadir (straight down), yi, and forward, y2 , 
of an area of the Earth's surface.

Godsalve (1995) presents an orbit/scan/geolocation model for ATSR-2. This combines 
knowledge of the navigation (orbit) of the satellite along with a model for the conical scan 
of the sensor, to enable us to calculate the satellite measurements, given any spatially 
varying surface BRDF, a model for the atmosphere and known illumination conditions.

We denote the set of sensor measurements/pixels for view i by 5,, and the sensor 
observation process for view i by A',. We assume yi and y2 are conditionally independent 
given FI and F2 , i.e. ^(yi : y2|ri, r2 ) = T(yi|r 1 )7r(y2|r2 ). Now we can model the sensi 
tivity of the sensor. Our model assumes that y; = (()/,)],..., (j/t )|s,|) are conditionally 
independent given rj and normally distributed with the distribution

(5)*(y,\r,) x exp - £ {(y,-). - (A',-(r,)).} !
~a' •€«.

where &f is the common variance for view i. Sensor noise for the ATSR-2 sensor is 
effectively negligible.

3 Inversion Strategy

With a dual view instrument such as ATSR-2. we can only attempt to estimate two 
BRDF model parameters. However, the inversion strategies we describe will be applicable 
to other multi-view instruments. The problem is to estimate unknown BRDF model 
parameters x 1 and x2 from the nadir and forward observations, yi and y 2 , for all points 
of the observed area.

In a Bayesian analysis, the desired inference about Xi and x2 is based on the posterior 
distribution 7r(x 1 ,x2 |yi,y2), which arises from integrating out all the other variables, de 
noted ". . .". in the full joint posterior, ?r(xi,x2 , . . . |yi,y2 ). However, we choose to work 
with atmospherically-corrected data in a penalised least-squares framework. Our moti 
vation for this is the difficulty in realistically modelling the effect of the atmosphere and 
the very low noise present in the observation process, making any likelihood specifications 
effectively discrete.

3.1 Minimisation of a Cost Functional

We treat the recovery of the parameter images as an optimisation problem, as. for ex 
ample in Geman and Reynolds (1992). The energy function H( ) contains discrepancy- 
functions measuring the agreement between the observed satellite images and the images 
calculated from the current parameter estimates, for both the forward and nadir views. 
The smoothness penalties on the parameter images also contribute to the energy. Smooth 
ing parameters. A] and A 2 . balance the relative weights given to the fidelity and spatial 
smoothness terms. We take

(6)
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where <t>(u) = |u|/(l + u\).
The task of minimising the energy function H( ) is not trivial. We use simulated 

annealing, a stochastic relaxation algorithm introduced to image reconstruction by Geman 
and Geman (1984). which has since become widespread. The probability of any parameter 
images (X!,x 2 ) is given by

where T is a control parameter (called temperature in analogy with a real physical system). 
The idea is that by varying the temperature slowly towards zero and sampling images 
(xi,X2) according to the distribution at each stage, the reconstruction technique can 
escape from local minima of the energy function. Drawing a sample from this final limiting 
distribution then selects the desired image (xi,Xz) which minimises H( ).

3.2 Sampling Algorithms

In order to draw a sample from 7r7-(xi, x2 ), any one of a family of iterative procedures for 
sampling from high dimensional distributions, known as Hastings algorithms can be used 
(Hastings, 1970). Denote the variables consisting of all the components of Xi and X2 , 
other than the sth . by (Xi)_s and (X2)- 3 . Examination of the conditional distribution 
of (X]) 5 . shows that it is dependent on (X2) s , so (Xi) s and (Xsjj should be updated 
simultaneously. The 2-dimensional region of choices for (X!,X2 ) S defined by the con 
straints imposed by the BRDF is unlikely to be regular. A suitable reparametrisation of 
the BRDF model might transform this admissible region to a regular region. We choose to 
work with a truncated form of the Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis et a/., 1953). When 
updating the value of (X 1; X2) at pixel s, instead of choosing a proposal uniformly from 
ft, we limit the choice of values for updating (Xi.Xj), to values which differ from all its 
neighbours by no more than (81.82). This truncated algorithm cannot strictly be called 
a. Metropolis algorithm due to non-symmetric proposals close to constraint boundaries. 
However, it should improve efficiency, as it is preselecting images with a higher chance of 
acceptance.

3.3 Stochastic Refinement

We consider a stochastic refintmtni algorithm, which applies simulated annealing to a 
good initial estimate derived from another, faster method. Geman and Reynolds (1992) 
suggest such a refinement algorithm to allow their reconstruction with first-order smooth 
ness as a good starting point for restoration with a second order smoothness penalty. Such 
an algorithm starts with a low initial temperature to avoid accepting large changes to this 
starting point, which do not improve the objective function. We determine the initial 
temperature by examining the local conditional distribution. - {(Xj.X2)»|(Xi.X2)-j}, 
at a few "representative" image locations. The determinant of the variarice-covariance 
matrix of (X 1 .X2 ) S |(X] .X2)- S . the generalised variance, is used as a single measure of 
multivariate scatter. The idea is to force the generalised variance to be relatively small
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at all the representative points chosen. We use a linear temperature schedule and only a 
few iterations of simulated annealing, which enables us to improve on the initial estimate, 
provided our objective function is well formulated.

In cases with a suitable degree of smoothness, estimates of surface parameters, ob 
tained from restricted forms of existing inversion strategies, can potentially be improved 
upon using a few iterations of simulated annealing. The more CPU time available, the 
greater the improvement can be.

4 Prototype Problem

We shall use the two parameter BRDF model p(6, <j>, 60, 4>o) = ii + £2 cos if>, where v is a 
function of the illumination and viewing angles, cos ^ = cos8cos00 +sin9s'm90 cos(<i>—60 ). 
known as the phase angle.

We generated synthetic 128 x 128 pixel images for Xj and X2 (figures 4(i) and 4(ii)), 
which consist of areas with coincident edges but with different values within these areas, 
consistent with physical constraints. The images contain features, varying in size, shape 
and orientation which can be considered to be regions of differing cover type and hence 
reflectance properties.

The following viewing geometry mimics the ATSR-2 observation process at the center 
of the scan. We have chosen the following approximate illumination and viewing angles 
from the ATSR-2 orbit: 00 = 45°, <t>0 = 105°,0i = 0°,& = 0°,02 = 60°,<£2 = 15°, giving 
costl>i = 0.70711, cos V>2 = 0.35355. The nadir image yi (figure 4(iv)) is generated by 
applying a weighted average over a 6 x 3 pixel window every third pixel horizontally 
and vertically. Similarly the forward image y2 (figure 4(v)) is generated by applying a 
weighted average over a 8 x 12 pixel window every fourth pixel horizontally and vertically. 
Figure 3 shows the weightings.

Figure 3: Weightings: (i) Nadir, (ii) Forward.

4.1 Radiation Balance

The ratio of the outgoing reflected energy to the incoming energy- the radiation balance, 
a. of the surface (Asrar. 1989) is an important parameter for large scale Global Climate 
Models (GCMs). Using models for the BRDF of the surface and the atmosphere enables 
us to write down an expression for an approximation to the radiation balance at a point on 
the surface in terms of the BRDF model parameters and illumination conditions. With our
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two parameter BRDF model and the assumption of no atmosphere, the radiation balance 
is a = /r (,TI — 2x ~ c°" " j. Figure 4(iii) shows the radiation balance of our prototype surface. 

We took constant smoothness as our prior for each parameter image. Considering 
edges of above 0.06 in both parameter images to be significant, we took A! = A 2 = 0.04. 
The choice of smoothing parameters is ad hoc - we have taken \\ = A 2 = 0.0001. as trial 
simulations showed that reasonable results were obtained. We ran simulated annealing 
with the truncated Metroplis algorithm for 30.000 iterations (sweeps of the image), with 
a linear temperature schedule starting at 0.03 and decreasing to 0. Random images 
for X] and X2 were used to initialise the algorithm. Various statistics were monitored, 
to determine convergence. Figures 4(vi) and 4(vii) are the final reconstructions of the 
parameter images Xi and X2 , and figure 4(viii) the final estimate of radiation balance.

Figure 4: results from Stochastic Relaxation.
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5 Discussion

We have demonstrated how a forward-modelling approach can be used to retrieve surface 
parameters, such as radiation balance, from several observations of the surface at different 
viewing angles. Noise considerations and the realistic modelling of the atmosphere make 
fully Bayesian methods hard to implement correctly. Degradation to our forward mod 
elling approach when using atmospherically corrected real data arises from nonuniform 
properties of the atmosphere.
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Abstract
We present a method for improving the spatial resolution of rainfall fields generated by 

meteorological General Circulation Models (GCMs). The method uses ideas from Bayesian 
image analysis to improve the resolution of the binary wet/dry image, and has the clear ad 
vantage over existing methods that it incorporates both spatial and temporal dependence. 
We illustrate the method using data from a network of weather radar stations in Arkansas, 
and develop some informal diagnostic procedures for assessing the adequacy of the under 
lying model.

Key words: Rainfall disaggregation, Bayesian image reconstruction, Markov Random 
Fields, model checking.

1 Introduction

A typical meteorological General Circulation Model (GCM) produces as output the values of 
many different climatological variables, averaged over grid squares whose sides are of the order 
of 100-200km in length. The output from such models is of potential interest to the hydrologist 
as climatic factors, in particular rainfall, have a major impact on the surface hydrology of an 
area. However, rainfall is notoriously variable in both space and time, and the use of a single 
averaged value over such a large area is physically unrealistic. It is therefore common for 
hydrologists to apply a simple disaggregation scheme to introduce fine-scale spatial variability 
into the rainfall; the distribution of rainfall thus obtained is used to update the surface hydrology.

The current methodology for rainfall disaggregation, as used by the UK Meteorological 
Office (Warrilow et al., 1986) and others, suffers from numerous disadvantages; in particular, 
temporal and spatial dependence are not accounted for. The procedure is described in more 
detail in Onof and Wheater (1996a,1996b), who address some of the deficiencies and introduce 
temporal dependence by modelling sequences of coverages (i.e. proportions of grid squares 
which are wet) and total rainfall amounts as bivariate time series.

In this paper, we seek to develop an improved algorithm for determining the spatial location 
of wet and dry regions within a GCM grid square, incorporating spatial as well as temporal
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dependence. It will be convenient to divide each square into smaller squares (pixels) at the 
scale of interest. Our approach is motivated by the 'cascade algorithm' (Jennison, 1986), which 
provides a natural link between the problems of image reconstruction and rainfall disaggrega- 
tion. It is an iterative Bayesian approach to image reconstruction in which an initial estimate 
of the 'true scene' is obtained from noisy data by aggregating up to a coarse spatial scale, to 
smooth out the noise. The image is then reconstructed at successively finer spatial scales until 
the required resolution is obtained.

In Section 2 we present the algorithm to be used in the reconstruction. Section 3 deals with 
parameter estimation; sections 4 and 5 give an example of the performance of the method and 
present some diagnostic procedures for assessing its adequacy, and we conclude by setting out 
areas for future investigation.

2 A disaggregation algorithm

To use Bayesian image reconstruction techniques for the disaggregation problem, we specify 
a Markov Random Field model (Besag, 1974; Ripley, 1988) as a prior distribution for the 
wet/dry rainfall field. We introduce temporal dependence in the sequence of reconstructions by 
conditioning, at each time point t, on the reconstruction at time t — 1; thus the reconstruction at 
time t - 1 plays the same role here as does the record in image reconstruction.

2.1 The Bayesian framework

Our problem is to reconstruct the wet/dry field at time t given some (fixed) 'evidence', £ say. 
The field is to be reconstructed only within grid squares for which the rainfall is non-zero: 
mt is the number of these squares, and nt the number of pixels contained within them. The 
field to be reconstructed is regarded as a vector of binary random variables (1 = wet, 0 = dry) 
X(t) = {Xi(t),...,Xnt (t)}, with realisations (x(t) = (ii(t), . . . ,xnt (t)}}. Denote by r(t) = 
{rj(t), . . . ,rmt (t)} the observed vector of coarse-scale rainfall intensities (which we regard as 
a realisation of a corresponding random vector R(i)), and by P(t) = (Pi(t), . . ., Pmt (t)} the 
(unobserved, and random) vector whose ith entry is the proportion of wet pixels within the ith 
grid square. The realisations of P(t) are denoted by (p(t)}.

For the sake of brevity, we write Pr{x(£)} instead of Pr{X(i) = x(t)}, with similar abbre 
viation for other random vectors. The notation /.(.) denotes a probability density, the subscript 
indicating the random variable being considered.

The evidence £ includes both the reconstruction at time t — I (to introduce temporal depen 
dence) and the coarse-scale field r(t) of rainfall intensities, each of which is regarded as a mean 
over the corresponding grid square. By Bayes' Theorem,

Pr{x(t)}/R ,,, v,. ,, IY ,,, (r(t).x(t - 1)) Pr{x(t)|r(t),x(f-l)}= ^"R(«).X(t-i)x t) l \ >> I ——— >J_
1

Because £ is fixed, the denominator here is constant for any configuration x(i); hence we con 
sider only the numerator. We need to specify a prior distribution for X(t), and some form
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of dependence of the evidence upon X(t). For the prior, we use a MRF model. Although 
MRFs provide a very convenient framework within which to specify local interactions, global 
properties (such as the mean and covariance function) are often intractable. However, by con 
ditioning upon the mean rainfall intensities we hope to produce reconstructions which have 
approximately the correct coverage, as the intensities contain information regarding the unob 
served vector P(t) (this is intuitively obvious and has been verified empirically — e.g. Onof 
and Wheater 1996b).

In image reconstruction, the aim is often to find some configuration x(t) which is in some 
sense optimal according to the posterior (1), and methods such as ICM (Besag, 1986) and 
simulated annealing (Geman and Geman, 1984; Ripley, 1988) are designed to achieve this. 
However, for disaggregation it is not clear that an 'optimal' reconstruction is useful, in view of 
the huge uncertainty produced by the aggregation. Furthermore, rainfall patterns do not tend 
to exhibit the smooth boundaries which are typically found in more 'conventional' images. In 
the algorithm implemented here, therefore, we propose to generate an ensemble of possible 
reconstructions from the posterior, using the Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984; Ripley, 
1988); this ensemble may then be used in hydrological applications to quantify uncertainty 
regarding the response of surface processes.

2.2 Model specification

We now specify the various components of the numerator in (1) which have been used as a 
'first-guess' model for the proposed disaggregation scheme. Assessment of the adequacy of 
this model is deferred until Section 5. A number of assumptions will be made: these are felt to 
be reasonable on physical grounds, at least as a first-order approximation, and are made in order 
firstly that the model is mathematically tractable, and secondly that every part of the model can 
be supported by data analysis.

For the MRF component, we have followed common image reconstruction practice and 
adopted an auto-model (Besag, 1974). We define two types of neighbours of a pixel: type 1 
neighbours are those immediately horizontally and vertically adjacent, and type 2 neighbours 
are those immediately diagonally adjacent. The model used may be specified as

Pr{X, = \\restof scene] \ ^ , . 1— )— —— - —— — — ——— r- = exp a + > (pk x no. of wet type k neighbours) (2)
Pr [Xi = 0\rest of scene} [ £rj j

This forces a symmetric dependence structure into the reconstructions, whose adequacy will be 
investigated in Section 5.

It remains to deal with /R(() X(t-i)|x(«) (r (*)> x (* ~ *)) in (!)• Th's may ^ rewritten as 
Pr{x(i - l)l r (*): x (*)}/R(()|x(i) (r (*))- If we make the simplifying (and not unreasonable) 
assumption that Pr{x(i - l)|r(t),x(t)} = Pr{x(t - l)|x(i)}, then we can write

W > x(i - :)) = Pr{x(* - ^
= Pr{x(i- l)

PC)
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by the Theorem of Total Probability. The p-sum here is over all possible different realisations 
of P(t); note, however, that there is only one possible realisation corresponding to any config 
uration x(<). Call this px (i): then

Pr{x(t),px(t)|r(t)}/R(t) (r(t)) 
Pr{x(t), Px (t)}

by Bayes' Theorem. Again, r(t) is fixed so fffi t\(f(t)) can be subsumed into a constant of 
proportionality, and it remains to evaluate Pr (x(i), px (i)|r(t)} and Pr (x(i), px (()}. For the 
former, write

t)} = Pr{x(t)|px (i),r(t)}Pr{px (t)|r(t)} 

and make the (again not unreasonable) assumption that

Pr {x(t)|pxM, r(t)} = Pr {x(*)|Px W} = Pr {x(t), Px(<)} / Pr {PX(*)} 

Combining these various results and substituting into (1), we obtain

PrW)}Pr{x(t-l)|x(t)}Pr{px(t)|r(t)} —————————— Pr{px (*)} —————————— ()

Implementing the Gibbs sampler for this distribution requires some simplifying assumptions 
regarding Pr{x(t - l)|x(t)} and Pr{px (t)|r(t)}. For Pr{x(i - l)|x(t)}, assume that the 
state of the ith pixel at time t depends on the previous image only through its own state at that 
time, so that X(i — 1) here plays the same role as does the record in image reconstruction. In 
this case, we have

Pr {x(t - l)|x(i)} = ft Pr {X,(t - 1) = Xi (t - l)\Xt (t) = Xi (t)} (4) 
1=1

For Pr (px (i) |r(<)}, we will use an appropriate regression relationship between a grid square's 
coverage and its mean rainfall. If the residuals from this relationship are independent, then for 
the Gibbs sampler we need only consider the conditional probabilities of coverage in the current 
grid square instead of the full joint distribution Pr (px (t)|r(t)}. The exact specification of such 
a relationship is deferred to section 3.

The probability in the denominator of (3) can be in principle be obtained numerically from 
the MRF prior, by exhaustive enumeration of all possible scenarios and computation of the prior 
probability for each; however, in practice this is computationally expensive. The problem is 
slightly reduced when using the Gibbs sampler, when we need only to consider local scenarios; 
however, a complete enumeration may still be infeasible. The approach adopted here has been 
to estimate the probability distribution of coverage within a single grid square by simulation, 
using a toroidal topology deal with edge effects. In the work to be reported, where each grid 
square contains 25 pixels, this is likely to provide a reasonable working approximation for our 
purposes; however, it is a slightly unsatisfactory solution. We return to this point in Section 5.
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3 Parameter estimation

There are 8 parameters in total for the model (3) — 3 for the MRF prior, 2 'transition probabil 
ities':

andp10 =
and 3 parameters for the conditional distribution of coverage given mean rainfall (as detailed 
below). All of these can be estimated straightforwardly using rain radar data.

The MRF parameters in (2) can be estimated using the 'coding method' advocated by Besag 
(1974). Estimation of pn and pw is trivial; the only outstanding problem is to obtain a rela 
tionship between coverage and mean grid square rainfall. We seek a regression relationship in 
which the residuals have the same distribution across the entire range of observation: the most 
promising relationship found is between the empirical logit (Cox and Snell, 1989) of the cover 
age and the log mean rainfall. This requires 3 parameters: the regression intercept and slope and 
the residual standard deviation. Regression residuals appear to be symmetrically distributed, so 
we approximate by a normal distribution with appropriate continuity corrections.

4 Example

We now present an example to illustrate the methodology. Data from a network of weather 
radar stations covering the basin of the Arkansas Red River in the USA are used to estimate 
parameters and to provide aggregated images which will be used for testing the scheme.

4.1 The data

This example uses high-quality radar data from a network of 16 weather radar stations covering 
an area of 1350 x 630km2 . The spatial resolution of the data is 4 x 4km2 , and the temporal 
resolution is hourly; each radar image can be regarded as an hourly mean. For this exercise, the 
dimension of 'pixels' is 8 x 8km2 , and that of 'GCM squares' is 40 x 40km2 . The corresponding 
images are obtained from the original data by aggregating up to the required scale.

4.2 Parameters

To obtain an initial set of working parameters, we have computed a fixed set of estimates for 
each month of the year, and will use these as appropriate in any disaggregation exercise. The 
monthly estimates were obtained using data from July 1994 to June 1995. Parameters were es 
timated individually for each image in the record (discarding any pixels within completely dry 
grid squares), and for each month a weighted average of the individual estimates was computed. 
Each image was weighted according to its conditional mean rainfall (i.e. the mean rainfall over 
pixels which are wet), to avoid the estimates being dominated by contributions from hydrolog- 
ically insignificant rainfall events. The resulting parameter set showed distinct seasonal varia 
tion, with some noise (which is to be expected from only one year's data); the estimates were
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therefore smoothed using a 3-point moving average window with weights (0.25,0.5,0.25). The 
smoothed parameter estimates for each month are given in Table 1.

Month

January
February

March
April
May
June
July

August
September
October

November
December

Markov Random 
Field parameters
a

-5.92
-5.79
-5.66
-5.50
-5.22
-4.96
-4.78
-4.71
-4.83
-5.17
-5.56
-5.86

A
2.55
2.57
2.52
2.46
2.36
2.25
2.21
2.19
2.17
2.22
2.30
2.43

ft
0.48
0.44
0.44
0.41
0.36
0.35
0.31
0.29
0.36
0.46
0.56
0.56

Transition 
probabilities
Pn
0.66
0.60
0.62
0.63
0.60
0.56
0.53
0.51
0.54
0.60
0.66
0.69

Pio
0.25
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.25
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.20
0.24
0.28
0.28

Regression 
parameters

Intercept
3.14
2.98
2.87
2.63
2.19
1.80
1.57
1.68
2.04
2.36
2.68
3.05

Slope
0.74
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.71
0.67
0.62
0.61
0.61
0.65
0.70
0.73

RSD
1.37
1.38
1.37
1.33
1.33
1.37
1.42
1.47
1.48
1.40
1.32
1.33

Table 1: Parameters used in the disaggregation scheme for Arkansas data.

4.3 Implementation, and results

With the parameter set given in Table 1, the proposed scheme was applied to an event from July 
1995. This event was immediately preceded by an image in which the entire region was dry, 
so that the algorithm can be started at a point when the true scene is known. Also, the event is 
outside the time period used to estimate parameters, so that we can obtain an 'out-of-sample' 
assessment of the method's performance.

For each reconstruction, the coarse-scale wet/dry field at each time point was taken as an 
initial configuration, as with the cascade algorithm. Edge effects were dealt with by adding 
an artificial border to the image, in which pixels are randomly assigned to be wet or dry with 
probability derived from a logistic regression relationship upon the log mean rainfall in the 
nearest observed GCM square. The Gibbs sampler was run for 100 iterations — inspection of 
sequences of images as they are being updated suggests that the reconstructions have more or 
less stabilised by this time. This will be discussed further in Section 5.

A 'typical' scenario is shown in Figure 1. Although this is only one realisation, in our 
experience all the reconstructions of a particular image are broadly similar, and this one exhibits 
most of the main features for illustrative purposes. The image is from 4 hours into the event. 
The top frame shows the original field obtained from the radar, and the bottom is the result of 
applying the disaggregation algorithm to the coarse-scale field in the centre.

There is some quantitative similarity between the top and bottom frames in Figure 1. Within 
coarse-scale squares which are wet, 65.03% of pixels are correctly classified — this is typical
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Real Image

Aggregated Image

Conditional Wet/dry correct (%) =65.03

Disaggregated Image

Arkansas Red-River Basin Date= 140795 Time=2100
Figure 1 : Specimen reconstruction of an aggregated image, showing original wet/dry configu 
ration

for this image. The main deficiency is the lack of diagonal banding in the lower half of the 
reconstruction. The other main problem appears to relate to edge effects, particularly along the 
left-hand edge of the reconstruction. This is probably the consequence of having a fixed artificial 
border. The effect is most serious at the beginning of the storm, but there is some persistence 
well into the event owing to the temporal dependence in the reconstruction procedure.

5 Model verification

Model assessment is an area which has received relatively little attention in the image recon 
struction literature. In this section we present some diagnostic procedures for checking the 
various components of the model and apply them to the test storm described in the previous 
section.

Perhaps the most natural measure of the success of the method is to examine the proportion 
of correctly classified pixels. For the current problem, we consider the mean proportion, over 
100 reconstructions, of the event described in the previous section. For most images, the mean 
lies between 0.65 and 0.7, with very little variation between reconstructions (this compares with 
a constant 0.5 for an implementation of the UK Meteorological Office scheme which assigns 
the locations of wet pixels randomly). However, this performance measure should be treated 
with some care (reconstructions in which all pixels are dry would score as well as the image 
reconstruction technique on this basis!) and more extensive analyses are needed to evaluate the 
model properly.
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5.1 Approaches to model checking

One of the reasons for the lack of diagnostic procedures in this type of situation is the complexity 
of the problem: formal methods, such as hypothesis testing, are unsatisfactory for a variety of 
reasons. Some discussion of this point may be found in Besag (1974). The main arguments 
against the use of such techniques here are:

• The model is necessarily an oversimplification of reality. The huge sample sizes involved 
ensure that virtually any hypothesis testing procedure of a null against an extended model 
will be guaranteed to find significant evidence in favour of the latter.

• There is no obvious hierarchical structure within which the model can be embedded: 
the result is that it is extremely difficult to specify a nested sequence of models in a 
meaningful way, as would be required by a formal approach.

For these reasons, the procedures to be adopted are informal. We seek: firstly, to examine 
whether or not the model is 'nearly right', in some sense to be determined by the context; and 
then, if not, to determine which model components are underperforming and how this may be 
rectified.

5.2 Analyses for model checking

To determine whether or not the model is 'nearly right' for informal checking, we focus upon 
performance measures which are of practical interest — in this case, the proportion of correctly 
classified pixels and the ability of the model to reproduce observed variability of coverages.

A quick way of assessing how close the model is to being correct, in terms of one of these 
features, is to compare the performance of the method applied to data with that when it is ap 
plied to its own output: the performances should be similar. This is very straightforward to 
implement: for each image in the test storm, two disaggregations are performed: one is taken 
as a 'benchmark' realisation of the model (note that the coarse-scale images obtained from both 
data and model are the same), and the other as an attempted disaggregation of the coarse-scale 
image. An estimate of the mean difference between model-data and model-model misclassifi- 
cation probabilities, with associated confidence intervals, is easily obtained by simulation.

For our test storm, the results are conclusive. Over 100 simulations, the mean difference lies 
between 0.15 and 0.2 (with a standard error of less than 0.02) for almost all images. It is clear, 
therefore, that the model is inadequate as far as misclassification probabilities are concerned. 
This inadequacy is probably significant in practical, as well as statistical, terms.

In the light of this, it is worth summarising the possible sources of error in the scheme. 
For the model itself the MRF, temporal dependence component and coverage-mean rainfall 
relationships could all be wrong. In addition, the use of out-of-sample monthly parameter 
values may be problematic. Finally, there are aspects of the implementation such as the small 
number of iterations of the Gibbs sampler, the approximation to px W in (3) and the approach 
for dealing with edge effects. In the previous section it appeared that edge effects are causing 
some problems; however, it is unlikely that this is the only reason for the discrepancy.
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Many of these potential errors are readily checked: for example, the sensitivity to use of 
monthly parameter values can be investigated by running the scheme using parameters obtained 
from radar images of the event being studied — there is very little improvement in practical 
terms. The small number of iterations of the Gibbs sampler may be checked, either by allowing 
the sampler to run for longer or by starting from a different initial configuration, and comparing 
results. We have adopted the latter approach on the grounds of computational cost: a random 
initial configuration yields very similar results, in terms of misclassiflcation probabilities, to 
those obtained originally. This aspect is still under investigation, however.

To assess the performance of the various components of the model which affect the cover 
age of the reconstructions — the conditional distribution of coverage given mean rainfall, the 
approximation to px (*) and the various assumptions regarding conditional independence which 
were made in Section 2.2 — we examine the predictive performance of the model for each im 
age. For any reconstruction, we can compute the bias and mean square error of the predicted 
coverages in each grid square. A simple measure of model performance is the proportion of 
variability in the original image which has been reproduced by the model i.e.

____Mean Square Error____ 
Variance of original coverage field

which is a generalised form of the R2 statistic.
For the test storm, the mean bias (based on 100 reconstructions) is very close to zero — 

substantially less than 1 pixel per grid square — for most of the storm. The generalized ft? 
values nearly always lie between 0.3 and 0.5 — these values are similar to those found in the 
original regression relationships and so it appears that the model is capturing as much of the 
observed coverage variability as can be expected.

The final check is on the MRF component. There are two aspects of this which may be 
misspecified: firstly, the use of a symmetric auto-model at (2), and secondly the definition of the 
neighbourhood relation. If the model structure is correct, all of the information about the state 
of a pixel is contained in the counts (Ci and 6*2, say) of wet type 1 and type 2 neighbours. This 
can be investigated by estimating perfect information misclassiflcation probabilities (PIMPs) 
for each image in the storm. A PIMP is the probability that a pixel is misclassified given 
perfect information, regarding both the configuration of the rest of the scene and its probability 
distribution given this configuration. If p is the 'true' probability that a pixel is wet, then it 
will be misclassified with probability 2p(l — p). Under the model structure used in this work, 
there is a different value of p for each of the 25 different pairs (C\,C^)\ each value can be 
estimated from radar data using an appropriate subset of pixels, and the results used to provide 
an overall estimate of the misclassification probability. It is important to use exactly, rather than 
asymptotically, unbiased estimators of the individual misclassification probabilities in order to 
ensure consistency of the overall estimate, as individual subsets of pixels may be small. We 
therefore use estimators of the form

PIMP = ~p(l - p) (7)
71 — 1

where n is the number of pixels in the subset of interest, and p is the proportion of them which 
are wet.
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PIMPS can be estimated for any given neighbourhood structure, and used to compare the 
amounts of information contained within different structures. We have computed them for two 
neighbourhood structures in addition to the one used: firstly, one with the same neighbours but 
in which there is a different probability for each of the 28 possible neighbourhood configurations 
(this will allow an assessment of the adequacy of the symmetry assumption implicit in the auto- 
model (2)); and secondly a structure in which the neighbourhood is extended to a distance of 2 
pixels in each direction, with a different probability for each of the 224 possible configurations. 
The use of unbiased estimators is of critical importance especially for the latter neighbourhood 
structure.

The results are again conclusive, for every image in the test storm. There is very little 
difference, in practical terms, between the PIMPs for the neighbourhood structure used (which 
are around 0.15) and those where the symmetry assumption has been discarded (the decrease 
is about 0.01 for each image). However, there is potential for much improved performance if 
the neighbourhood is extended to a distance of 2 pixels, for the PIMPs here are approximately 
halved for most images.

6 Discussion

The disaggregation scheme presented here has a number of advantages over existing schemes, 
and has been seen to outperform the current operational scheme for the test event considered 
in Section 4. The main advantage is the incorporation of spatial and temporal dependence. As 
currently implemented, the scheme is operationally feasible from the point of view of speed — 
however, investigations are continuing as to whether more iterations of the Gibbs sampler are 
required, and the conclusions of these investigations may affect the speed of the method.

The diagnostic procedures developed in Section 5 have been very useful indicators of how 
the model could be improved — the most obvious next step is to extend the neighbourhood 
structure to a distance of 2 pixels. A visual inspection of the reconstructions produced by the 
method also indicates that edge effects may be a problem, and this is currently being examined.

This work has necessarily been preliminary in nature, the emphasis being upon trying to 
establish whether or not the approach is viable. The methodology appears very promising, but 
much remains to be done. Apart from extending the model as indicated in Section 5, a large 
programme of data analysis is required to investigate the variation of model parameters with 
spatial and temporal scale, and also to apply the methodology to different areas. In addition, our 
results suggest that a Markovian approach may be appropriate for allocating rainfall intensities 
once the wet/dry rainfall pattern is known.
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Abstract

We consider Bayesian image segmentation from a continuum parametric model. This is a class of 
problems in which a great deal of prior information is generally available. This information is often 
hierarchical in character, concerning the appearance of a range of different types of composite struc 
tures, including edges, vertices, regions, and the topology of the boundary graphs. Bayesian inference 
proceeds most simply, and flexibly, when the states of the chosen prior model are described in terms of 
the same elements used to specify prior information. We explore a model in which coloured continuum 
triangulations are used to represent image structure. We show how an initial model may be modified to 
take account of image structure. Changes to the density are incorporated in a Metropolis Hasting MCMC 
algorithm by slight modifications of generation and/or acceptance probabilities, which can require just a 
few lines of code.

1 History and Motivation

Spatial patterns may include "unexpected" objects. Such objects will not be represented by 
one of a limited set of "high-level" object templates; we hope, however, that they may be rep 
resented in terms of some set of more elementary "intermediate-level" components, such as 
edges, edge junctions and regions. For this reason, high level inference may prove to be more 
conveniently conducted from intermediate level elements than directly from the data. This is 
the familar trade off (Marr, 1982) between between bottom-up and top-down reasoning, which 
a Bayesian/sampling approach to image analysis can encompass.

Mosaic models of spatial data are "vector based", continuum models of general planar pat 
terns. A state is a coloring x(x ) of the points in a region x € Z> of the plane. It is specified 
by giving a graph, and then saying how it is to be imbedded, or drawn, in the plane, and giving 
the coloring of each face. We use T to denote the set of points in a particular imbedded graph, 
so that r c V. We may model topological properties of the graph, geometric properties of
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the imbedding, and the details of the face coloring. The considerations in the first paragraph 
motivate the construction of mosaic models.

The second, and more immediate motivation for constructing mosaic models, is that it may 
be convenient for a statistician to interpret spatial data at the intermediate level. In this case 
the transformation from data to continuum mosaic can be thought of as a Bayesian approach 
to surface regression, in which change curves in the surface are modeled in an explicit way. 
This will be the useful when spatial datasets are complex, perhaps combining several different 
types of measurement over a single region. Thus the approach to image analysis described in 
this paper is distinct from the approach taken in, for example, Grenander and Miller (1993), 
or Baddeley and van Lieshout (1994). We have no object-process. Instead we aim to build an 
intermediate level representation of image structure.

Recent developments in Bayesian image analysis have been driven primarily by the three or 
four hundred fold increase in computing power since the late eighties. At that time "The option 
of modeling the continuous process, and basing inference on the sampled or aggregated data is 
usually computationally prohibitive" (Ripley 1987). Much of the sampling and model theory on 
which recent work depends was available, and simple continuous-time reversible jump Monte 
carlo was used in papers such as Ripley and Sutherland (1990), and Grenander et al (1991). 
The sheer complexity of the sampling problem was another limiting factor. In this respect, a 
series of generalisations of the Metropolis Hastings scheme for Markov chain Monte Carlo ( 
notably the reversible jump Monte carlo of Geyer and Moller (1994) and Green (1995) and the 
Hybrid sampler of Tierney (1994) in the form described in Green 1995) have made it possible to 
simulate complex systems with managable algorithms and relatively simple modular sampling 
software. The main complication remaining in implementing these MCMC algorithms is the 
problem of maintaining a representation of the evolving state. Clifford and Nicholls (1994) give 
a case study.

2 Triangulation Mosaics

We illustrate intermediate level inference from a colored continuum triangulation mosaic model 
of the kind described in Nicholls (1996). Consider the segmentation depicted in Figure 1 A. A 
number of triangulations of this segmentation are possible, and one is shown in Figure IB. If 
points may be added, the number is infinite. A triangulation mosaic measure does not directly 
assign probability to a particular segmentation, as in Figure 1 A, but rather to a colored triangu 
lation. This means that the probability associated with a segmentation is the marginal over all 
equivalent colored triangulations. Let D be the set of points in an open subset of the plane de 
fined by a simple polygon with boundary dT>. A triangulation is formed by adding node points 
on the boundary and in the interior of T>, and joining the nodes with straight edges until no more 
can be added without intersecting an edge already in place. The corner nodes of the polygon V 
are included in this process. An example is given in Figure 1C. Let Tp be the set of all distinct 
triangulations which can be constructed in T> by such a process, and let r be a triangulation in 
FJJ. Let J be a vector of N color levels, J = (ci, c2 ... CN ). A colored triangulation is formed 
by assigning to each point in each triangular face in r a color in J. For each triangulation r,
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Figure 1: (A) A mosaic state, XT,C 6 &v, with five colors. (B) The discontinuity set dx-r,c of the 
state in (A). (C) The triangulation, r underlying the state in (A).

let C(T) be the set of all distinct face colorings of T and let c be a vector c 6 C(r) with entries 
recording the color in each face in T. If T is composed of F triangles then there will be FA 
face color vectors c in C(r). The pair (r, c), with c € C(r), attaches a color x(x) 6 J to each 
point x € X>, and constitutes a triangulation mosaic, as in Figure 1A. Let Xr,c(x) denote the 
coloring at the point x given by the pair (T, c). Let Sip be the set of all triangulation mosaics, 
X T,C, and let x denote a generic state in Sip. Let dx denote the discontinuity set of the triangu 
lation mosaic x, as depicted in Figure IB. dx is the set of points in edges of T having adjacent 
faces of unequal color, dx is the primary object for modeling since it gives the boundary edges 
of a segmentation of D into general polygonal regions of uniform color. Notice that a given 
segmentation has an infinite number of representations in terms of triangulation mosaics.

Let dr be the measure on Pp defined in Nicholls (1996), so that dr/Z is a probability mea 
sure for some finite normalising constant Z. This measure depends on a parameter 3 giving 
the intensity of the point process generating node points of the triangulation on &D, the region 
boundary. Increasing /3 has the effect of shifting the probability mass in dr/Z onto triangula- 
tions with a greater number of node points, so that the typical triangulation is more complex. 
We take the intensity of the point process generating node points in the interior to be 32 Let 
dxr,c = dr/FN Z be the probability measure derived from dr by taking a uniform distribu 
tion over the set of colorings of a triangulation. We define a pair of densities }t,(x\ OL) and 
/E(X; QE), X e Sip- F°r a mosaic with discontinuity set dx these densities penalise the overall 
length L(dx) of the discontinuity, and the total number of edges E(d\) in the discontinuity in 
the coloring. We take

/i(\;#z.) = exp(-^I(9x)) 0) 
fE (x;6E ) = exp(-9E E(dX)). (2)

The second density corresponds to taking an Ising (N = 2) or Potts (N > 2) model with pa 
rameter OE on the lattice effaces for a given triangulation. In the first density, the same applies, 
though the lattice coupling parameter for the color at adjacent faces is now inhomogeneous, 
and proportional to the length of the shared edge. The probability measures }L(X'- 9i)dXr,c and 
!E(\- SE)dxtau,c each depend on .V + 2 parameters, viz. the lumping parameter 0L or 9E , a node
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intensity 3 and the N values in the vector J of color levels. In the following we will treat the 
entries c, in J as iid uniform random variables, c, 6 [0.1], so that J € [0, l] jV In the context 
of a grey level image this means that we assume the image to contain just .V distinct grey levels, 
however the values of these N levels are unknown, and we wish to recover them. In this case 
we model with just two parameters, a lumping parameter 9L or 9E , and a node intensity 3.

The processes we have defined are not Markov, even though they are based on additive 
potentials. The potential function L(dx) is additive since for any open set 5 in T>, with com 
plement Sc = T> \ S, the potential for the whole coloring is the sum of the potentials for the 
subregion colorings, L(dx) = L(S n dx) + L(SC n dx)- The potential E(dx) is additive if we 
count edges by counting, for example, edge midpoints. Additivity is desirable in models which 
must be analyzed by MCMC sampling, as it ensures local modifications to the state impose a 
function evaluation which depends only on state properties in the update region.

Useful values for the parameter 0 will depend on the amount of detail to be distinguished 
in the data. Useful values for 9L range from 81 ~ 3 up to a few times 8. Simulations from 
the prior show that for <?/, > /?, states are dominated by a single color. Indeed there is a sharp 
transition from disordered to ordered states at around 61 = 3. Samples from the prior with 
density ft, are shown in Figure 2. For QE the corresponding useful range is from OE — 0.5 to a

Figure 2: Samples from the prior with density /£. (A) The distribution conditioned on the 
restricted vertex set of Figure 5, fi£, = fip". 3 — 10, and di = 8. (B) A sample from the prior 
using the unrestricted state space, ftp = fi-p. 3 = 10, and BL = 11. Parameter values have been 
chosen to generate interesting states.

few times that value, indpendent of 3.

3 A MCMC sampler for the Posterior distribution on trian- 
gulation mosaics

We illustrate our model by making a study of a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image. The 
observation process in SAR is complex. We begin by assuming that the observed grey-level 
gi at the pixel i,i = 1,1... N corresponding to the point yt in T>, is a Gaussian random vari 
able, with mean equal the unknown true grey-level, ti(y,). at y,, and standard deviation a. This
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observation model is not accurate, so we allow for some overdispersion; Let Gr(Xj3/iS) = 
Z =̂1 min(9cr2 , (x(j/i) — 3i) 2 /2cr2 ), with y and g vectors with components respectively the lo 
cation of, and grey-level at, a pixel. Our likelihood has a density equal exp(—GT(\, y, g). The 
posterior measure on colorings is

Pr(dx\g) cc exp(-V(x) - GT (x ,y,g))
where V(x) is the prior potential, L(d\) or E(dx}- We refer to V(x) + GT(X>!/. fl) & the 
posterior potential.

The MCMC sampler we use to sample the state is described in Nicholls (1996). However 
we will outline the algorithm, and add to the description already given. We wish to define a 
stochastic process generating a sequence X^, X\... Xt ... of states Xt € fl-p with the property 
that Xt has a distribution Pi(Xt 6 dxT,c\Xo = Xo) which tends in the limit t -> oo to Pr(dxls)- 
We use Metropolis Hastings MCMC to define a transition generating Xi+ \ given Xt = \Tf . 
There are four steps. Let QJ, be the set of allowed coloring states. For the present this set is 
identical to fip.

1. A candidate state Xr',c' is generated according to some simple stochastic process. For any 
pair of states it must be possible to genarate a sequence of states connecting the pair. To 
achieve this we select operations from a set of move-types labeled m, m = 1,2... 6. These 
are shown in Figure 3. Each move operates in some subregion 5 of T> formed from the

Figure 3: The set of moves used to explore the space of triangulation mosaics, £2p. The color at 
a point is not changed by moves 1-3. In moves 4 and 5 triangles maintain their colour as their 
vertex is shifted. The density //, is modified by moves 4-6, while the density /# is modified by 
move 6 only.

union of a small number of triangles. We generate Xr',d by applying a randomly selected 
operation of type m, with probability measure gm (dXr',d\Xr,c)-

2. We check the generated state is legal, ie that XT',C' 6 ^z>- If the state is not in fij, then it is 
rejected, and we set Xl+i = Xr,c-

3. We compute the ratio



This requires only local computations, since contributions to the posterior potential from 
outside 5 cancel in the above ratio, V(XT,C) - V(x-ri,d) = V(S O Xr,c) - V(S n XT',*)- 
One must check that R is indeed a density, ie that the measures in the numerator and 
denominator have a common dominating measure (Green 1995).

4 The acceptance probability is Q(XT',C'\XT,C) = min(l, R(XT',C'\XT,C))- With probability a, 
we accept the move (and set Xt+ \ = XT',*)- Otherwise the move is rejected and we set
Xt+l = Xr,c-

There are two reasons for our choice of a Metropolis Hastings sampler. The first is now 
widely acknowledged. Continuous time birth and death processes, used in the past to simulate 
processes in which the state vector has randomly variable dimension, share with the Gibbs 
sampler the undesirable feature that a normalisation must be maintained over the set of states 
into which a jump may be made. When this "local" normalisation is available, it should be 
exploited, as continuous time processes in particular are observed to converge to equilibrium on 
multi-modal distributions where a comparable Metropolis Hastings process does not converge 
(Nicholls 1994). However, the local normalisation is not readily calculated, and we avoid the 
calculation using a Metropolis Hastings scheme. There is a related consideration. When we 
wish to introduce constraints on the sampled state, modifying its state space by conditioning 
out certain classes of state, we can often do so in just a few lines of code, by rejecting any 
illegal states generated. The constraint modifies the set of legal states fij,. If an illegal state can 
be identified efficiently, and illegal states are not generated too frequently, so that ergodicity 
is lost in theory or in practice, and it becomes necessary to modify the generation process, 
then this kind of conditioning on a state property is straightforward. This is possible in the 
alternative MCMC processes on the condition that the modification to the state space can be 
straightforwardly incorporated in the local normalisations.

As a first example, we wish to eliminate the atom of probability that exists in the model for 
an edge in dx to be incedent a corner node. Since there is a node point on the boundary of £> at 
the corners, there is a finite probability for a triangulation to have an edge connected at exactly 
that point, and consequently a finite probability for the coloring discontinuity of a state \r,c to 
attach to the boundary at a corner. To remove this undesirable feature, we let fip1 be the set of 
states in fi-p in which discontinuities dXrf do not attach at corner nodes, and take fij, = fijj 1 
in the algorithm above. We add, in our implementation of step 2, a test, which is applied to 
each vertex in the update region S: if the vertex is a corner node, the update is rejected. This 
is equivalent to sampling the posterior distribution Pr(dx\g, Z), conditioned on the information 
"Z" that a corner node is not a vertex.

4 Modeling with contextual information

Consider the detail in Figure 4. where data in a subregion cj of a larger region T> is displayed, 
along with a possible line interpretation. We are not concerned with what the true interpretation 
of this image is, but with the set of plausible interpretations. Support for the conjectured bound 
aries is weak, and depends on the extrapolation of lines from surrounding boundaries. Suppose 
that there is a state tp S S7j> corresponding to the "true" grey level in this image. Let dtp be
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Figure 4: Log-transformed SAR image of Cambridgeshire crops, and detail, obtained via 
BIOSS, Scotland, from the Joint Reasearch Center, Ispra. The lines indicate a conjectured 
segmentation in a small patch.

the discontinuity set of this unknown true coloring. We have topological information about the 
nature of the change curve. In particular we expect vertex events in an image of fields to be one 
of the set listed in Figure 5, the \',T,Y and A" vertices. The / vertex occurs only where an

Figure 5: The set of allowed vertices in the model of the SAR data.

edge in t)\ meets the boundary. This corresponds to a constraint on the topology of the graph 
<9\. Note that vertices of the triangulation ~ which are not on coloring discontinuities may have 
any degree. We let il'p = Q^2 be those states in fi^1 with vertices of degree two, three or four, 
or one if on the boundary. We must check that "irreducibility" is retained (or strictly, ergodiclty 
in the sense of Harris). We check that the empty state is accessable, with finite probability in a 
finite number of steps, from any state.

A pair of states sampled from the posterior, with prior densities //, and f_\-. are shown in 
Figure 6. Note that these images were sampled using the full SAR image, a 256 x 250 image. 
MCMC convergence was not satisfactory on these images, for runs of the order of one day in 
length. Convergence on smaller datasets is easilly attained. A prior penalising length tends 
to give a more rounded shape to segemented regions, whilst the prior penalising edge number 
is particularly good at extrapolating edges through unclear regions. For the SAR image we 
have more fundamental reasons for favouring /# as a model. The fundamental event is the 
edge, corresponding to a field boundary. The physical boundary creation process created entire 
straight edges. The model should reflect this, and avoid breaking a line into a chain of colinear 
edges. This is part of common modeling practice: the elements of the model should simulate
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the physical events generating the data.

Figure 6: (A) A sample from the posterior obtained using the density /#, with /3 = 10 and 
QN — 4. (B) A sample obtained using the density fi, with /3 = 20 and #/, = 100.
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Some aspects of Bayesian image analysis

D.M. Titterington 
Department of Statistics, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, Scotland

Abstract

A review is provided of some general aspects of Bayesian image analysis, in particular the problems 
involved in making inferences about the true scene and any parameters in the underlying model. Bayes' 
Theorem is basic to the inference problem for the true scene, but both likelihood-based and fully Bayesian 
approaches are described for making inferences about the model parameters.

1 Introduction

Most contributions to Bayesian image analysis can be traced back to the seminal papers by Ge- 
man and Geman (1984) and Besag (1986), published in the engineering and statistical litera 
tures, respectively. In these papers, a 'prior' (marginal) model, w(x\/3), was assumed for the 
true scene, x, and a model was also assumed for the observed image, y, conditional on x, to rep 
resent the noise and/or blurring process; this model will be denoted by p(j/|i, 6). The quantities 
f) and $ represent parameters and, for brevity, we shall denote the complete set of parameters by 
tf = (/?,*).

There are two other probability distributions of interest, which we shall denote by Tr(x\y, •>[>) 
and p(y\if>). Both of these can be expressed in terms of the joint probability function forz and 
y, which is given by the product of p(y\x, 0) and 7r(x|/3). To be precise,

7r(zh/,V,)ocp(j/|z,0Hz|/3) (1) 

and

P(y\l>) = J p(y\x,8)*(x\p)dx, (2)

where, in (2), the integration is over x and represents a summation if, as is often the case, x is 
discrete.

These two representations are crucial in two aspects of image analysis. Relationship (1) is 
the source of Bayesian inference about the underlying (hidden) true scene, whereas (2) is the 
likelihood function corresponding to the observed data, and is important in making inferences 
about the underlying, and usually unknown, parameters ip. In the rest of the paper, we discuss 
these two aspects of statistical image analysis, making some rather general remarks and, in se 
lecting particular approaches on which to concentrate, being blatantly personal and parochial. It 
is hoped that the pointers to the literature will satisfy any desire for a more detailed treatment.
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2 Inference about the image

If for the time being the parameters t/> are assumed known, then, ideally, one should make infer 
ences about the true scene on the basis of ir(x\y, if>). Much early work concentrated on obtain 
ing point estimates, such as the mode, using annealing techniques (Geman and Geman, 1984), 
or mode-like quantities (Besag, 1986; Geiger and Girosi, 1991), but in principle the whole joint 
posterior distribution of x is available for exploitation. Just what can be done depends to some 
extent on what is meant by x. In low-level, pixel-based modelling, which was the case dealt with 
by Geman and Geman (1984) and Besag (1986), x contained values, such as colours or intensi 
ties, associated with all individual pixels, possibly supplemented by inter-pixel edge indicators. 
Thus x is of extremely high dimension and it is not feasible to look at complicated features of 
n(x\y, i/>). Modelling at a higher level is typified by the deformable-templates approach, origi 
nally conceived of by Grenander (Grenander et al, 1990; Grenander and Miller, 1994), in which 
features in images are represented by skeletal frameworks summarised by a comparatively small 
(at least relative to the number of pixels!) number of quantities. Clearly, the smaller the dimen 
sion of x, the more sophisticated can be the inferences that can be made about the 'missing' x. In 
principle, one would like to obtain interval estimates concerning important features of the true 
scene. Typically, ir(x\y,i/>) is not of a form that is amenable to exact analysis, but the recent 
surge of activity in Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods allows realisations from the distribu 
tion to be generated and quantities of interest to be estimated by empirical counterparts. Even 
now, however, it is easy to be facile in this type of discussion, and the scale of image-analysis 
problems still poses plenty of problems in implementing these numerical methods reliably.

3 Inference about the parameters

3.1 General remarks

The other unknown quantities, other than the true scene, are the parameters, ij>. As remarked 
earlier, the likelihood function p(t/[^>) is a key quantity here if a systematic method is required; 
a variety of more-or-less ad hoc methods have also been developed but will not be discussed in 
detail here.

There are at least two natural approaches. One is to attempt maximum likelihood estimation, 
in what is in effect a 'missing data' context in which the true scene x is missing. As remarked 
by Titterington (1990), if the usual type of hidden Markov random field is adopted for the true 
scene, so that 7r(i|/3) corresponds to an appropriate Gibbs distribution, then the marginal model 
for y can be described as that for a 'hidden Markov random field'. This model can be thought of 
as a generalisation of both mixture models and the hidden Markov chain models often used in 
speech recognition. In all three cases there are missing items: in the mixture context the missing 
quantities, which are indicators of the mixture components, corresponding to different observa 
tions are independent; in hidden Markov chains the missing items follow a Markov chain; and in 
our case the missing items follow a Markov random field. It turns out that, so far as estimating 
parameters are concerned, the level of difficulty increases as one progresses from the mixture 
model to the hidden Markov chain and, particularly, to the hidden Markov random field. We
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consider maximum likelihood, and its derivatives, in Section 3.2.
The other approach is to attempt a 'fully Bayesian' approach, which will lead to simultaneous 

analysis of both the underlying scene and the model parameters; see Section 3.3. Once again, the 
hidden Markov random field case involves difficulties over and above those posed by the mixture 
and hidden Markov chain contexts.

3.2 Maximum likelihood estimation

Maximum likelihood estimates are values for if> that maximise p(«/|V>). Since this does repre 
sent an incomplete-data problem, it is natural to use the EM Algorithm of Dempster, Laird and 
Rubin ( 1 977) as a numerical tool, each iteration consisting of an E-step, which computes the ex 
pectation of the complete-data loglikelihood, given y and using the averaging measure defined 
by the current approximation to the maximum likelihood estimate. The resulting quantity is then 
maximised in the M-step to create the next approximation to the MLE. Let L(x, y\ip) denote the 
complete-data log-likelihood:

Then the EM algorithm is as follows, if we envisage an iteration at stage ro, with ^>(m) as the 
current approximation to the maximum likelihood estimate.

1. E-step: calculate Q(V>) = EmL(x,y\^i}, where the expectation is respect to the conditional 
distribution represented by p(x\y, i/>(m)).

2. M-step: find ij> = 4'(rn + 1) to maximise <?(t/0- 
One hopes that the sequence {^(m)} converges to the maximiser ofp(y\if>).

In the mixture problem, both the E-step and the M-step are often easy, in the sense of re 
quiring only explicit formulae. A crucially helpful feature of the mixture model is the mutual 
independence of the elements of x. In the hidden Markov chain model, the elements of z are 
of course dependent, but only in a particularly simple uni-directional way. As a result, the EM 
algorithm can still often be implemented using explicit formulae, although a bit more work is 
required in the E-step, in the form of the forwards-backwards, Baum- Welch algorithm; see, for 
instance, Rabiner( 1989).

In the case of the hidden Markov random field, however, both the E-step and the M-step are 
fraught with numerical difficulty. The dependence among the elements of x is now spatial, both 
within the marginal distribution ir(i|/3) and within the conditional distribution p(x\y, i>(m)) used 
in the E-step: the averaging measure in the E-step itself corresponds to a Gibbs distribution of 
at least the complexity of t(x\/3), so that it is not possible to obtain an explicit formula for the 
expectation. One approximating alternative is to use a sample average, based on a number of re 
alisations from the relevant distributions, but each of these realisations requires a Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo procedure. Another approach is to use an approximating measure based on so- 
called mean-field approximations. Here, the averaging measure is a suitably chosen indepen 
dence model.

There are various ways of characterising mean-field approximations, of which the following 
is particularly appealing. Suppose p(x) is a certain joint density for the components of x, and
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let pMp(x]ct) denote the mean-field approximation that we wish to compute, where a represents 
a set of 'mean-field' parameters. In most applications, PMF takes the form of an independence 
model. Then the value of a are chosen so that p and PMF are as close together as possible ac 
cording to the Kullback-Leibler directed divergence

Although this might seem to represent a gross approximation to a typically complex multivariate 
distribution, its performance within the E-step of the EM Algorithm can be uncannily good; see, 
for instance, Ghahramani (1995), Ghahramani and Jordan (1995), Zhang ( 1 992, 1 993, 1 996) and 
Dunmur and Titterington ( 1 997a,b). An intuitive explanation to this phenomenon, which can be 
elucidated more formally, is that, in many applications involving exponential family models, the 
E-step requires the calculation of expectations of sufficient statistics involving only individual or 
pairwise products of the elements of x, and the mean-field method matches these with reasonable 
accuracy. The mean-field approach has mainly developed in the statistical-physics literature, 
but its use has been creeping into statistical areas, as in the above references; see Dunmur and 
Titterington (1997a,b) for a more detailed treatment in a number of statistical contexts and for 
further references to extensions of the method that are appearing mainly in the neural-computing 
literature.

The M-step represents another formidable hurdle. Usually, maximisation with respect to 6, 
the parameters within the noise model, is easy, but this is not the case for /3, the prior parame 
ters. The difficulty is the same as that with maximum likelihood from an uncorrupted sample 
from the (prior) Gibbs distribution and is caused by the intractable normalisation constant. This 
constant has no impact on computing, say, the Maximum a Posteriori image restoration, that is, 
the mode of Tr(x\y, V>), but it does depend on ft and therefore is part of the likelihood function. 
Zhang (1992,1993) suggests using mean-field approximations at this stage too, and another pos 
sibility is to approximate to the normalisation constant by an empirical average, as explained by 
Geyer and Thompson ( 1 992). Another approximation that has been developed within the spatial- 
statistics literature is that of pseudo-likelihood (Besag, 1975), defined originally in the noise-free 
case as an approximation to the likelihood function defined by ir(i|/3). The definition is

where xgt denotes values associated with the neighbouring pixels to pixel i, according to the 
neighbourhood system defined by the Gibbs distribution tr(x\0). Thus, KPL is defined by the 
product of the full conditional distributions of the individual z,'s. The main advantage of the 
pseudo-likelihood is that the problem of the intractable partition function disappears. Maximum 
pseudo-likelihood estimators are often consistent but may have rather low efficiencies. One ap 
plication of the pseudo-likelihood is to use it in the M-step of the EM-algorithm as a replacement 
for the correct but intractable 7r(z|/3); see Qian and Titterington (1991) for this and other ways 
of making the EM-algorithm practical, for references to other methods and for other variations 
of the pseudo-likelihood function. There is a link with the mean-field approximations, in that, 
for certain problems, it turns out that

7rMF(z|/3) = n*-(z. <xdt >,(3),
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where < • > denotes expectation with respect to KMF-
Among the methods they describe, Qian and Titterington (1991) mention EM-like algorithms 

in which the E-step is replaced by a step in which a restoration is created for the underlying x, 
given the current estimates of the parameters in the model, and the M-step proceeds as if the re 
stored scene were the truth. Thus the new E-step amounts to imputing the missing x. A version of 
this, with x imputed by the Iterated Conditional Modes algorithm and with the pseudo-likelihood 
used within the M-step, was originally proposed by Besag (1986), and the whole process is simi 
lar to the data-augmentation ideas of Tanner and Wong (1987). Refinements of the method were 
applied, with reasonable success, by Qian and Titterington (1993) and Qian et al (1996) to elec 
tron microscopy images of thin magnetic films.

3.3 Fully Bayesian analysis

So far, the discussion has really only been partially Bayesian, although it has discussed what has 
generally been known as Bayesian image modelling, in that the crucial use of Bayes' Theorem 
has been to compute ir(x\y, ^>) from p(y\x, 6) and ir(z|/3). For a fully Bayesian analysis, (hy- 
per)priors must be imposed on ip = (6, /3), and inference about 8, (3 andx should be made on the 
basis of v(x, 8, /9|j/), and the associated marginal distributions. Needless to say, in most image- 
analysis contexts, and certainly in the familiar pixel-based models, there is no practically useful 
closed form for TT(X, 8, f)\y) :

*(x,0,0\y) oc pfo|*,0),r(i|/?)*( W),

where we are using the symbol TT generically and we are assuming that 6 and /3 are independent, 
a priori.

In practice it is necessary to generate a set of realisations from the above joint distribution 
and to make inferences about the unknown quantities, both parameters and missing values (x), 
on the basis of empirical summaries of the simulated quantities. Furthermore, one has to resort 
to Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods in order to generate the realisations. For instance, Gibbs 
sampling can be carried out, in principle, starting from an initial 'restoration', x(0), for the un 
derlying scene and then carrying out the following scheme, based on the full conditionals.

. generate/9(1) ~ *(0\x(0)) oc »(x(0)|/3M/3);
• generate 8(1) ~ *(9\x(Q),y) ex p(y\x(0),9)*(9);
• generate z(l) ~ x(x\8(l),/3(l))<x p(y\x,9(l))x(x\P(l)).

This scheme is then repeating many times until convergence obtains. We do not provide all de 
tails for the various stages, especially the third. In practice i(l) could well be created by dealing 
with the x, individually in raster order.

Such a scheme has been proposed and applied to various problems, including cognate cases 
such as mixture data (Diebolt and Robert, 1994), hidden Markov chains (Robert, Celeux and 
Diebolt, 1993) and hidden Markov Mesh random fields (Dunmur and Titterington, 1997c). If 
exponential-family models are used for p(y\x,9), along with suitably conjugate hyperpriors, 
then the implementation is comparatively easy. When it comes to the case of hidden Markov ran 
dom fields, however, the intractable partition function within TT(X \/3) once more causes problems,
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in that the first step in the simulation cycle is not straightforward. As a result, approximate meth 
ods have been tried; see, for instance, Higdon et al (1996) and Weir (1997). One such approach, 
mentioned by Heikkinen and Hogmander (1994) and investigated in some detail by Ryden and 
Titterington (1997), is to replace v(x\/3) by the pseudo-likelihood function when generating the 
next value of/?. Ryden and Titterington (1997) comment that the 'Gibbs' sampling scheme that 
results does converge, but that it is not clear how to characterise the limiting distribution. Ryden 
and Titterington (1997) also report some simulation experiments involving realisations from the 
Ising model, corrupted by Gaussian noise. The parameters of the noise model are estimated quite 
well by the resulting marginal means of the simulated sample from the posterior distribution, but 
there can be small but perceptible biases in the corresponding estimates of the Ising parameter, 
/3. On the other hand, their attempts at alternative ways of dealing with the partition function, in 
the spirit of Geyer and Thompson (1992), were distinctly unsuccessful because of computational 
difficulties.

4 Discussion

The area of simultaneous inference about both the underlying true scene and the parameters sub 
sumed in the statistical model being used remains of current interest, in both pixel-based and 
higher-level contexts. Computational and methodological issues remain to be resolved, and the 
fully Bayesian approach will surely attract ever-greater interest in the future.
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Automatic reconstruction with inhomogeneous models

R. G. Aykroyd and S. Zimeras 
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Abstract

We present a complete approach for simultaneous and automatic parameter estimation 
and image reconstruction which allows variable amounts of spatial smoothing.

Procedures based on a Bayesian approach have been proposed, and successfully incor 
porate prior knowledge to produce much improved reconstructions. These procedures, how 
ever, usually assume that any prior parameters are known. In practice this is not the case and 
suitable values are often determined by "trial and error".

We describe a Metropolis/EM reconstruction procedure having first derived a calibra 
tion curve for prior parameter estimation. We present an inhomogeneous Markov random 
field model which allows spatially varying degrees of smoothing in the reconstructions and 
propose a re-parameterisation which implicitly introduces a local correlation structure in 
the smoothing parameters, and use a re-scaled version of the homogeneous model calibra 
tion curve for parameter estimation. We present an analysis of SPECT data of the brain to 
demonstrate the proposed procedures lead to successful reconstruction, and that the inhomo 
geneous model allows greater flexibility; small features are not masked by the smoothing, 
and constant regions obtain sufficient smoothing to remove the effects of noise.

1 INTRODUCTION

In SPECT the patient is injected with a radiopharmaceutical that is known to become concen 
trated in the organ of interest. Photon emission occurs at a rate varying spatially according to 
the local concentration of the radiopharmaceutical.

The imaging process begins with the gamma camera directly above the patient. The camera 
pauses to record emissions before rotating a few degrees to the next recording angle. The process 
is repeated until the camera returns to the original position. These multiple 2D projections of 
the 3D radiopharmaceutical distribution are recorded and stored on computer. The physical and 
operational details of the gamma camera are described in the monograph of Larsson (1980).

The medical aim is to identify a pathological problem in a particular organ. This identifi 
cation can be achieved by displaying the concentration of radiopharmaceutical; abnormalities 
show as anomalous concentrations, usually exceptionally low values. The aim is therefore to 
determine the radiopharmaceutical concentration as a function of position.

Mathematical methods are of central importance in the estimation of radioisotope concentra 
tion. For many years the only procedures available were backprojection and filtered backprojec- 
tion, an alternative procedure for the SPECT applications was proposed by Geman and McClure
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(1987) following the general Bayesian paradigm introduced by Geman and Geman (1984) and 
Besag (1983). A review of Bayesian methods can be found in Besag etal (1995).

2 MODELS

2.1 General

Imagine the body is divided into equal cubic pixels denoted S, with values x = {xs , s 6 S}, 
where x s denotes the true concentration of a radiopharmaceutical within pixel 5. The data are 
represented by an array of photons counts, denoted by y = {yt ; t € T}, where t represents a 
detector-angle pair.

If the emissions are assumed to be random, then the generally accepted model states that 
the locations of emissions form a Poisson process. The recorded counts are thus independent 
Poisson random variables with

yt ~ Poisson I ^ atsxs \ , t£T,
V s /

where {ats } are weight coefficients determined by the geometry and physical properties of the 
camera system, such as absorption and scattering inside the body. Modelling of the weights has 
been studies by many including Shepp and Vardi (1982), Green (1990), Geman et at. (1995) 
and Weir and Green (1994).

2.2 A homogeneous model

Next suppose that x is to be modelled as a homogeneous Mrf. Geman and McClure (1985, 
1987) suggested that the appropriate prior model is a pairwise difference Gibbs distribution with 
smoothing and scale parameters. This leads to the following local difference prior

where Z(/3) is the normalising constant

(2)

In the above V is called the energy function and tj> the potential function', /3 is a smoothing pa 
rameter and S a scale parameter; s ~ r indicates that pixel s is a neighbour of pixel r and wsr is a 
weighting factor. The parameter /? controls the degree of correlation between neighbouring pix 
els and hence the smoothness of the reconstruction. Note that /3 — > oo implies no spatially vari 
ation and /3 = 0 gives spatially unstructured variation. The form of {wsr } depends on the type 
of neighbourhood system, here a second order neighbourhood is used with W ST = lifs and r are 
orthogonal nearest neighbours and -4- if s and r are diagonal nearest neighbours. Green (1990) 
proposed the logcosh for the potential with form: <f>(u) = G! Iogcosh(c2u), where ci = 27/128 
and c2 = 13/3 1/3- The logcosh function generates a flexible family of prior distributions; note 
that if /?, 5 — > oo then logcosh(u) — > u2 , whereas if /?, S — > 0 then logcosh(u) — > |u|.
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2.3 An inhomogeneous model

Now suppose that x is to be modelled as an inhomogeneous Markov random field with a vector 
of model parameters, 0_. If, as above, a second order neighbourhood system is assumed, then /? 
will comprise 4.W 2 — 2N + 2 elements. These will be labelled with two subscripts representing 
the corresponding pair of pixel variable neighbours. The probability density function of x is

(3)

Note that apart from a re-definition of ft as /3 and V as V_ this is the same as equation ( 1 ) above, 
and hence other definitions follow immediately.

We should not expect there to be unstructured spatial variation in f3_, but instead spatially 
close variables might have similar values. One approach is to model /? as a Markov random 
field (Aykroyd ( 1 996) considered this for Gaussian random fields and performed a fully Bayesian 
analysis using MCMC methods) here we propose an alternative approach.

Consider a re-parameterisation in terms of new variables, 7, where

Ar = ^(7.+7r), 7»,7r>0. (4)

In effect, this means that we shall have a single parameter for each pixel (N2 in total) control 
ling the local spatial variability. If we assume the elements of 7 are uncorrelated with constant 
variance, then if two elements of /? have a common subscript there will have fixed correlation 
j. Hence, we have implicitly defined a Markov random field on /?. Clearly, however, there is 
a question as to whether the fixed correlation will allow appropriate spatial variation in /3. We 
now re-write equation (3) using this re-parameterisation, the probability density function of x is

(5) 

with

(j) = / exp

3 ESTIMATION

3.1 Image reconstruction

Estimation will be based on approximate posterior distributions calculated using the Metropolis- 
Hastings algorithm. For a discussion see Aykroyd and Green (1991), Cowles and Carlin (1996), 
Hammersley and Hanscomb ( 1 964), Hastings ( 1 970), Propp and Wilson ( 1 996) and Sokal (1989).

Once the pseudo-sample has been generated from the required distribution a number of pos 
sible estimators are available, one choice is the population mean which can be estimated by the 
mean of the pseudo-sample taken over those samples after equilibrium has been declared.

This approach to image reconstruction assumes that all prior parameters are known, clearly 
this is never the case. A common approach is to first choose the scale parameter S to be inside
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the range of the expected pixel values then choose the value of /? which gives a "satisfactory" 
reconstruction. Here we shall continue to fix S, but will estimate other parameters (fl or 7) from 
the data. The general approach is due to Geman and McClure (1987), but after first describing 
the standard approach, we shall propose a generalisation for inhomogeneous models.

3.2 Prior parameter estimation for the homogeneous model

If realisations of X where observed directly we would estimate ft by maximising equation (1) 
with respect to /3, this can be shown to be equivalent to solving

V(x) = E0 (V(X)}, (7)

that is by choosing /? so that the observed energy is equal to the expected (prior) energy. We use 
the subscript to emphasis that the expectation implicitly depends on /?. It is not possible to solve 
this explicitly, but the relationship between prior expected energy and /3 can be established using 
MCMC methods. The general approach is to consider in turn various values of ft, then to use 
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to simulate from this distribution. Once the sample has been 
generated the expected energy can be estimated by the mean of the pseudo-sample taken over 
those samples after equilibrium has been declared.

Now, in practice we do not observe realisations of X, but only of Y so must base estimation 
of 0 on the density of y, this is equivalent to solving

E0 [V(X)] = E(1 [V(X)\y}, (8)

that is choosing f3 which balances expected prior energy with expected posterior energy. The 
approach of Geman and McClure (1987) is to simulate from the posterior distribution using the 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with an arbitrary value of ft, then to estimate £[K(X)|y] using 
the mean energy over a short run (say 10 sweeps) and update the estimate of /3 using the value 
which gives prior expected energy equal to this estimated posterior expected energy; this is re 
peated until fS converges. Subsequent samples can then be used to estimate the posterior mean 
as before.

3.3 Prior parameter estimation for the inhomogeneous model

The approach in the previous section will now be generalised for the inhomogeneous model. To 
estimate 7 from direct observation of X we maximise p-,(x), and so must solve

If we define ' x,-xr

as the local energy and consider differentiating equation (6), we obtain,

s€S (9)
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which is the direct equivalent to the homogeneous estimation equation (7). If we wish to estimate 
7s from realisations of Y we solve

that is choosing 7S which balances expected local prior energy with local posterior energy.
The expected total energy, £,[V(X)], is given by the sum of the local expected energies 

^ s Ef[Vi(X.)}. If the model is homogeneous we could approximate the local expected energy 
by E-t[\ '"(X)] IN~, if not then an approximation can be found by considering

£2[V,(X)] = E,, (V(X)] /N2 (11)
where £7l (V'(X)j is the total expected energy of a homogeneous Mrf with (3 = 7,.

Incorporating this into image reconstruction is almost identical to that for the homogeneous 
scheme, except we estimate the expected local posterior energy by averaging local energies.

4 EXPERIMENTS

The data have previously been analysed in Green (1990), the reader is directed to this paper for 
more details. In brief the radiopharmaceutical was injecting into the blood stream of the patient, 
hence concentration of radiopharmaceutical is an indication of blood volume and hence a proxy 
for metabolic activity.

Figure 1 shows 2 of the 64 projection, head facing forwards and right profile. The horizontal 
lines are not part of the data but, along with the scale down the left, give a labelling of the slices.

60 \
55 :- -
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40 •

35

30 j
25 i

20

15

10

5

Figure I: Two tomographic projections

Notice that the head has been positioned so that the brain is in the centre of the field of view. Also 
note the "circular cut-off" at the bottom of each image, due to the shape of the gamma camera. 
Only values within the circular field of view represent photon counts, though this is not taken 
into account in the modelling. In these projections the position of the brain can be clearly seen, 
with increased values in the neck area also.
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4.1 A calibration for /3

In the previous section we have seen that the key to the estimation of prior parameters is the solu 
tion of equation (7) or (11). This solution requires knowledge of the relationship of jE0[V(X)] as 
a function of/?. To investigate this the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm discussed earlier is used 
to produce pseudo-samples from the homogeneous prior model for various values of 0.

The equation E[V(X)] = 0.75/3" 112 was found to fit simulation results very well, with an 
P? value of 96%. Inverting this and replacing the estimated expected energy by the observed 
total energy gives the equation to be used in parameter estimation

/? = 0.77 V.- (12)

4.2 Homogeneous model

In this section we present reconstructions for two slices. The algorithm was run for 20 sweeps 
from a flat inital image (constant at value 20) and with /3 = 0. An average energy over the next 10 
sweeps was then calculated and equation (12) used to estimate /3. This updating of /3 continues 
for susequent blocks of 10 sweeps until the estimates of /3 appear to converge.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Reconstructions using the homogeneous model

Figure 2 shows the reconstruction for two of the slices; in all the front of the head is towards 
the right. Figure 2(a) shows slice 15. through the bottom of the lower jaw, the two higher in 
tensity regions are due to the major arteries and veins in the neck. The reconstruction of slice 
30 is shown in (b), this slice passes through the middle of the brain just below the temples. The 
mid-grey region in the centre is the brain ventricle.

The estimates of ft are 0.45 for slice 15 and 0.21 for slice 35; (Green (1990) recommended 
a value of /3 = 0.20 as giving optimal reconstruction for a slice similar to slice 35) For the 
neck region, where there are relatively low photon counts and hence little spatial variation, a 
larger smoothing parameter is appropriate. For the slices containing the brain, however, there is 
greater variation in the signal which required less smoothing to avoid masking the signal.
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4.3 Inhomogeneous model

Figure 3 shows the image reconstructions and prior parameter estimates using the inhomogc-

a)

Ifeb

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Reconstructions using the inhomogeneous model

neous model. In general there is little change in gross appearance of the new image reconstruc 
tions (3(a) and (c)). but there are differences in detail. In both reconstructions, extreme features 
(which show as high or low intensity regions) are clearer when using the inhomogeneous model 
and larger regions with little variation are made smoothing. For the estimates of the prior pa 
rameter (3(b) and (d)). the light shades indicate large values of the smoothing parameter and the 
dark shades values close to zero. In all cases the largest values correspond to the "background" 
and the smaller at the points of greatest change in the reconstructed intensities. In fact it almost 
appears as if these representations are producing a kind of "edge map" for homogeneous sub- 
regions within the slices.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a complete approach for automatic image reconstruction and estimation of 
parameters in homogeneous priors. This has been demonstrated to work well and agrees well 
with a "trial and error" approach. An inhomogeneous Mrf model was described and proposed as 
a prior model. This extension allows variable amounts of spatial smoothing across an image. A 
re-parameterisation made it possible to perform image reconstruction and parameter estimation 
with little change to the previous iterative procedures.
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Texture Based Image Segmentation using the Double
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a solution to the image segmentation problem, where one 
is faced with labelling pixels into homogeneous regions of the same texture. We present 
the double Markov random field as a model for images composed of regions of different 
texture. Segmentation of a given image is done by computing a MAP labelling under 
the model. The mechanics of this process are the usual Gibbs sampling and simulated 
annealing methodologies, which we describe in some detail. The paper concludes with 
some examples.

1 Introduction

The goal of image segmentation is to partition a given image into regions based on the idea of 
texture. Each pixel is to be assigned a label, according to which texture type it is thought to 
belong to. Bayesian approches to this, and other related problems, have been proposed over 
the last two decades, often based on the use of Markov random fields models and Monte Carlo 
methods (see Grenander, 1983, Geman and Geman, 1984, or Besag, 1986, for early examples). 
A wide variety of model-based segmentation algorithms have been proposed. As in Derin and 
Elliott (1987) and Geman and Graffigne (1987), we use two models, one for the gray levels and 
another for the labels. The model parameters are inferred from the data simultaneously with 
the allocation of labels, and no training set is necessary; that is, the approach is unsupervised. 
Examples of other unsupervised segmentation-estimation techniques can be found in Manjunath 
and Chellappa (1991), Won and Derin (1992) or Zhang et. al. (1994). In our algorithm, no 
windowing or intermediate optimisations are required either; instead the model parameters are 
included in the sampling procedure.

2 The Bayesian Paradigm and the Labelling Problem

In this section, we treat the segmentation problem at its most general level. Consider an image 
where the pixels are arranged on a rectangular lattice of sites S. Let X be the space of images. 
An image in X is an array of two multi-dimensional components
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where xp = (xf ) J€5 denotes the pattern of gray values and x_L = (x%),e s the set of labels 
identifying the texture types present in the image.

Let Y be the observed grey-level image. Given x_ € X, the law of y e Y will be described by 
the transition kernel K(x.y). We assume the observation process is the projection (x_p ,x_L) —> 
£ ;> , that is, the degradation model is deterministic, characterised by the degenerate transition 
kernel

0. otherwise.
The image model is expressed by a probability distribution II(x) on the space X . This func 

tion provides the prior information upon which the decision will be based. The joint distribution 
of the data and images on the product space XxY is determined by P(x_,y) = IT(x)A'(x, y). 
Assuming that the prior distribution 11 is strictly positive, the conditional distribution of the 
image process x given an observation g = y0 is then derived by Bayes' law:

\1(HP .XL )

2.1 Label Estimation

An image has to be selected from X. In the Bayesian framework, this requirement is expressed 
by the prior model and the loss function. Let x_L = x_L (y) be an estimator of the labels, and 
consider the loss function

. , otherwise.
The Bayes' risk R = £„ T,.L L(i_L .:r L )P(:r_, y) will be minimal if and only if the posterior 
distribution P(*\y) is minimal. Hence, the maximum a posteriori estimators (MAP) are the 
Bayes' estimators for this particular loss function.

Following this approach, the optimal solution to our problem will be the labelling

where y^ is the observed pattern of grey values.

2.2 Parameter Estimation

On the space of images X , the family of distributions

FI = (n(.:(9) :0e0}

is considered, where 0 C R1 is the set of parameters. The model parameters can be included in 
the Bayesian estimation procedure. Let Pr(0) be a prior distribution for the parameter vector 
and Ilfj | 9) = Hfi; 0). The prior distribution over the extended space (X,0) is given by

The MAP estimator is now to be determined over not just the labels, but the model parameters. 
The optimal solution will therefore be

(4>r C) = argmaxllfj/^ \8)Pr(0).
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3 The Double Markov Random Field Model

Pictures of natural scenes are composed of several types of textures. First, a model for pure 
textures is described, characterising the texture type in each segment. Since the labelling is a 
pattern itself, possibly to be structured and organised, a second model for the label process is 
assumed. These two models will be integrated, taking into account the label-pixel interaction, 
in order to develop a contextual segmentation algorithm.

Markov random field models are used to represent the pattern of gray values. Let Y be the 
set of gray value configurations over the image lattice ,s'. A pure texture is assumed to be the 
sample from a Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) on 5', with conditional densities

where <.?,(> represents the neighbourhood of *.
Formally we assume that there are R textures in the image, each one modelled as a second 

order, homogeneous GMRF. The associated set of parameters for each texture type is ^' r ', <r' r ' 
and -; ,(l) . i = 1.... .4, where -)'' are the parameters assigned to each clique type of size two in 
the second order neighbourhood system.

The label random field is a discrete random field, taking values from {l,'2,...,R} . For 
each site .-., xf = r denotes the fact that pixel * belongs to texture type r. We assume a first 
order Markov random field for the labels with the following local characteristics

The label model represents a region forming process and reflects the notion of spatially coherent 
label regions.

We now combine both models in order to obtain an appropriate formulation of the problem. 
We call this combined model the double Markov random field (Zhanget. al., 1994). The objec 
tive function VHy^. x_L \ 9) is assumed to be a Markov random field, with conditional probability 
functions

lift*-/•'")}' + * E
where

is the (i/? + 1 dimensional image model parameter vector, and < .-..i >\ and < s,t > 2 denote 
neighbouring pixels with respect to the first and second order neighbourhood systems respec 
tively. The effect of the observed data is analogous to applying an inhomogeneous external field. 
When :i = 0, the labels are independent, multinomial distributed with proportions determined
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by the local texture pattern. As the parameter 3 > 0 increases, stonger interactions promote the 
label bonding.

The joint distribution P(ij_0 .±_L \ 0) is therefore an MRF with energy

log(2;r<7< r >

where ;/(,t L ) counts the number of neighbouring pairs whose labels agree.
Independent and uniform priors are chosen for the model parameters, and the objective 

function is therefore given by

4 The Segmentation Algorithm

The computation of MAP estimates for a Gibbs fields amounts to the minimisation of its energy 
function. This can be done through an inhomogeneous Markov chain which approximates such 
a minimum. We use the Gibbs sampler and simulated annealing to generate that chain.

The segmentation algorithm consists of specifying an arbitrary initial configuration of all 
the unknowns in the model:

and an intial annealing temperature Tu . Then, in turn, the pixel labels, texture parameters and the 
label model parameter are repeatedly updated from their full conditional distributions, following 
an annealing temperature schedule denoted by Tt .

Image segmentation. Gibbs sampling with annealing is used to update the pixel labels. The 
full conditional probabilities for the labelling at pixel .s are given by

exp —

x exp ,
Sampling of texture parameters. For each texture type, the parameters are updated using the 

pseudo-likelihood approximation to the likelihood function for each texture model. For 
example, the conditional density functions for /i ( ''> is given by

The other parameters <r ( ''" and ~ are sampled in an analogous way.
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Sampling of the label field parameter. Using the usual pseudo-likelihood approximation and
choosing a prior distribution on a suitable interval [0. []0], the parameter i3 can be sampled 
from the density function

r i T -/ iexp(i-l-(r, 11)) 
\~«—— (i -I'——^

where «,..„ is the number of pixels labeled r under neighbourhood configuration r/, and 
\-'(i,rj) = counts the number of pairs whose label agree in a neighbourhood whose central 
pixel is labeled ?' and configuration //.

Since the density functions used in steps 2 and 3 are log-concave, the parameters are simu 
lated using adaptive rejection sampling (see Gilks and Wild, 1992).

4.1 Extending to an Unknown Number of Textures

The method that we have presented is unsupervised, in the sense that the texture parameters 
do not have to be specified a priori; they are inferred. However, as it stands, the approach still 
requires that the number of different textures R be specified. Clearly, one would like to extend 
the segmentation process to include an unknown number of different textures.

There are several possible approaches. Since the number of distinct textures is likely to be 
quite small, a product space approach, where one computes the MAP indpendently for several 
different numbers of textures and then chooses the most suitable one, is possible. The natural 
measure of suitability is the Bayes' factor. However, calculation of the Bayes' factor for MRF 
models is computationally expensive, because one needs to approximate the partition function. 
An alternative approach is reversible jump MCMC (Green, 1995). The problem here is to define 
suitable 'jumps' between different numbers of textures. This is work in progress that we hope 
to be able to report on at the conference.

5 Segmentation Experiments

The segmentation algorithm described in the previous section has been applied to mosaics of 
synthesised and Brodatz textures, as well as on grayscale satellite images.

Figure 1 shows the results of the segmentation of a two region image, generated using the 
GMRF model for the textures. We remark that the two textures in this figure have the same mean 
and variance; that is, the histograms of grey-levels of the two textures are indistinguishable. In 
Figure 2, a collage of different Brodatz textures is analysed.
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Figure 1: Analysis of an image composed of two GMRFs.

^^^^^^^^•>r

Figure 2: Analysis of an image composed of several Brodatz textures.
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Abstract
The problem we have addressed can be likened to that of detecting the position of a random 

dot leopard continually and incoherently changing its spots against a continually and also inco 
herently changing similar (but not stochastically identical) spotted background. We have devel 
oped an algorithm (PLiNC) which can locate near rigid targets consisting of spatially separated 
patches presented against a background of very similar texture. The patches and background 
are drawn from different distributions, and renewed at every time step. The measurements and 
associated 'uncertainties' are obtained using the Forstner corner and circular feature algorithm. 
Evidence for the targets are elaborated over time and propagated using two methods. One 
uses a Bayes Net and the spatial constraints encoded as priors of the admissible deformations 
of the spatial distribution of the regions to propagate evidence from the measurements. The 
other exploits the evolving probability density distribution of the hypothesised target position 
to 'bias' the data sampling strategy. The results of the PLiNC algorithm appear superior to 
the human ability to detect these sort of targets in noise textures. The mathematics elaborat 
ing some formal constraints on the performance of the algorithm is presented. The algorithm 
works by efficiently integrating weak measurement information over time, converging rapidly to 
a hypothesis and associated probability.

1 Introduction
There are many algorithms for texture region segmentation eg [Malik and Perona (1990)], 
and target and object recognition algorithms that utilise Bayesian reasoning strategies eg 
[Grenander et al. (1991), Ripley and Sutherland (1990)]. And an increasingly common 
strategy to solve texture region segmentation tasks is to search for discontinuities in a 
(possibly a multidimensional) measurement, or feature space and to augment decisions 
with probabilistic reasoning strategies, eg [Isard and Blake (1996)]. However, few studies 
have addressed the problem of detecting dynamic noise targets against a background of 
dynamic noise.

We motivate our research by a brief description of the physiological application for 
which the algorithm is designed. The target is a pattern of blobs or patches distributed
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around a central point. The position and shape of the pattern of blobs is known (but with 
some uncertainty), from the results of histo-chemical analysis (details of which are irrele 
vant here). The data set is an image sequence of the exposed visual cortex taken during an 
experimental regime involving stimulation of an animal's visual system. The histological 
data was obtained post termination of the experiment. The task is to determine post hoc 
whether the image data time series contains evidence of the target pattern revealed by 
the histochemistry. The problem statement specifies that the information is not carried 
by simple first order statistics, nor by any difference in the spatial structure (either ori 
entation or scale) that can be exploited. The physiological assumption is that there will 
be differences in neural activity levels in the patches and in the background tissue, and 
the imaging assumption is that neural activity levels dynamically change the reflectance 
properties of tissue and that differences in neural activity levels will be associated with a 
difference in the distribution of grey levels.

1.1 The measurement function

We assume that the measurement function is a stochastic process over time and position, 
and that the target and background are characterised by the differences in the distribution 
of the measurements. At every time step, the background and the target regions are 
regenerated by sampling from these two different distributions. Thus there is effectively 
minimal temporal correlation between successive or adjacent measurements. We also 
assume that the distributions are zero mean to preempt the use of simple averaging or 
integration to segment the targets from the background. The measurements at each time 
step can be displayed as an image. For the purposes of this study the differences in the 
distributions of the target and background were increased until the algorithm could easily 
locate the target but could not be detected by the authors (or any other members of 
the human species we think, nor can it be segmented if the data sequence is shown as a 
movie).

1.2 The target model

The target can be any configuration of roughly circular patches, though most experiments 
were conducted with a pattern of 4 circular patches arranged around a central patch to 
form a cross. The mean radius of the blobs is five pixels, the mean length of each arm 
of the 'cross' is 20 pixels and the background is a 90x90 pixel image. The target can 
deform between successive frames in a random manner changing both the size of the 
blobs and their positions with respect to the position of the central blob. Thus the target 
on successive time steps is drawn from a prior distribution. Figure 1 shows a target 
superimposed on a DC background and for comparison the identical target superimposed 
on a noise background. Now you see it; Now you don't.
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Target superimposed on background

Prior pdf f*j Probability updating —*| Factored sampling

Condensation algorithm

Figure 1: A typical target and the back- Figure 2: The PLiNC algorithm 
ground

2 The PLiNC Algorithm
The PLiNC (which stands for Patch, or Pattern, Localisation in Noise Contexts) algorithm 
consists of two parts, namely the image processing (measurement) and the probability 
updating (condensation), as shown in Figure 2.

2.1 The image processing
The first stage of the image processing is to smooth the data using 2D Gaussian smoothing 
with a sigma of 1 pixel. This in itself does little to reveal the target blobs but the smearing 
of the pixelation in the data facilitates the next stage of the operation namely the use 
of the Forstner blob detection algorithm (FED) [Haralick and Shapiro (1993)] which can 
be characterised as a Hough transform to estimate the intersection of the normals of 
local edge segments in a search region. If the search region contains a circular structure 
these would intersect at the position corresponding to the centre. The FED algorithm is 
briefly described latter. It produces an estimate of the position of the centre of a blob or 
circular arc and an associated estimate of confidence which can be exploited in a Bayesian 
reasoning architecture.

On its own the use of the FED algorithm does not reliably segment the targets from 
the background. Figure 3 shows a typical first pass of the output from the FED algorithm. 
The grey level represents the probability measure of a patch at that place, where black 
indicates a high probability. The image data is a single stochastic patch of 5 pixel radius 
superimposed on a, noise background at the centre. The 'search window' for the FED 
measured 15x15 pixels and was randomly applied at 50% of the image positions.

However it can be seen that the FED does provide sufficiently useful number of 'hits' 
to prime the Bayesian and Condensation algorithms that will be briefly described in the 
section below, as demonstrated later.
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Figure 3: The typical output of FBD 
searching for a single patch

Figure 4: A typical input data
Figure 5: The evolution of the estimates of 
the target position

2.2 The target position updating (the condensation algorithm)
The algorithm used is slight modification of the methods of [Isard and Blake (1996)]. The 
algorithm uses previous estimates of the evolving density distribution to selectively sample 
the data space. The strength of the algorithm is that it takes measurements in positions 
increasing biased by the probability distribution. The dangers are that the algorithm 
by continued 'positive evidence seeking' converges to narrow single belief (a regrettably 
common model of thought). This can be moderated by enforcing a. minimum level of 
unbiased data sampling (we used 20 ~ 50%), and by setting a floor for the belief measure. 
This pessimistic strategy keeps the weaker hypotheses alive at the expense of certainty! 

Figure 4 shows a typical input data with the target outlined. The target is A"(0.1.414 2 ) 
Gaussian noise, and the background is A'"(0,1) Gaussian noise plus [—!,+!] salt pepper 
noise. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the estimates of the target position over a series 
of 10 trials. The clusters of dots in the left column graphs of Figure 5 show positions
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where the 15 pixel square FBD window was applied. The right column graphs shows the 
probability measurements of a target at each pixel position, with black indicating strong 
supporting evidence. It can be seen that the target has effectively been localised and 
'tracked' since the 5th iteration.

3 Fostner Blob Detector 

3.1 FBD
The Fostner blob detector [Haralick and Shapiro (1993)] treats pixels within the window 
individually. It identifies each pixel with a line passing through it parallel to the intensity 
gradient. It assumes the blob centre, if exists, will minimise the sum of the squared 
distance from these lines, each distance weighted by the intensity gradient. The sum of 
the weighted squared distance fl = £(P — p,-) • Sj) 2 , where p is a general point, p; is a 
pixel and s, = (fy ,fx)T is the gradient f, rotated 90°. By setting |^ = 0, we can acquire 
the blob centre

p = (E w.r1 EKp^
where the weight matrix w, = s;sf . The residual is given by

The covariance of the blob measure

We can derive from the covariance matrix the confidence ellipse of the blob. For example, 
the confidence ellipse area at 99.9% is 9.21\/det(cot>)7r.

3.2 The FBD in stochastic fields
We define the inverse belief measure /? as

where cov is the covariance matrix. It should be noted a higher 0 value indicates less 
confidence in the blob detected. We also define the intensity gradient x-component fx as 
fz = (G(i,j) - G(i -l,j) + G(i,j - 1) + G(t - 1, j - l))/2, where G is the grey level value. 
The y-component fy is similarly defined. This definition places the intensity gradient into 
a half pixel position at (z — 0.5, j — 0.5).

We first consider the case of the background with absence of signals. We refer to the 
equivalent background variance as <r£, and the window size as m by n. It can be easily 
derived that

E(Wi) = <7k2 /,
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where 7 is the identity matrix and w; is the weight matrix for a pixel. When the window 
size is fairly big, it holds that

Therefore,
deth ———— ̂ . ——— ~f\ = - mnmn - 

Since

E(fl) = 

If we set the origin of the coordinate at the centre of the image, then £ p, = (0, 0)T . So

We now arrive at

where P* is a bi-variable 4-order polynomial function. The above result is interesting. 
Firstly, it states the blob confidence measure expectation does not rely on the noise level, 
as long as all pixels obey any same distribution. When m and n are reasonably large, e.g.
over 11, as in most circumstances,

1' 6

This means the confidence measure expectation is a constant when window is fairly big. 
In other words, the FED will identify a blob with a belief measure of about 1/6 even if 
no blob exist in the image. This is very useful, since it can be used to serve a criterion to 
reject false alarms.

We now consider the issue of detecting signal against background. We refer to the 
signal variance as cr2 = <r2 + <5<T 2 , and we denote qb,qi,s ,q, to numbers of pixels in the 
background, the background signal borders, and the signal areas. Obviously, qb+qbs + qs = 
mn. It should be noted that the signal noise ratio, or level, used in this article is defined 
by jj. We then have

E(wi) = ——————-——-————/. 
mn

Similarly to the inference in the background circumstance, It can be that

Pi + K £'" pTpi + sn £" pf Pi
(mn — 2)(mn + (q, + ^qba )sn )

where sn = <5<7 2 /CT 2 .
It can be proved that E(0) < £(/?') holds if sn > 0, where E(/3') is the confidence 

measure expectation for background noise. But when the signal variance is smaller than
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that of the background, i.e. sn < 0, a difference (either positive or negative) in the 
means of the grey level is a prerequisite to detect the target against the background. The 
difference required to compensate a negative f>a* is

Where P(x) = Z^pfpv- For example, a difference of 0.78 times the standard deviation 
of the background can compensate for a '0.1' difference 'deficit' in signal noise ratio for a 
patch of radius 5 pixels in a 20x20 background.

Since we use pb = exp(—fe/?) to generate the probability measurement for a blob, 
where k is a constant. If a difference in probability Spb is sufficient to prime the Bayesian 
probability propagation, i.e. pb — pb' > Spb, the criterion for signal-noise level (and the 
window size) is given by

E(F) - E(/3) > In Spb/k.

4 Discussion

4.1 How does it do it?

One key to the algorithm is the property of the FED algorithm to detect (albeit at low 
confidence) the differences in the statistics of the grey level partial derivatives (in x and 
y) at the blob-background boundary. We suggest that this difference, albeit slight, is 
exploited by the FBD algorithm.

A second important feature of the algorithm is that the 'rigidity/deformation' con 
straints incorporated in the Bayesian network are sufficiently powerful to eliminate most 
of the false alarms. This is further helped by the use of the Condensation algorithm which 
increasingly focuses the data sampling of the image into those areas which are most com 
patible with the current hypothesis. However, by themselves these 'Bayesian' aspects are 
insufficient. This is demonstrated in experiments when the algorithm is iterated over the 
same data (i.e. a single image). In this case the algorithm almost never converges to 
the correct target location unless the signal noise ratio is much increased. However when 
the data is provided as a time series and is thus essentially a sequence of uncorrelated 
repeated measurements, convergence is fast and effective.

4.2 Ergodicity issues

Subject to the constraint that the power in the target patches be greater that those of the 
background, the PLiNC algorithm is very robust over assumptions about the nature of 
the target and background measurement statistics. The algorithm does not depend on the 
signal and noise distributions being Gaussian and zero mean. Nor does it depend on the 
stationarity of the measurement distributions. The PLiNC algorithm requires only that on 
any particular trial that there be sufficient difference between the target and background
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distributions to influence the FED stage of processing towards the correct position. Either 
the variance of the target patches must be greater than that of the background, or there 
must be a difference in the mean of the grey levels. If these conditions are satisfied, since 
the 'memory of the algorithm' is entirely embodied in the evolving probabilities in the 
Bayesian net even if the target and background distributions were alternated between 
successive trials, the performance of the algorithm would be unaffected. Any method 
relying on counting statistics or averaging over trials would fail in such circumstances. 
The PLiNC is also insensitive to drifts of the distribution parameters, unless of course 
the target and background distributions merge to become identical.

5 Conclusion

The PLiNC algorithm was designed in the context of a physiological application to detect 
patterns of spatially distributed patches in a time series of brain imagery data. The 
algorithm has been evaluated using several simulated data sets. If there is no difference 
between the means of the target and background measurements then the PLiNC algorithm 
requires that variance of the distribution of grey levels in the target patch differs from 
that of the background AND importantly, the variance of the patches is greater than that 
of the background. The relation between the variance ratio and the areas of the search 
window and target patch has been described mathematically and validated in simulated 
data.
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Abstract

A new method for localising objects is proposed. This paper summarises the method and dis 
cusses its potential applications to contour tracker initialisation, for which it seems particularly 
well-suited.

1 The object localisation methodology

Our objective is to determine the location and configuration of an object (the target) 
in a static image. The target is described by its outline, which is modelled as a B- 
spline. The set of possible positions, orientations, and deformations of the target is 
called the configuration space and denoted W. In the examples given here, W is a 6- 
dimensional vector space corresponding to the 3D Euclidean transformations of a planar 
object with perspective effects neglected. It is assumed we have a prior density f(w) 
defined on W, which expresses our knowledge about which configurations are more likely 
than others. (There exist methods for learning such priors automatically from suitable 
training sequences, which is how the prior for the examples given later was obtained.)

To localise the target in a given static image, the basic idea is to sample from f(w), 
measure each configuration in the sample, and report some statistics related to these mea 
surements. Figure 1 illustrates how each sample is measured: normals (or measurement 
lines') are cast at predetermined points on the contour, and a simple 1-dimensional edge 
detector is applied to each.

In work to appear elsewhere, a detailed probabilistic model of this measurement pro 
cess is proposed. The main elements of the model are:

• It incorporates a distribution for the occurrence of features in the interior of the 
contour. This distribution is estimated from the template used to define the target.

• The most general possible assumption is made about the occurrence of exterior, or 
"clutter" features: we assume any number of clutter features is equally likely, and 
that their positions have a rectangular probability distribution on the measurement 
lines. (This can be achieved as a limit of normalisable distributions.)

• There is a fixed probability that the true target feature on any measurement line 
was "occluded" — either due to genuine occlusion or because there is insufficient 
contrast with the background at that point.
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Figure 1: The measurement process. The thick line is a mouse-shaped contour in 
some hypothesised configuration. The thin lines are measurement lines, along which u, 
one-dimensional edge detector is applied. Black dots show the output of the edge detector.

Let z denote all the measurements for one configuration. From the assumptions 
above, it is not hard to derive the conditional densities /(z|u; is true target position ) 
and /(z| measurements at w are due to clutter ). Now suppose we have a sample set 
{wi,. .. WN} with corresponding measurements {z!,... ZAT}- Decision theory (Duda and 
Hart, 1973) tells us that the optimal1 discriminant for determining which element of the 
sample set is most likely to be the true target position is given by the likelihood ratio

D(w) =
f(z\w is the true target position )

/(z measurements at w are due to clutter )'

a quantity we call the contour discriminant. The intuitive description of D is that it tells 
us whether a configuration is more "target-like" or "clutter-like" — a value of 1 means 
the configuration is equally likely to be either.

The simplest possible way of applying this to object localisation is shown in figure 2.

2 Application to contour tracker initialisation

If we believe our model completely, then the best single estimate to pass to a. contour 
tracker such as a Kalman filter tracker (Blake et al, 1995) is the configuration maximising 
D(w)f(w). This configuration will beat any other in a head-to-head hypothesis test as 
to which is more likely to be the target. This approach works (by definition!) whenever 
the true target configuration is the maximum of D(w)f(w), which is the case for many 
but not all test images tried. A more robust method would need to apply a verification 
procedure to a representative of each cluster of high-scoring samples.

: It is optimal in the sense that it minimises the Bayes risk for a zero-one loss function.
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Ranking

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Description

middle target
right target
left target*
right target
left target
right target
spurious
spurious
spurious
spurious

D(w)
408.1

58.6
34.1
25.1
14.9
8.4
6.3
4.5
2.4
1.9

*partial hit

Figure 2: Object localisation using contour discriminants. 1000 samples were 
drawn from f(w). A simple least-squares routine is applied to each, which approximately 
locates a local maximum of the contour discriminant D(w). The value of D is calculated 
for each sample; the samples with the ten highest values are shown here. The table shows 
the numerical values of the discriminant; as remarked in the text, a value greater than 
one means a configuration is more target-like than clutter-like. The entire analysis takes 
just under u, second on a desk-top graphics workstation (SGI 02, R6000 180MHz).

The object localisation method described above seems very well-suited to initialis 
ing the Condensation tracker of Isard and Blake (1996). The Condensation algorithm 
works by propagating (an approximation to) the entire probability distribution of the 
target's configuration over time. The distribution at the discrete time t — 1 is stored as a 
weighted sample-set {sjjj, 7r._j, k = 1,... K}. (The Trjjj are the weights, which sum to 1). 
The distribution for time t is estimated from this set by first re-sampling from it (using 
the weights as probabilities for the sampling), and then applying some learnt dynamics 
which include a stochastic element. Finally, the new weights are found by measuring the 
agreement of each element of the new set with the latest grabbed frame from the video 
sequence. The measurement is achieved by evaluating a conditional density as we do in 
the localisation method, but with a much simpler model. In fact, this was one of the 
sources of our idea for this paper.

Figure 3 illustrates the kind of distribution that could be passed to the Condensation 
tracker. Suppose a sample of size N is required for initialisation (in applications. A" varies 
between 50 and 10,000). The most direct way of providing this would be to obtain a 
sample of size N from /(to), and pass the the whole sample. The weight of sample wt 
would be IT. = /(z. to.)/ ]>^ f(z} \w,). There is no need to multiply the weights by the 
prior, as regions of W with high prior probabilities would be represented more often in 
the sample.

If A' is small, however, the sample will approximate the true posterior distribution 
very poorly, and even if A' is large this is a very inefficient way of obtaining the sample. 
A well-known way of improving this situation is importance sampling (Ripley, 1987). The
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Figure 3: Initialising the Condensation algorithm. The best 40 of 10,000 sam 
ples are shown. This set could be passed directly to the Condensation algorithm as an 
initialising set.

sample is instead drawn from an importance function q(w), and the weights are now given
by

S, f( zj wi)/i(w,)'
In the limit _Y —^ oc. this is valid for any q, but the whole point is that if q(w) approximates 
*i i w), we need a smaller value of .V to approximate the desired distribution. Obtaining 
this importance function will be the subject of future work.

Remark. It is impossible to survey the object localisation literature here, but two 
recent (and completely different) applications of random sampling to object localisation 
are Shao and Mayhew (1996), and Leung ct al. (1995). Other approaches which apply 
stochastic methods to this area include the MCM(' methods used by Chow et al. (1991) 
and Ripley and Sutherland (1990), among others.
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Abstract

An important area in image enhancement is that of restoring image sequences from film 
or video footage. Characteristic of such source material is replacement noise in the form of 
'blotches' with varying intensity levels and additive 'grain' noise. In the case of replace 
ment noise the problem is essentially one of missing data which must be detected and then 
reconstructed based upon surrounding spatio-temporal information 
[Kokaram et al., 1995a], [Kokaram et al., 1995b], while the additive noise can be treated 
as a noise reduction problem. In this paper new methods are presented based upon a fully 
Bayesian specification of the problem. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methodology 
is applied to the joint detection and removal of both replacement and additive noise compon 
ents. The work presented builds upon the Bayesian image interpolation methods developed 
in [Godsill and Kokaram, 1996], [Kokaram and Godsill, 1996], including now the ability to 
detect degraded regions in an image sequence as well as reconstruct the image intensity in 
formation within those regions.

1 Models and Priors 

1.1 Image Model
A spatio-temporal model is used for the undegraded image sequence in which a pixel in 
tensity is expressed as a causal weighted sum of surrounding pixels in the current frame and 
adjacent frames:

*« = S aix>-<i-d(s,g) + «•. (« € z) (!) 
q€S

where s = (i, j,n) is the location of the pixel (i.e. co-ordinate (i, j) in the frame n of the 
sequence) and x, is the continuous grey-scale intensity at that coordinate. Z is an integer 
lattice of pixels (i, j, n) which will typically index an N x M sub-block within a particular 
frame of the sequence. 5 defines a causal or unilateral [Chellappa, 1985] spatio-temporal 
neighbourhood of support for each pixel. The combined spatio-temporal support for all the 
pixels in Z is given by Z+ =UsSz U,es (s - q - d(s, q)) and the elements of support which 
lie outside Z are then defined as ZQ = Z+ — Z+ n Z. aq is a weighting factor for support 
element q and d(s, q) = (d,, dj,0) is a spatial offset, or motion vector, which corrects for
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motion of image objects between pixel s and the point q in its spatio-temporal support re 
gion. t s is a prediction error which is assumed to be white and Gaussian with variance a\. 
The restriction to a causal region of support, although less general than a full non-causal 
support [Chellappa, 1985], facilitates estimation of the parameters a, and appears general 
enough to model the textures found in most film image sequences.

1.2 Degradation Model

The observed degraded image sequence y, is assumed to be formed as 

ys = xs (l -i,) + cs is + v,

where t, is a binary indicator variable which switches the replacement noise process cs in 
or out of the observed image. vs represents the additive 'grain' noise component, which is 
assumed present at all sites on the lattice and is assumed i.i.d. Gaussian with zero mean and 
variance CT^.

1.3 Priors

The unknowns in the above image and degradation models are: the true image intensity 
xs , the image model weights aq , the motion vectors dq , the indicator variables i s , the noise 
variances (u| and <7^) and the replacement noise cs . These unknowns are treated jointly 
within a single MCMC scheme.

Spatio-temporal model. Simple conjugate priors are assigned to the model weights a, 
(multivariate Gaussian) and to the prediction error variance d\ (inverted Gamma). In the 
results presented these were chosen to be very diffuse relative to the data, in the absence of 
further information. The motion vectors d(s, q) are discrete-valued. We could assign a uni 
form prior to all motion vectors which lie within a grid of candidate offset values. However, 
the assumption of a single spatio-temporal model for the lattice Z with one motion vector 
term for each image frame is equivalent to allowing only translational motion of a single 
solid object within Z. This restrictive assumption can be removed to give a spatially vary 
ing motion and model parameter field. We adopt such an approach in the results presented 
here: Z is segmented into smaller sub-blocks (say 10 x 10 pixels each) within which the 
parameters a, and d(s, q) are fixed, but between which the parameters can vary. This spa 
tial variation can be regularized using priors which favour parameter continuity from sub- 
block to sub-block. In the results presented, continuity was encouraged between adjacent 
motion vectors using a simple MRF nearest-neighbour model. The spatio-temporal weights 
aq were, however, assumed to be a priori independent spatially between sub-blocks.

Degradation model. The degradation model comprises a replacement noise process cs z s 
and an additive Gaussian component vs . As for the prediction error process the variance of 
vs can be assigned an inverted gamma prior.

The replacement process is a more interesting case. If we examine the degradations 
found in typical film image sequences (see figure 1) it can be seen that the replacement noise 
occurs in connected regions, or 'blotches' as we denote them. Blotches usually correspond
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to areas of missing image data in a particular frame. There will thus be no temporal relation 
ship between blotches and the prior for the blotch indicators i s should express spatial con 
nectedness only. An appropriate choice is an Ising model, which reflects 1st order Markov 
dependence between adjacent indicators.

Another critical component is the replacement amplitude process, cs . There are sev 
eral possibilities here. We could model the replacement noise cs as an iid noise process or 
as a constant d.c. level. The first does not reflect the observed spatial correlation of amp 
litudes within corrupted regions while the second is not flexible enough to model adequately 
all types of blotch. Hence we adopt a MRF model whose parameters are chosen to favour 
strongly spatial continuity of amplitude. A first order Gaussian MRF is used for the presen 
ted results since this allows most straightforward implementation.

2 MCMC Strategies
The sampling scheme used is based upon Gibbs Sampling [Geman and Geman, 1984], 
[Gelfand and Smith, 1990], for which full conditionals are required for all unknowns. The 
causal form of the chosen image model facilitates parameter estimation and allows several 
adaptations to a basic Gibbs Sampler which can speed up observed convergence rates.

Since the spatio-temporal model is at least unilateral, the prediction error ta forms an iid 
process with marginal distribution f(t,) and we can write the conditional likelihood for the 
pixels in Z as:

where x = (xs ; s € Z) is an ordered column vector of image pixels and XQ = (xs ; s e ZQ) 
is the vector of support pixels (any consistent ordering will do - for example ordered by 
frame number, column number and row number in the sequence). Note also that a denotes 
the spatio-temporal weights a, and d contains all the motion vectors for the lattice Z. 

/ (es ) is assumed Gaussian, so we may write:

/(x|x0 ,a,d,<r2 ) = -lexp -|Ax + A0x0 | 2 (2)

where matrices A and AO are constructed in such a way as to form the prediction error se 
quence corresponding to x, and l(Z) is the number of pixels in the lattice Z. XQ, the re 
gion of support pixels for Z, is assumed fixed and known in this framework. The values 
of these pixels can be estimated from the restored output of adjacent image lattices in the 
spatio-temporal neighbourhood of the current lattice Z. Such a scheme, although strictly 
sub-optimal, enforces continuity of restored output from adjacent sub-blocks in the image 
and reduces the computational burden of processing one or more complete image frames. 
The conditional likelihood expression (2) is used to approximate the exact likelihood for the 
model weights a,, since it retains a multivariate Gaussian form and hence facilitates condi 
tional sampling.

Incorporation of the assumed degradation model then leads to an expression for the joint
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conditional distribution for observed data y = (ys ; s € Z) and reconstructed data x:

/(y,x|xo,a,d,CT2 ,CT2 ,c,i) = ——^^ exp (-^|y - x.(l - i) - c.i| 2)

1

Here c = (cs ; s € Z) is the vector of replacement noise pixels, i = (i s ; s € Z) is the 
vector of binary noise indicator variables, 1 is the vector with unity elements throughout 
and a = (ag,, aq2 ,... ) is the vector of spatio-temporal weights.

This expression, combined with the prior framework outlined above, specifies the condi 
tional distributions for each unknown and hence allows the construction of a standard Gibbs 
Sampler. A typical scheme might sample in turn for the quantities xs (s 6 Z), a, is (s € Z), 
cs (s € Z), d, <72 and <r2 . However, convergence is very slow, owing to strong posterior 
interdependence between parameters. We note that the conditional distribution for x and for 
a is of multivariate Gaussian form. Hence either of these unknowns can easily be margin 
alized completely or partially from the posterior distributions, leading to a more efficient 
scheme. In particular the following adaptations to a basic scheme have been found to be 
helpful:

1. Sample jointly for noise indicators and image intensities (is ,x3 ) at each pixel site. 
This speeds up the convergence of the indicator variables (see [Godsill and Rayner, 1996], 
[Godsill, 1997] for discussion of a similar point in relation to time series models) and 
is achieved using composition sampling:

!(xs ,i s i_ s ,x_s) = /(zs |i,x_s ) / f(x,,i s \i_,,x- $ )dxs
JX 3

(conditional dependence on the remaining unknowns is omitted for simplicity of nota 
tion)
When a Gaussian random field prior is used for the degradation amplitude c, a similar 
formulation allows a joint draw from (x,,cs , i s ).

2. Sample jointly for the whole reconstructed image x or manageable sub-blocks thereof. 
This alleviates slow convergence problems due to conditional dependence between 
the xs 's (this has been demonstrated in [Godsill and Kokaram, 1996], 
[Kokaram and Godsill, 1996] although is not used for the results presented here).

3. Sample jointly for spatio-temporal model parameters and motion vectors (a,CT2 .d). 
This is performed using composition sampling as for (xs ,i s ) above:

/(a, <72 , d) = /(a| CT2 , d) / /(a, cr 2 , d)da / /(<r2 , d)<fo2 
Ja Ja\

In essence we are making the use of any simple reduced conditional distributions which 
exist in our model to achieve joint ('multimove') conditional sampling steps via compos 
ition sampling. Such blocking schemes are known to improve convergence properties in 
most cases [Liu et al., 1994]. Several of these adaptations could be incorporated into one 
sampling scheme by cycling between the different approaches in different iterations of the 
sampler. For the results presented here a fixed sampling scheme using only adaptations 1. 
and 3. above is implemented.
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2.1 Absence of grain noise

An important special case of our model occurs when grain noise vs is zero or negligible. 
Then a\ can be fixed to zero in the sampling algorithm. Some care must be taken with the 
sampling scheme, however, since the posterior distributions then become degenerate and 
the basic Gibbs sampler is reducible. The problem does not arise if (xs , cs , i s ) are sampled 
jointly as proposed above. This special case is adopted for the processed images in the next 
section, which do not exhibit a high degree of grain noise.

3 Examples and Results
The methods are applied to real degraded image sequences obtained from archived film ma 
terial. A sequence of three images can be seen in figure 1, with the largest blotches high 
lighted in the centre image. The proposed methods were applied to restoration ofa256x!28 
lattice in the central frame. An initial estimate for the detection field (i) was obtained from 
the SDI detector [Kokaram et al., 1995a], as shown in figure 2, while the remaining para 
meters were initialized randomly. For the MCMC processing the model parameters and 
motion vectors were constant in sub-blocks of size 9 x 9, as discussed above, and appropri 
ate MRF parameters for the corruption process were chosen beforehand. The central panel 
of figure 2 shows the detection field estimated from 200 iterations of the Gibbs Sampler by 
thresholding the sum of all sampled detection fields at a threshold level of 100, using a single 
pixel purely temporal support S. The restored image is shown to the right. In this the detec 
tion field was fixed to be that from the centre image and the restoration shows one sampled 
output using 12 pixels of spatio-temporal support.

The results we have to date indicate that performance of these methods is likely to sur 
pass the earlier film restoration techniques of, for example, [Kokaram et al., 1995a], 
[Kokaram et al., 1995b]. The detection accuracy is greater and the restored images are more 
convincing to the eye. A more complete experimental evaluation will determine whether the 
increased computational requirements of the new methods are a worthwhile investment for 
the improved performance they give.
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Abstract

Point distribution models (PDMs) are incorporated into Bayesian image analy 
sis, thus combining two approaches to the fitting of stochastic templates. Manually- 
segmented images are used to identify both a PDM and a likelihood function, leading 
to a posterior distribution from which inferences can be drawn. The methodology is 
explored and illustrated using 144 ultrasound images of sheep. A pseudo-likelihood 
is found to give better results than a likelihood based on the distribution of pixel 
values in the training images. Estimates of sheep fat and muscle depths are shown 
to be comparable in accuracy with manual interpretation of images. The pseudo- 
likelihood approach is also applied to a change-point problem.

1 Introduction

Templates are examples of objects to be located in images. The use of rigid templates 
is well established, but is usually inadequate in biological applications where natural 
variability ensures that shapes are not identical. Stochastic, or deformable, templates 
generalise rigid templates by allowing variation within prescribed probability distribu 
tions. Two methodologies for identifying and fitting stochastic templates have appeared 
in the machine vision and statistical literatures. The machine vision approach is based on 
point distribution models (PDMs), which are extracted from manually-interpreted train 
ing images, and used to specify active shape models which are fit to new images using 
edge matching criteria (Cootes et a/, 1995). The statistical approach is a form of Bayesian 
image analysis, where a prior model specifies the geometric shapes to be expected in an 
image. This is combined with the likelihood of an observed image conditional on the 
model, resulting in a posterior distribution from which inferences are drawn (Grenander 
and Miller, 1994; Phillips and Smith, 1994). The particular strength of the machine vision 
approach is the ease of template formation, whereas the statistical approach provides a 
powerful set of tools for fitting a template to data.

This paper reports an experiment to gain the benefits of both approaches. In §2, 
ultrasound images of sheep are introduced, which present a challenging problem for au 
tomatic segmentation. In §3, training data, in the form of manually-specified templates,
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(a)

Figure 1: Ultrasound image of the back of one sheep: (a) original image, (b) with 
manually-identified boundaries superimposed, (c) with poorly located boundaries based on 
simplistic likelihood function.

are used to identify a PDM for use as a prior distribution, and a likelihood fund ion of 
simple form. However, it is found that the mode of the posterior distribution does not 
always coincide with the original template. Therefore, in §1, a new method is proposed in 
which the training data arc further used to identify a pseudo-likelihood. Results for the 
training data, and for a validation data set, show tha.t sheep fat and muscle depths are 
estimated as accurately as for manual interpretation. In §5, the pseudo-likelihood method 
is explored further, by considering a simpler problem, that of change-point estimation. 
Finally, in §6, generalisations of the method are discussed.

2 Ultrasound images

Non-invasive imaging techniques such as ultrasound. X-ray computed tomography (CT) 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are ubiquitous in hospitals. They are also used 
increasingly in animal science and production to predict body composition. In particular, 
ultrasound has become widely used in animal breeding to assist in selection for leaner 
animals, because it uses cheaper and more-mobile imaging equipment than either X-ray 
CT or MRI. Unfortunately, ultrasound images are far more susceptible to noise and are 
therefore far harder to interpret, as can be seen in Figure 1. This is particularly true 
in this application, because we are using an old instrument which lacks a video output. 
The instrument operates by sending a pulse of sound waves of very high frequency into 
a, subject (a 'squeak", about 250 times the highest frequency audible to the human ear). 
When the sound wave meets a boundary between two tissues, partial reflection occurs. 
The greater the difference in acoustic impedance between the two tissues, the greater the 
reflection. For example, more energy is reflected from a muscle-bone interface than from a 
muscle-fat one. This faint echo is received bv the instrument and converted into electrical
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signals which are displayed on <t video monitor, with time delay interpreted as depth.
A Vetscan ultrasonic instrument was used to scan the backs (at the 13th thoracic 

vertebra) of each of 72 Suffolk ewe lambs on two consecutive weeks (Glasbey et al., 1996). 
A subset of the images, the pairs from 24 sheep, were interpreted manually, by using a 
mouse to control a screen cursor and identify 4 tissue boundaries. For example, Figure l(b) 
shows manually-identified boundaries for one image. The topmost piecewise-linear line 
locates the boundary between the skin (above) and the fat (below). The piecewise-linear 
line below this identifies the fat-muscle boundary. Finally, the two lowest lines, which are 
piecewise-quadratic, show the top and bottom of a rib and, on the left of each image, part 
of the backbone.

The aim of the image interpretation is to estimate the average fat depth and maximum 
muscle depth for each sheep, from which whole body composition can be estimated. Ob 
taining these measurements manually is a slow and tedious task, and the results will vary 
between scientists. It is desirable to fully automate the analysis. Some success has been 
achieved with low-level image processing algorithms (Glasbey et ai, 1996), but these are 
unlikely to generalise easily to other scanners, sheep breeds or scanning positions. Train- 
able models have been applied in the interpretation of human echocardiograms (Baldock, 
1992). Therefore, the segmentation problem looks well suited for stochastic templates, 
whereby high-level knowledge on anatomical structure can be incorporated into a seg 
mentation algorithm.

3 Bayesian inference using simplistic likelihood

The templates can be summarised by the 15 landmark points shown in Figure l(b). The 
top 10 points specify the top and bottom of the fat boundary, while the bottom 5 points 
specify the rib and backbone. In the latter case, quadratic interpolation has been used 
and the rib is constrained to a fixed width. 16 parameters are required to specify the 
15 landmarks, namely 15 row locations, together with the column location where the rib 
joins the backbone. The remaining 14 column locations are fixed, or defined relative to 
this single column location. Parameter values for the 48 training images were found to be 
consistent with multivariate normality. Therefore, we assume that the prior probability 
can be specified by P(ft] oc exp [—/?r/3/2], where ft denotes the vector of (however many) 
principal components we choose to use.

If the top-most black and light-grey bands in the images (the first 18 rows of each 
image, which show the transducer-skin boundary) are ignored, the template in Figure l(b) 
partition the images into 5 segments, corresponding to: (1) skin, (2) fat, (3) muscle, 
(4) bone and (5) internal organs. For simplicity, pixels in segment k are assumed to 
be independently, identically, normally distributed with mean fik, standard deviation <Jk- 
Therefore, the likelihood of the image, conditional on a template specified by ft, is given 
by

1 ) :
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where yi j is the pixel value in row z column j of the image and ft j denotes its segment 
label (an integer between 1 and 5). The independence assumption is clearly inappropriate, 
because correlations between adjacent pixels are evident in Figure 1, but has been used 
by others (Phillips and Smith, 1994), so we will start by using it here. Alternatively, we 
could have tried using the ASM methodology (Cootes et a/., 1995) to align edges, but 
the presence of multiple and very noisy edges in the images made us favour a statistical 
approach.

Parameters fi k and ak can be estimated from the 48 training images, as the sample 
means and standard deviations of pixel values j/-j for which /,'" = k, where u = I ... 48 
indexes the 48 images. This is equivalent to maximising l\ u P(j/"'|/3). These estimates 
are given in the first row of Table 1. All images were standardised to have the same mean 
intensity, and pixel values range from 0 to 255, with 0 corresponding to black and 255 
to white. As we would expect from inspection of the images, segment 2 (the fat layer) 
has the highest mean pixel value, and segments 2 and 4 (fat and bone) have the largest 
standard deviations.

Bayes' theorem gives the posterior probability for the template, conditional on an 
image, P(/)\y), proportional to the product of the prior probability and the likelihood. For 
simplicity, we chose not to place prior distributions on /i and a. The Bayesian framework 
also gives us the option to explore the full posterior distribution to assess the range of 
templates compatible with an image, but at present we have concentrated solely on the 
distribution mode.

We maximised P(/?|j/'"') for each of the 48 images in the training set, using the Nelder- 
Mead optimisation algorithm from 20 starting positions, each being the best of 100 ran 
domly chosen values from the prior distribution for /?. We also experimented with alter 
native optimisation methods, in particular the use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (Phillips 
and Smith, 1994), but found them to be less effective for finding the mode than for study 
ing the posterior distribution. The results we present are based on using 4 principal 
components only. Very similar results were obtained using more components, but would 
not extend so readily to the approach taken in §4 and so are not given here. Average fat 
depths obtained from the algorithm agreed well with those from the manual template, 
with a sample correlation coefficient of 93%, but maximum muscle depths agree less well, 
with a correlation of 24%. However, in some cases the manual template was not accurately 
recovered, as can be seen in Figure l(c), where the rib has been misplaced.

estimates 
modified values

p, /*2 ^3 /* 4 ("5
77 120 

-68 2
31 

-20
65
84

20 
19

CTj CT2 <T3 (74 (T5

57 
49

64 
67

26
45

63 
99

16
27

Table 1: Values of parameters in likelihood.
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4 Modified likelihood

The problem arises from the likelihood we have assumed, which dominates P(/3) in the 
expression for P(/3\y), but provides only a crude approximation to the distribution of 
y. We found that the templates were recovered more consistently if the likelihood was 
downweighted by using

P(ft\y)

A case can be argued for 7 <C 1, because adjacent pixels in an image are not independently 
distributed. By considering correlations, we identified 7 = 1/3000, but this modification 
was not sufficient to overcome the problem. We also tried replacing the Gaussian form 
of the likelihood with an empirical one based on the histograms of pixel values in the 
training images, but again without success. Therefore, we returned to the original form 
of the likelihood. We found that if this was modified in an ad hoc way by increasing <75 
so that bright features below the rib were less influential, then matters improved.

We then made this approach more systematic, by searching for values of /u,t, tTk and 7 
to optimise the recovery of the templates, by maximising the criterion

X

where u indexes the 48 training images,

*<»> = log P(/3w |yM ) - max [log P(0'\y^)} , X = ^ £ X™ ,

and S'"' is the set of integer values of /?' within 3 standard deviations of the mean template, 
but excluding those values near /3<"', i.e.

{P : $ = ±3, ±2, ±1,0 for i = 1...4; max |# - $u) | > 1},

which has 74 — 24 = 2385 elements. Alternatively, randomly-selected values of f)' could 
have been used. Ideally, we would like all the X '"' to be positive, because then P(/?'"'|j/' u') 
would be larger than P(/3'\y^) for any other value of J3'. The criterion we used is some 
what ad hoc, but is a differentiate measure of positivity of the X's which is invariant to 
multiplying factors in the probabilities.

The Nelder-Mead optimisation algorithm was used from multiple starting points. The 
maximum value found for the criterion was 1.01, which, if the X's are approximately 
normally distributed, implies that in 16% of cases X will be negative. For comparison, 
the criterion was only —0.26 for the original set of parameters. The new values are given 
in the second row of Table 1, and 7 = 1/1700. (Interestingly, this is relatively close to 
the value identified by taking account of correlations in pixel values.) These values can 
be seen to be quite different from the first set, and to make no physical sense because 
pixels do not take negative values. Therefore, the likelihood should be regarded as an 
empirically-derived cost function. We also experimented with other functional forms for
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the likelihood, but found none better, and so retained the original form because of its 
computational convenience.

The posterior probability based on the modified likelihood was again maximised for 
each of the 48 images in the training set, using the Nelder-Mead optimisation algorithm. 
The results are much improved, although they are less than perfect. Agreement between 
manual and automatic results is better than before: the correlation is 95% for average fat 
depths, and 52% for maximum muscle depths.

For these data we do not know the true depths. However, we get some indication of 
the accuracy of the methods by comparing results for weeks 1 and 2 for the same sheep. 
For fat depth, the manual results are more consistent, with a correlation between weeks 
of 97%, while the automatic method has a correlation of 91%. The situation is reversed 
for muscle depth. Here the automatic method, with a correlation between weeks of 72%, 
is far superior to the 24% for the manual method.

The algorithm was applied to a validation data set consisting of pairs of images from a 
further 48 sheep. As is to be expected, the fit is not quite so good as for the training data: 
the correlation between weeks 1 and 2 is 65% for fat depth and 58% for muscle depth. 
The results are encouraging, especially when the poor quality of the original images are 
borne in mind: estimates of sheep fat and muscle depths are comparable in accuracy with 
manual interpretation of images.

5 Change-point detection problem

To further understanding of the modified likelihood, a simplified problem was considered. 
Suppose that j/,-, for i = 0, . . . , c, are independent normal deviates with mean p\ , standard 
deviation <r\, and for i = c + 1, . . . , n, they are independent normal deviates with mean 
^2) standard deviation a-i. Given observations !/,- (i = 0, . . . ,rc), we wish to estimate the 
change-point c. If the prior distribution for c is uniform on 0, . . . , n, then the posterior 
distribution is

[ 1 c 1 " -clogo-j - ̂ Y.(yi ~ Vi)2 ~ (n-c)log<T2 -r~2 51 (Vi~ »i

The expectation of this distribution gives the estimator of c with minimum root-mean- 
square error (see, for example, O'Hagan, 1994). Therefore, if we have training data 
with known c, we can estimate ft and a from the sample statistics in order to obtain 
an efficient change-point estimator. However, if the distribution of y is non-Gaussian, 
it is conceivable that other values of the parameters could lead to a. better change-point 
estimator. To explore this, a small simulation experiment was performed.

We generated y;, for i = 0, . . . , c, from a uniform distribution on the interval ( — 1.73, 1.73), 
so that it has mean 0, standard deviation 1. Similarly, we generated y;, for t = c+1, . . . , 20, 
from a uniform distribution on the interval (—2.46,4.46), so that it has mean 1, standard
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A

1 
3

10
30
100

r.m.s.e.

2.23 
1.97
1.89
1.86
1.85
2.06

.Og^-log^ 3-3 I,-*,

3.29 
3.10
1.60
1.50
1.46
0.82

(3.30)
(7.70)
(0.35)
(0.17)
(0.09)

0.142 
0.256
0.047
0.046
0.046
0.250

(1.489) 
(1.399)
(0.138)
(0.064)
(0.039)

-1.789 
-1.658
-0.878
-0.819
-0.797
-0.375

(1.873) 
(3.972)
(0.225)
(0.106)
(0.057)

Table 2: Root-mean-square error of prediction of a change-point, and mean (standard 
deviation) of optimal parameter values averaged over 100 repetitions, using a likelihood 
empirically-derived from N sets of observations, and the population statistics.

deviation 2. For each of 1000 sets of observations, for each value of c (0,..., 20), we used 
the posterior expectation estimator for c, with \i = (0,1),<r = (1,2). The root-mean- 
square error of the estimator was 2.06, given in the last row of Table 2. We compared 
this with a modified likelihood approach. Given N sets of training data for each value 
of c, we found the values of \i and a which minimised the root-mean-square error of pre 
diction. We did this, as earlier, by using Nelder-Mead's optimisation algorithm from 5 
randomly chosen sets of starting values, and then selecting the best result. We assessed 
the performance of the change-point estimator on 1000 further sets of observations, as 
above. Table 2 summarises the results for a range of sizes of training data, based in each 
case on 100 repetitions of the whole precedure. The root-mean-square error of prediction 
decreases as the size of the training data set increases and, for all but the smallest sample 
size, the empirical estimator based on the modified likelihood is superior to the estimator 
where jj, and <j are set to population values. The Table also shows that parameter values 
in the modified likelihood are quite different from those based on the population statistics.

6 Discussion

We have demonstrated in two different applications how training data can be used in 
a Bayesian approach to identify not only the prior distribution but also the likelihood 
function such that the mode of the posterior, density coincides with the template. Thus, we 
have maximised the amount of information obtained from the training data. Alternative 
approaches would be to repeatedly return to each training image and modify the fitting 
strategy until all images are correctly segmented, or to attempt to model the distributions 
in the training data more systematically. This latter approach would be far easier to 
implement for the change-point problem than for the ultrasound images.

Further work is needed to explore alternative fitting strategies using Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo methods to estimate the posterior distribution. Experience is needed in 
applying the method to sheep of other breeds and to scans obtained at other anatomical
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locations, such as the lumbar region where the fat boundary has a different shape and 
ribs are absent. We will develop the methodology, and extend it to handle hierarchical 
structures (Phillips and Smith, 1994), to segment X-ray CT images of sheep.
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CLOSING ADDRESS

Bayesian methods for image analysis based on 
deformable templates

John T Kent 
Department of Statistics, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK

Abstract

The Bayesian paradigm provides a powerful unifying methodology for the identifica 
tion and description of objects in images. A prior distribution specifies how the shape (plus 
location, size and orientation) of an object varies by means of a deformable template, and 
the likelihood specifies how to generate an image given the specification of an object (or 
objects). The posterior distribution is then used to make inferences about the objects of in 
terest. This paper reviews some recent developments in each of these three areas —prior, 
likelihood and analysis of the posterior.

1 Introduction

The identification and description of objects in images is one of the major tasks of high level 
image analysis. In general, this is an area in which much of the progress has been made through 
clever heuristic suggestions for extracting useful information from images. However, in recent 
years a unifying framework based on the Bayesian paradigm has achieved wider acceptance. A 
prior model is specified for the location, size, orientation, and shape of objects in the image, and 
a likelihood specifies the distribution of either the image itself or of some subset of features in 
the image, given the prior information.

The purpose of this paper is to review several examples of this strategy emphasizing recent 
developments in Leeds. Two other papers in this proceedings have substantial review elements 
which complement the current paper, van Lieshout (1997) covers prior models, especially point 
processes for the number and spatial arrangement of objects, and deformable template models for 
shape variability. Titterington (1997) emphasizes low level priors in the form of Markov random 
fields together with likelihoods involving independent observations, thus giving rise to hidden 
Markov random fields. In addition, this paper builds on two previous review papers of Kent and 
Mardia (1994) and Mardia el al. (1995); see also Kent (1995,1997) and Mardia (1996,1997).

2 Types of object

In this section we give examples of objects based on landmarks in an image. The term "object" 
will be used to refer to both physical objects and to more abstract collections of landmarks. Ex-
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cept where stated the main focus is on objects in two dimensions.
(1) Objects with a small number of landmarks in 2 or 3 dimensions. The simplest geometric 
examples in two dimensions are triangles or other polygons with labelled vertices. Biological 
examples include the outline of hands (with landmarks at the tips of the fingers and in the valleys 
between), or certain bones on which identifiable landmarks can be located. An example based 
on fish is studied by de Souza et al. (1997).
(2) Objects with continuous outlines. In the hand example it is possible to add a large number 
of equally-spaced "pseudo-landmarks" between the identifiable landmarks, giving a discrete ap 
proximation to a continuous curve (Grenander et al. 1991; Mardia et al. 1991).
(3) Regular grids. In a time sequence of magnetic resonance (MR) images of a two-dimensional 
slice of the heart through one cycle of a heart beat, it is possible to "tag" the heart magnetically, 
giving a regular grid of dark horizontal and vertical lines at the start of the cycle. A set of land 
marks can be defined by the intersection points of this grid. As the cycle progresses, the heart 
contracts and the grid deforms.The objective is to identify the grid points from the images, and 
to follow the deformation through the cycle (Lee et al. 1997).
(4) Matching sets ofunlabelled landmarks. In electrophoresis, a "blob" of biological matter em 
bedded in a gel is subjected to electric forces, first in the x direction, then in the y direction, to 
separate different proteins by their physical properties. This process gives rise to an image with 
a collection of dots (= landmarks), each dot representing a different protein (or noise). The im 
mediate objective is to construct a deformation to match two such images, the deformation being 
needed to allow for differences in the gels and experimental conditions. The final objective is to 
identify which proteins are present or not in both images. This problem arises from joint work 
with Gary Walker, lan Dryden and Chris Glasbey (Walker 1997).

The examples in this section can be regarded as special cases of the general pattern theory 
of Grenander (1993). He emphasizes representations which can describe in a structured way 
deformations of objects into related objects.

3 Prior models

The objects in the previous section can be regarded as examples where an "ideal template" is 
altered to a "deformed template" which is actually observed in practice. In this section several 
strategies are given for modelling these deformations. In many cases it is convenient to separate 
out the location, size, orientation and shape of an object, and to model each one independently. 
Typically, the location will be given a uniform distribution over the image, and the size will be 
given a distribution based on the size of objects expected to be observed and capable of being 
resolved in practice. Orientation (for two-dimensinal objects) might be given a uniform distri 
bution on [0,2ir) or restricted to a narrow range of angles, depending on the orientation. 
(1) For a small set of landmarks, the most straightforward model for shape is given by a full 
multivariate normal distribution for the shape of the object. In practice this distribution is con 
structed either in Bookstein coordinates (Bookstein 1991), or Procrustes tangent coordinates to 
shape space (Kent 1994; Mardia et al. 1997). Training data are needed to estimate the parame 
ters.
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(2) With larger numbers of landmarks, a more restricted modelling approach is called for. One 
useful strategy is to use a singular multivariate normal distribution based on the dominant prin 
cipal components in Procrustes tangent coordinates for some training data (Kent 1994; Cootes 
et al. 1994). Another approach imposes smoothness on the deformed template with a Markov 
random field model on the outline (Grenander et al. 1991; Kent, Mardia and Walder 1996). A 
block circulan t covariance structure was adopted by Grenander and Miller (1994), where the 
ideal template was a circle with no identifiable features. Further details can be found in Kent 
et al. (1995). Alternatively, deformations of objects can be achieved through deformations of 
Euclidean space, using thin-plate splines (Bookstein 1991), or partial differential equations from 
fluid mechanics (Christiensen et al. 1997).
(3) The tagged heart data can be described in terms of landmarks at the intersections of ini 
tially horizontal and vertical grid lines, or alternatively, as the centers of the quadrilaterals (called 
"quads", say) formed by the grid lines. At each time point t during the heart cycle, a Gaussian 
Markov random field prior can be imposed on the quads to ensure (a) quad locations at time t 
are close to their positions at time t — 1 (assumed known for this purpose), and (b) deviations 
in the positions of quads from their expected positions are similar for neighboring quads in the 
grid.
(4) For the electrophoresis problem, the parameters specify the deformation and identify the la 
belling between the two sets of dots in the two images. It is convenient to construct the deforma 
tion out of spline-like functions and to ensure its smoothness through derivative-based penalties. 
When thin-plate splines are used to construct the deformation, the penalty involves a "bending 
energy" matrix (Bookstein 1991; Mardia et al. 1996), giving rise to a an improper Gaussian dis 
tribution for the parameters of the deformation. In this application it is more appropriate to build 
a deformation out of a tensor product of one-dimensional splines due to the preferred roles of the 
x and y axes.

4 Likelihoods

Suppose the deformable template defines the outline of an object in a two-dimensional image. A 
simple statistical model for the pixel intensities z\, say, is for the z\ to be independently normally 
distributed with constant variance a2 and with mean ^ for pixels inside the object, and mean /i2 
for pixels outside the object. Here / = (llt 12 ) labels the pixels in the image. A variation on this 
model is to suppose the image of the object is subject to blurring before measurement errors are 
added.

However, many types of image are not amenable to such straightforward statistical mod 
elling. Variation in lighting effects, clutter in the image, and an incomplete modelling of the 
objects of interest may make it difficult to devise a straightforward likelihood. In these cases it 
is often fruitful to pre-process the image first to yield a set of features, and then to model these 
features. In this section we describe how these considerations can be applied to the examples 
mentioned above.

One of the earliest examples was the HANDS example of Grenander et al. (1991). They 
used a simple model of different means inside and outside the object, plus white noise.
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However, in other examples there is not much difference in intensity between the inside and 
outside of objects; instead it is the edges which stand out. Thus efforts are needed to model the 
edges. Cootes et al. (1994) estimate from training data a mean profile along a normal line seg 
ment to the edge at each landmark and try to match this mean profile to the profile in the image 
arising from the current position of the deformable template, using a sum of squares matching 
criterion. It should be noted that along each normal line segment, the average value is subtracted 
off before matching so that differences in local intensity in the image do not affect the matching. 
This approach give rise to a "partial likelihood" because the only aspects of the image which 
enter the likelihood lie along selected normals to the current position of the deformed template. 
Further the likelihood is rather unusual in that the portion of the image data entering the likeli 
hood changes as the parameters of the deformable template change.

This likelihood has the property that it is higher in value when each edge of the deformed 
template sits over an edge in the image. However, the peak in the likelihood can be very narrow 
in some applications, and if the deformable template is a moderate distance from the correct 
position, there is not much "force'' pulling the deformable template to the correct position.

For this reason de Souza et al. (1997) created an alternative likelihood whose value dimin 
ishes with the distance of an edge in the deformable template to the nearest strong edge in the 
image. Their approach starts by pre-processing the image with an edge filter to produce a bi- 
variate image giving the smoothed gradient in the x and y directions. Along a line segment of 
specified length normal to the edge at a landmark on the deformable template, the component of 
the gradient image along the normal can calculated and its absolute values can be scaled to sum 
to 1 , thus giving a probability distribution. A "partial likelihood" is generated by first choosing a 
pixel along the normal segment from this distribution, and then by regarding its signed distance 
from the deformable template edge as having a Gaussian distribution with mean 0. The effect 
of this likelihood is to "pull" the deformable template towards the "nearest strong edge" in the 
image.

Next consider more abstract objects such as the tagged heart data and the electrophoresis 
data. Both of these applications can be described in the following framework. Consider two 
images on which sets of features {z;}" c R 2 and{j/,}™ c R 2 have been identified, respectively. 
Note that m is not necessarily the same as n and that it is not known how the labels ; should be 
matched to the labels i. The objective is to deform the first image by a mapping $, say, so that 
the points $(ii) = x(, say, match as closely as possible to the {yj}. The smoothness of * is 
determined by the prior. Given $, the {y,} are modelled as independent observations from the 
mixture of isotropic Gaussian distributions,

to generate the likelihood. The mixing proportions TTJ, £) T, = 1, are typically parameters to 
be estimated. It may also be useful to add an additional (ra + 1 ) category (i = 0, say) to cater 
for values of yj which do not correspond to any n.

In this mixture model there is a natural unobserved variable I, , say, for each y, , which iden 
tifies the appropriate component i of the mixture distribution. The EM algorithm can be used to 
help maximize the posterior density and yields posterior estimates ir,, = P(I, = i|data),
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£\ iy; = 1. The mode of this distribution for each j is usually clearcut and gives the estimated 
component i for the feature j; . In principle the same i could appear as the same mode for several 
choices of j, but in practice this will not happen for well-spaced data. Values oft not chosen as 
a mode for any j correspond to features in the first image not present in the second. Conversely, 
the modal choice i = 0 arises for those values of j which correspond to features in the second 
image not present in the first.

The tagged heart example is processed sequentially. Suppose that at time t — 1 we have 
estimates of the quad locations {zt }. The image at time t is pre-processed to produce a large 
set of "potential quad" locations {y,} (m = 2n in practice), and a perturbation of the {zj to 
{x[} is sought. There is another complication for the heart data. The grid lines disappear more 
quickly in fluid (blood) than in the heart wall. Thus it is useful to allow quads to "die" over the 
course of the heart cycle when they can no longer be identified with any potential quads.

For the electrophoresis problem, first pre-process each image, looking e.g. for local maxima, 
to produce a set of dot-like features. Let {xj denote the features in the first image and {j/,} the 
features in the second. For the purposes of fitting a deformation, it is convenient to regard the 
{z;} as fixed, and to regard the {j/.,} as random coming from the mixture density.

Moss and Hancock (1996) give a similar example matching a a radar image to a digital map 
using features based on small line elements in the two images.

5 Summarizing the posterior distribution

Under most of the above models it is straightforward to write down the posterior density in terms 
of the prior specification and the likelihood. For many of the applications the posterior density 
will be very bumpy making deterministic optimization of the posterior density difficult. The 
reason for the bumpiness is the interaction in the likelihood factor between a typically smooth 
deformable template and a typically noisy discrete image. Thus, stochastic optimization meth 
ods such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) have become popular and successful in recent 
years.

An exception to the "bumpiness" problem is the mixture density in Section 4 where the EM 
algorithm can be used to help find a (local) maximum of the posterior density. Further, its use is 
often more successful than is generally the case in mixture problems because here one is estimat 
ing only a small set of deformation parameters rather than a whole set of means and variances.

Summarizing a distribution is relatively straightforward when the number of parameters is 
fixed and the distribution is reasonably unimodal. However, complications arise when the num 
ber of parameters is not fixed. For example, in the heart deformation problem, a single estimate 
for each quad status and location is needed at time t. That is, for each quad a decision needs to 
be made on whether it will be alive or dead, and the live quads need to be matched to distinct 
potential quads. Further, the heart problem is complicated by strong interactions between the 
labelling of nearby quads - if one quad is assigned to a particular potential quad, the neighbors 
of the quad cannot be assigned to the same potential quad. Also, a whole section of the grid of 
quads may be shifted one column to the right, say, without affecting the fit within that section. 
A heuristic method of summarizing the MCMC simulations is given in Lee et al. (1997).
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6 Discussion

This paper has emphasized three aspects of Bayesian analysis: the prior, the likelihood, and the 
summarization of the posterior. There is scope for further development in each of these areas.

The range of prior models for shape variability is the most well-developed aspect of the three, 
but even here there is still a need for more developments in certain areas, e.g. methods for the 
regularization of high-dimensional shape variability, methods for longitudinal shape change and 
growth, and methods for the description of shape features involving curvature. For example, 
ridge curves have become popular features on surfaces in three dimensions such as faces (Kent, 
Mardia and West 1996). However, ridge curves can change in unpredictable ways when the un 
derlying template is deformed. It does not seem easy to prescribe how a set of ridge curve should 
be deformed, and then to specify a surface which has the desired new ridge curves.

For the likelihood two questions are raised in this paper. The first is whether to model an orig 
inal image or whether to pre-process the image first, e.g. by an edge filter or a local-maximum- 
finding filter. The examples of this paper suggest such pre-processing is worthwhile. The second 
question is whether it is better to attempt to model the whole image given the prior information, 
or whether it suffices just to estimate some local aspects of the image near the deformed template 
(e.g. as in the "partial likelihood" for the fish example).

Last there is the question of how to summarize the posterior density. Three popular estimates 
are the posterior mode (MAP estimator), the marginal posterior modes (MPM estimator), and the 
posterior mean. However, the last two methods do not pay any direct attention to the interactions 
between the parameters, and the MAP estimator is difficult to calculate given a limited number 
of MCMC simulations. Rue and Hum (1997) have suggested a promising new approach using 
a loss function based on Baddeley's delta metric for comparing two images. More ideas of this 
sort are needed to take spatial context into account when comparing images. Another difficult 
question is how to summarize posterior distributions when the number of parameters is not fixed 
(e.g. the live and dead quads in the heart example). Green (1995) has some suggestions for sum 
marizing features of the deformed objects, but more work is needed.
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Seeing beneath the surface: Imaging in archaeological geophysics
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One side effect of human occupation is a tendency to increase the concentration of magnetic 
oxides of iron in the top soil. When ancient pits and ditches have been filled with such topsoil 
through natural processes of deposition they have a slightly increased magnetisation and can be 
detected through small anomalies in the overall magnetic field above them. This phenomenon 
is the basis of an important techniques of geophysical survey on archaeological sites.

Prior to conducting a magnetic survey the archaeological site is partitioned into square grids 
aligned with the survey axes in the directions of magnetic north and east, and magnetic readings 
recorded at regular intervals across each grid. The subsurface directly beneath the data grid is 
interpreted as a single layer of rectangular prisms whose magnetic susceptibilities are to be esti 
mated. The anomaly observed at a point is not simply the response to the prism buried directly 
below that point but is the sum of the responses to all subsurface prisms. Thus the expected read 
ing is the convolution of the prisms' susceptibilities with a spread function. Unlike most imaging 
applications the point spread is asymetric and takes positive and negative values.

The prior beliefs about the subsurface of an archaeological site are that neighbouring prisms 
within a feature have similar susceptibilities and sharp changes exist only at the edge of a fea 
ture. Previous experiments (Allum et al, 1996; Allum, 1997) revealed that to discourage the 
oversmoothing of a large change in susceptibility a single large intensity step should be more 
likely than the equivalent series of small steps, leading to an implicit-discontinuity prior. The 
essential feature of the implicit-discontinuity prior it that the potential function is concave for 
small pixel differences in contrast to the convex potentials proposed by other authors (Besag, 
1989; Geman andMcClure, 1987; Green, 1990b).

The data analysed were collected in 1994 from 'The Park', a mid iron-age farmstead at Gui- 
ting Power in Gloucestershire. The dataset is of particular interest since it was sampled at 0.5m 
intervals rather than at the more usual surveying distance of 1m and an area was also excavated 
in 1994 enabling a qualitative assessment of the estimate.

The maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates of the susceptibilities are found through the use 
of the EM/OSL algorithm (Green, 1990a,b) and estimates of prior parameters using pseudo- 
likelihood methods (Besag, 1974). Previous experiments on simulated data (Allum, 1997; Al 
lum et al, 1995) concluded that the best reconstructions are obtained when the spacing of the grid 
is half that of the data interval. The overall location of the feature is estimated fairly well, how 
ever the biggest errors occur at the join between adjacent grids. This error is not surprising since 
at the edge of a grid the gradiometer detects the anomalies due not only to features in the sub-
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surface directly below the grid but also features lying outside it. To allow for the effect of these 
surrounding features the reconstruction grid is extended in all directions beyond the edges of the 
data grid. Reconstruction on a grid extended by two extra prisms shows a vast improvement par 
ticularly in the smoothness of features across grid boundaries. The overall shape and location 
of the estimated feature correspond very well to those of the true feature. Further estimates on 
grids extended by three and four prisms show little or no further improvement.

100102030

Observed anomolies on multiple 20x20 
grids collected at 0.5m intervals.

Reconstruction on multiple 0.25m grids 
with a two pixel fringe.
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1 Introduction

In many applications in machine vision it is advantageous to combine information from different modal 
ities or views. This assimilation of information is termed "data fusion". One interpretation of fusion, 
is combining the information by eye, for example, a clinician may compare scan images obtained from 
different scanning techniques. However, data fusion is more often thought of as combining complemen 
tary information from differing views or different modalities of the same scene. We concentrate on the 
latter case, and focus on medical applications. The following section gives a brief outline of the fusion 
algorithm and then a medical example of the fusion of x-ray fluoroscopic images is given in section 3.

2 Algorithm

Hum et al. (1996) proposed a method effusing images assuming that there is no registration problem. 
The algorithm is developed within a hierarchical Bayesian framework and the pixellated scene is modelled 
using a Markov Random Field (MRF). There are three stages to the hierarchy. At the highest level it is 
assumed that there exists an super-population image, Z, which is a fused classification image, and can 
be described as the "truth underlying the data". The prior knowledge that the ground truth is a classified 
image can be modelled by the Ising model, with a smoothing parameter, /3 say,

_ ( 1 if Zi ± Z3 
(^ 0 otherwise

The second level of the hierarchy contains ideal images, Xi, which are essentially the super-population 
image observed under M different modalities. Finally, the lowest level represents the data images, Y;, 
which are ideal images that have been degraded in some way due to the process by which the data are 
recorded. A Gaussian form is used to model the relationship in these lower two levels of the hierarchy. 
The full posterior density is,

f M i MI
P(Z, {Xi} | {Yi}) K exp | - £ -^ |Y, - Hi o Xi 2 - ]T -ij \Xt - R

where i = 1,..., M, < i,j > sums over the 8 neighbours of pixel i and a? and 7 2 represent the signal 
noise variance in the data and error variance of the super population image respectively. The function S is 
a uniform blurring kernel applied to pixels in the ideal images and K is a mapping operator which enables 
the comparison of pixels in the ideal images with groups on pixels in the fused image. The solution can 
be found through Iterative Conditional Modes (ICM), Besag (1986). Full details of the procedure and its 
background can be found in Hum et al. (1996), Mardia et al. (1996) and references therein.
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3 Examples

In this section we present the results of our approach in two examples. The first is a synthetic example 
which fuses three images, generated to mimic data obtained using different scanning techniques; valida 
tion of the model is addressed here. The second example fuses images of the same modality but with 
different settings.

3.1 Synthetic Example

Three data images were generated from a 256 x 256 true scene shown in Figure 1 (a) chosen to mimic 
data which had been obtained from different acquisition techniques. The three images are described as 
follows:

Modality 1 was generated using class means juj = (35,50,50,15) on a 64 x 64 scene, and noise 
variance a\ = 1 and can be seen in Figure l(b). It is intended to be a high resolution image with no 
blurring and low noise. Note that only three of the four classes are visible.

Modality 2 has distinct means ^2 = (30,50,10,15), with noise variance a\ = 5 and 3x3 uniform 
blurring. It is a 32 x 32 image and can be seen in Figure l(c). The image is a blurred version of the 
original image with more noise than modality 1. Although the image is degraded, it is able to identify all 
four populations.

Modality 3, Figure 1 (d), is a 64 x 64 high resolution image constructed using class means /t3 = 
(10,50,30,30) with no blurring, but a high noise variance a\ = 5. In a similar way to modality 1, it is 
only able to identify 3 classes.

The output obtained after using the coupled model to fuse the three data images can be seen in Fig 
ures 1 (b)-(d). Figure 1 (f)-(h) show the reconstructions of the data images shown in Figure 1 (b)-(d) 
respectively. Note that the intermediate images are reconstructions which are sharper and 'cleaner' than 
the original input data. The final fused classification can be seen in Figure l(e). This image contains all 
4 classes and seems to be an accurate representation of the true scene. Table 1 gives the estimates of the 
class means and the misclassification rate for Z.

Table 1: Parameter estimates,pixel error rate and blurring parameter settings.

Modality
Blur {H,}
Estimated /^(l) 
Estimated /ii(2) 
Estimated ^(3) 
Estimated ft(4)
Estimated 0
Error Rate

i = 1
1 x 1

35 
50 
50 
15

i = 2
3x3

31 
50 
10 
17

i = 3
1x1

10 
50 
30 
30

2.30
1%

3.2 Medical Example

Figures 2 (a)-(c) show three, 240 x 320, x-ray fluoroscopy images of a human cadaver femur. For full 
details about the acquisition of these images see Gueziec (1996). Although the images are of the same 
modality there are obvious contrasts between them, since the images were taken using different photon 
beam strengths. For example, Figure 2 (a) provides a more definite boundary of the bone, in particular 
on the curved portion in the lower right hand region of the image, whereas Figure 2 (c) shows the varying
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(h)

Figure 1: Synthetic images and reconstructions of the synthetic images from Figure l(b)-(d) using 
the coupled model: (a) True classes (512 x512 pixels); (b) Simulated data for the first "modality" (64 x 64 
pixels) with means formed by appropriate averaging of (a); (c) Simulated data for the second "modality" 
(32 x 32 pixels) with means formed by appropriate averaging of (a); (d) Simulated data for the third 
"modality" (64 x 64 pixels) with means formed by appropriate averaging of (a); (e) Estimated classes Z 
(256 x 256 pixels); (f) Reconstruction for the first "modality" using a 1 x 1 blur function; (g) Reconstruc 
tion for the second "modality" using a 3 x 3 blur function; (h) Reconstruction for the third "modality" 
using a 1 x 1 blur function.

densities of the bone more clearly; these are the features which, it is hoped, would be present in the fused 
image. It is assumed that there are 7 regions to be accounted for; background outside fluoroscope tube, 
background within fluoroscope tube, pins/screws, three areas of different densities represented by dark, 
medium, light grey levels in the image (most clearly seen in Figure 2 (c)) and the boundary of the bone 
(as described above).

(e) (0 (g) (h)

Figure 2: Observed and Estimated X-ray fluoroscopy images: (a)-(c) Observed 240 x 320 X-ray im 
ages of a human femur; (d) Reconstruction for first modality, 240 x 320; (e) Reconstruction for second 
modality, 240 x 320; (f) Reconstruction for third modality, 240 x 320; (g) Final classification, 240 x 320; 
(h) Comparison of bone profile obtained from two different techniques.
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It is important to note that, in this case, there is no registration problem since each image was taken 

in the exact same position of the x-ray fluoroscope and patient. Figures 2 (d)-(f) show the intermediate 
images while the final fused classification is given in Figure 2 (g). Note that the reconstructions are very 
similar to the given images however, they appear more detailed since information has propagated through 
the classification image. It can also be seen that the final result provides the densities of various differ 
ent regions of the bone as well as identifying the pins and and a region of surgical cement located in the 
upper left hand side of Figure 2 (g). The boundary class, not evident in Figures 2 (b) and (c) can be seen 
in the fused image. Gueziec et al. (1996) are studying the feasibility of developing a robotic device to 
be used in total hip replacement surgery. A particular phase of this project is a method that carries out 
automatic segmentation and labelling of a femur. This method requires the boundary between the bone 
and surrounding tissue to be found and active contour methods, as described in (1987), are used to find 
the bone profile. It is possible to obtain a profile from the fused image given in Figure 2 (g) by tracing 
around the boundary, or iso-contour, of the brightest region. A comparison can therefore be made be 
tween the two methods. Figure 2 (h) illustrates the bone profile obtained with active contours (dashed 
line), together with the bone profile as an iso-contour of the fused image (solid black line). The clos 
est point correspondences between each vertex of the active contour and the iso-contour were measured. 
This distance varies between 0.00112 and 4.57 pixels. It has been found that a millimetre measured on 
the bone is is approximately between 1.8 and 2.4 pixels. It this case, 90% of the distances to the profile 
determined with active contours is less that 1mm. For the remaining points this distance can go up to 
2.5mm. In light of this experiment, this method could be an alternative to semi-automatic segmentation 
using active contours. However the boundary obtained from the fused image appears to be noisy. Future 
work in this direction could involve applying image processing operations to the fused image , such as 
smoothing, before contour extraction.
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1 Introduction

A fingerprint image can be considered as an oriented texture pattern. The fingerprint 
ridges flow in a locally constant direction. Computing this direction at each point of the 
image defines the orientation field for the image. The spatial structure of a fingerprint 
image can be summarised using the semi-variogram, a basic tool of geostatistics, see for 
example Cressie (1991, p.58). The derived orientation field is smoothed using directional 
data analysis and enhanced using a Bayesian framework with a, suitable prior for the 
orientation field, applying the ICM procedure of Besag (1986).

2 Orientation field obtained from semi-variogram

Suppose that a fingerprint image is made up of an array x = {z;j : i = 1, • • • , m and j = 
1, • • • ,n}, where Xij is the grey level of pixel (i, j), and i and j are row and column labels 
respectively. For each pixel (i,j) we calculate the sample semi-variogram along each of 
16 equispaced directions. At lag h and direction d this is given by,

where yt, denotes the pixel grey level at a distance k from (i,j) along direction d, r ~ 30 
represents a local neighbourhood about pixel (i,j), and typically ft < 40.

As the direction d approaches the direction orthogonal to the ridge direction the semi- 
variogram function becomes more cyclical and the average distance between neighbouring 
local minima becomes smaller. The algorithm for obtaining both the local direction of 
the orientation field and the distances between ridges has four steps: (1) find the local 
minima of the sample semi-variograms in each direction d, (2) calculate the mean distance 
between pairs of neighbouring local minima for each direction d, (3) if some direction d' has 
a unique minimum mean then this direction is perpendicular to the local ridge orientation;
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(4) if several directions have the same mean value then assess the cyclical behaviour of 
the semi-variogram function to determine the required direction d! '.

To smooth the orientation field we write the angle Oj3 , corresponding to the direction 
d', as the directed vector m = (cos2o^, sin 20^3). The orientation field can then be 
smoothed by averaging the two components in 7^- separately.

3 Bayesian method for improving orientation field

To further enhance the orientation field we use a. Bayesian framework with a suitable 
prior for the orientation field. Denote an arbitrary orientation field by d = {d^j : i — 
1 , • • • , m and j = 1 , • • • , n} with d<j representing the orientation field direction at pixel 
(i,j). The conditional density /(x;j|d;j) is taken to be Gaussian with mean ji,3 and 
variance u^, which are estimated as functions of the grey level values within the 9x9 
window about pixel (i, j). The conditional likelihood of the observed fingerprint image x 
given d is

i=l 3=1

The prior distribution p(d) is, from the Isiug model,

1=1 3=1

where n(di} ) denotes the number of pixels in the surrounding 3x3 window having direction 
d^, and /3 is chosen to be a positive constant to encourage the directional similarity of 
neighbouring pixels. We use the posterior density p(d|x) to make inferences about the 
orientation field. Large fingerprint images impose considerable computational demands. 
To overcome this problem we use the ICM procedure of Besag (1986).

4 Conclusions

The semi-variogram is a powerful tool for giving both an estimate of the true orientation 
field of a fingerprint image and the distance between adjacent ridges. Further details can 
be found in Mardia et al. (1997). The poster will show new examples and applications.
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Segmenting X-Ray CT Images of Sheep
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Imaging techniques such as X-ray CT (computer tomography) and ultrasound imaging 
are widely used in medical studies. Such techniques are now being adopted in animal 
breeding experiments, to estimate tissue areas and volumes from images similar to that 
shown below (with some manually identified boundaries superimposed).

Figure 1: X-ray CT Cross-section through the thorax of a sheep

In CT. X-rays are projected through a subject from different directions and a computer 
reconstructs an image of the distribution of tissue types from the transmitted X-rays. As 
in the convention with X-ray plates the light areas denote regions that transmit less X- 
rays. In this instance the light areas represent the backbone and parts of the ribs that 
intersect the imaging plane, with the muscles and internal organs being of a slightly lighter 
appearance than the fat tissue.

The intention of this research is to provide fully-automatic algorithms to segment the 
images into different tissues. Information from the structure will be incorporated into a 
Bayesian model (Mardia, 1993): a hierarchical model of boundaries will be constructed 
starting with the cradle in which the sheep is lying, then the body and the carcass out 
lines (which are shown in Figure 1), followed by the vertebrae, organs and muscles in 
constrained positions.

The approach employed to fit these boundaries involves designing parameterised tem 
plate models to describe the shape of the objects known to be in the image. Stochastic, or
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deformable, templates generalise rigid templates by allowing variation within prescribed 
probability distributions.

The first stage in constructing the template for each boundary was to extract the 
boundary pixels. The body outline was extracted manually by using a mouse to select a 
subset of pixels which lay on the boundary. The objective was to use this subset of pixels 
to find a Fourier representation of the entire boundary. An approximate centre of the 
area enclosed by the boundary was treated as the origin and the previously selected row 
and column values were transformed accordingly. These values were converted to polar 
co-ordinates, therefore enabling the approximation of the radii by the sum of sine and 
cosine terms. Regression analysis was used to determine the most parsimonious model 
(from which the Fourier coefficients could be obtained) and also to examine the goodness 
of fit of the particular model chosen.

In order to assess the Fourier representation of the carcass outline, two different points 
were treated as the origin. Initially, the origin was chosen using the idea discussed above 
for the body outline. Secondly, the origin was chosen to be at the tip of the vertebrae in 
the image as this point seemed to resemble the cusp of a cardioid with polar representation 
r = a(l + sin9). However, on trying this method the regression analysis showed that there 
were insufficient terms to explain a sufficient percentage of the total variation in the radii.

It is hoped that the specified template for each individual boundary in a single image 
will be applied to other training data. The information from a pre-decided number of 
manually segmented images will then be used to construct a prior distribution and a 
likelihood function. These will subsequently provide a posterior distribution for each 
boundary, from which inferences can then be drawn. These ideas will be extended to 
the use of hierarchical structures (Phillips and Smith, 1994). After extraction of all the 
pixels that lie between the body and carcass outline has been carried out, a method for 
histogram smoothing (similar to Leonard, 1973) is currently being developed to estimate 
the number of pixels which correspond to the amount of lean meat present in the body. It 
is also intended to use a method paralleling change point inferences for binary responses 
to infer the required subset of points from the observed picture for each template.
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Introduction

An important problem in high level image analysis is the identification of objects with 
variable shape. In this paper we discuss an application to aquaculture. The general 
objective is to monitor fish populations from images taken with an underwater camera. 
We investigate the problem of identifying a single fish in a still image.

A Bayesian statistical approach is taken in which there are two key components: the 
prior and the likelihood. Prior information is available from a set of training data on the 
size and shape of fish outlines. The likelihood of a template fish is expressed in terms 
of the spatial distribution of edges in the image. Bayes' Theorem gives the posterior 
density for a set of variables in terms of the likelihood of the data and the prior density 
for the variables. A comparison is made between using simplex and Markov chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC) algorithms to obtain the maximum a posteriori estimate of the template 
variables.

Prior Model

Both foreground and background have comparable brightness and therefore contrast in 
light intensity cannot easily be used to differentiate between them. However, the intensity 
gradient can be used to highlight the outlines of objects. To create a gradient image, the 
intensity image is convolved with an edge filter given by the gradient of a Gaussian density. 

A fish is treated as a 2D object summarized by 25 landmarks along its outline. A Point 
Distribution Model is constructed based on a training sample of 20 fish images, comprising 
an average shape together with principal components of shape variation (Cootes et al., 
1994). Each object is modelled by a set of variables which includes location, scale, ori 
entation, reflection and shape. The prior distribution of these variables is obtained by 
inspection of the training sample. At each landmark, a profile of moderate length is 
constructed normal to the outline. The most likely point along this profile to associate 
with the landmark is identified by maximizing a likelihood function which accounts for 
edge strength and distance. This point provides the log-likelihood contribution for the 
landmark.
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Results

The application of a simplex algorithm shows partial success in locating and measuring 
fish in the images. In many cases the search terminates at a model which is clearly a 
poor fit to the data, and the results are strongly dependent on a good starting position. 
In contrast, the MCMC algorithm shows a marked success in finding the true object, 
even when started far away, and is much less constrained by local maxima. Because the 
posterior density is complicated, deterministic methods like simplex will often fail, but 
the stochastic nature of MCMC enables local maxima to be avoided. A sample image is 
shown in Figure 1 and sample MCMC realizations for two separate fish are shown in the 
corresponding edge image in Figure 2.

However, further development is needed. The model describes only a subset of image 
features, and it would be preferable to have a more complete probabilistic description. 
A more careful physical analysis of the lighting effects, taking into account the 3D na 
ture of fish, would be beneficial. The technique must also be extended to deal with 
images containing multiple objects and MCMC is well-suited to this extension (Green 
and Richardson, 1997).

A more detailed description of this work is given elsewhere (de Souza et al., 1997).

Figure 1: Sample Image Figure 2: Example MCMC Results
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Statistical image analysis has been a rapidly developing area in the last twelve or so years, 
partly thanks to the advent of MCMC simulation techniques. Unfortunately, image problems 
usually involve very large numbers of parameters and unusual distributions which make the con 
vergence of simulated chains slow and problematic to monitor. However, the freedom they offer 
in modelling terms outweighs this disadvantage.

Image sequences have some characteristics that make their analysis more difficult in some 
respects but more fruitful as well. Here, the data consist of a sequence of degraded images of 
the same scene taken at different, usually equidistant, time points. The scene does not remain 
constant in time but changes, in a way that may or may not be known. The aim of the analysis 
is to restore the true images and gain understanding of the mode of change of the scene. One 
could view this problem as a problem of many independent static images. However, one could 
also include among the parameters quantities expressing the relationships between images close 
to each other in time, or quantifying the evolution of the scene in time. Then, the images could be 
analysed one by one, in their order of acquisition. This has the advantage that after each analysis 
step new "knowledge" is gained on the way the scene evolves, and this gives better results on the 
restoration of the subsequent frames.! Since our outlook is Bayesian, this "knowledge" takes the 
form of the posterior distribution of the parameters given all the data up to each time point. Since 
the forms of the distributions are in most cases analytically intractable they are approximated by 
samples taken from them.

In some cases the evolution of the scene can be viewed as a dynamic model. Then the pos 
terior of each time step combined with the system evolution equation can give the prior for the 
next step. It would then be ideal to be able to update the posterior samples into prior ones for the 
next step and then into posterior samples again, using the information contained in the current 
image at each step. The former can be achieved by passing the samples through the evolution 
equation. MCMC techniques, though, cannot achieve the latter. They will scrap all old samples 
and will start from scratch.

In this poster we will present an alternative technique for "updating' 7 prior samples, based on 
the weighted bootstrap of Smith and Gelfand (1992). It consists of sampling with replacement 
from the samples from the prior in such a way that the resulting samples can be considered as 
approximating samples from the posterior. This is repeated in every step and can result eventu 
ally in sample sets containing just a few distinct values. We investigate methods for maintaining
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the number of distinct values at a high level. We call these methods sample augmentation tech 
niques.

Recently, MCMC techniques, which can "update" prior samples, have been proposed.However, 
another advantage of resampling we have not mentioned so far is its speed of implementation 
compared to MCMC. The latter is impractical in cases when the analysis of the sequence is re 
quired in real time and pictures are obtained every few seconds or even more frequently.

We therefore believe that resampling offers us the same freedom of modelling as MCMC 
and is more suitable for the analysis of image sequences. We present some theoretical results 
and we are trying to gain insight into the amount of augmentation necessary in each particular 
case. We demonstrate the methods on some simple Gaussian settings as well as on simple image 
sequences.
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Overview

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis is a technique used to separate proteins from a sam 
ple of biological matter. Proteins are separated horizontally, then vertically, according to 
their isoelectric point and molecular weight respectively. Initially, a cultured form of the 
biological matter can be grown in the presence of a radioactive substance so that when the 
gel is dried and subjected to X-rays, the proteins appear as black spots.

Many factors affect the rate at which proteins migrate, leading to possible distortions. 
Thus, when comparing two gels it is necessary to allow for location shifts and other linear 
changes, together with possible non-linear differences.

An application is the study of genetic variation in the human malaria parasite where 
two gels may have to be compared. Figure 1 shows two examples of an electrophoretic 
gel image corresponding to this parasite. Generally, there are two types of protein present 
in a gel, invariant and variant. Invariant proteins are present in all strains of the parasite 
and therefore act as landmarks. The variant proteins differ between species and hence de 
termine a specific strain of the parasite. For a collection of gels, an expert has located and 
labelled ten invariant proteins in each image such that a 1-1 correspondence exists between 
them.

Once one gel has been deformed to match another, they can be superimposed. Direct 
comparisons of the variant proteins can then be made.

Matching techniques 

A regression framework

This method is used to match two gels by an affine (linear) transformation. Transforma 
tion parameters are found using labelled landmarks and by minimising a suitable objec 
tive function. Particular cases include least squares and various robust estimators such as 
least median of squares and least quartile of squared differences. The robust estimators are 
of particular interest when some of the landmarks (e.g., the invariant proteins) are misla- 
belled.

B-splines

B-splines may be used to match a pair of gels by a non-linear transformation. Recall, 
proteins are separated horizontally, then vertically, by two processes. Hence, two one- 
dimensional splines may be used to model non-linearity in the x and y directions respec 
tively. Landmarks (x, y) in one gel may be transformed to landmarks («, v) in a second 
by the splines (g(x), hx (y)) where g and h are positive monotonic functions.
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Mixture models and the EM algorithm

When the labelling of landmarks between two gels is unknown, an appropriate mixture 
model and the EM algorithm may be used to determine transformation parameters of an 
affine match.

Let A and B represent two sets of landmarks corresponding to a pair of gels. For each 
point in A, the E-step calculates the probability of association (for a given estimate of the 
transformation parameters) for all points in B based on the mixture model. The M-step 
calculates an updated weighted least squares estimate of the parameters based on these 
probabilities. The E and M steps are repeated until the transformation parameters con 
verge.

Future work includes using the EM algorithm to estimate transformation parameters 
of a non-linear transformation.
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